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Preface 

One policy goal of many developing countries is to decentralize public 
sector decision making so as to "bring it closer to the people." While
discussions of decentralization commonly focus on how such policies can
improve the effectiveness of resource allocation decisions, the issues of
from where and how these resources are to become available are also of 
extreme importance in Third World countries. Furthermore, there are 
reasons to think that answers to these questions may influence the overall 
success of decentralized decision making. Since local government is often 
the institution given the task of leading decentralization efforts, it is
reasonable to consider the role local self-governing bodies can play in the 
resource mobilization process. 

Bangladesh is a country that has recently embarked on a path of
decentralized decision making in the hopes that it might yield significant 
improvements to rural development. And, although local governments
were given the most prominent role in the new scheme, littie progress has 
been made in strengthening the fiscal capabilities of ihese institutions. This 
book indicates how such strengthening might occur by analyzing the overall
local government fiscai system in light of local economic and demograpkhic
characteristics together with a consideration of the administrative and
political constraints faced at both the central and local levels. The 
contributions here constitute the first systematic analysis of the rural local 
government sector, since heretofore little effort has been made to undertake 
a wide-scale data gathering effort concerning the fiscal conditions of rural 
local governments in the country. Further, there have previously been no 
attempts to summarize in a single place descriptions of the structure of the 
entire revenue package available to local governments including the 
intergovernmental transfer programs, together with a discussion of the 
various ways in which local revenue administration is influeaced by both 
central government and local officials. 



viii Preface 
The various chapters should alto prove of interest to readers interestedin Third World countries other than Bangladesh. The fiscal system of this

extremely poor nation shares features with other post-colonial countries,
particularly those formerly part of the British Empire. Our wnr-, ,herfe,
carries on a tradition ofanalysis put fL-M'ad so clearly by Lady Ursula Hicksin her ela-ic 196i study of local government finance in countries of theBritish Commonwealth, DevelopmentFromBelow. Moreover, the analyses
contained herein reflect the same policy concerns that are likely to arise in any evaluation of the role local governments might play in decentralized
development adm inisragion, 

The research effort reported upon in these contributions predates the 
full-scale initiation of decentralization in Bangladesh. In the early 1980sthe Government of Bangladesh togeJer witI4 U tec

"Inletrnatonal-1e-)'eoipment (USAID) determined that O ,A,.ryShree 
.unement t6_Suzstagi n esiiens jin_ - ads in Bangladesh was thelack of maintenane, wFrom those discussions agreementwas r he-for 

UISAID to fund the "Zilia i rovoaeM, .. c-_t7..... ...... 
-Since it was also realized that lack of local-level funding constituted a major

constraint to long-term maintenance efforts, one component of the roadsmaintenance project was to fund a study of local government finance. TheMetropolitar Studies Program of the Maxwell atSchool Syracuse
University was contracted to carry out that research through its LocalRevenue Administration Project. The research effort then got underway in
early March, 1982. Almost simultaneously with the start of the research
efforts a new Government in Bangladesh, headed by Md. Ershad, instituted 
a new decentralization initiative as a centerpiece of its domestic policy.

Derivation ofpossible policies to strengthen the fiscal condition of these
local governments then took on even greater significance. Unfortunately
the research task was also made more difficult by the fact that while the
analysis was being conducted the subject of inquiry--the local government
sector-was being altered rather substantially; hence, the research effort 
involved studying a moving target.

Senior researchers on the team included James Alm, Roy Bahl, BarbaraDiane Miller and myself. Assisting us in the field were Showkat Khan,
Hasan Murshed and Muin Uddin. Mr. Khan spent approximately nine
months in northeast Bangladesh carrying out participant-observer research
 
at the village lkvel; Messrs. Murshed and Uddin spent six months in the
 
country collecting quantitative and qualitative fiscal data from a sampling

of local governments. After pre-testing, the survey instrument 
 was
administered in all of the then 20 districts in the comtry, 15 urban local
 
governments, as well as 52 thana and iininn I---
. 

Preface Ix 
within Faridpur, Rangpur and Sylhet Districts. Considerable amounts ofadditional data and information were collected from a variety of other 
sources both from within the central government as well as from other
agencies and through the administration of a nation-wide mail
questionnaire. The results of the analyses of these disparate sources oiinoratonweemadeaalbefsinformation w..b hog a set TxIntri- Pe~rsandtmt-mffiij-rizedjna 

r.o 
Final Re ortto the Government and-USA b i 94."Sme policy changes concerning local governments resulted from thatreport. In addition, however, there have also been further minor changes inthe structure of local governments, not all of which are reflected in thecontributions here. Nevertheless, we fee! that the overall thrust of these

chapters remain valid for Bangladesh even today
rsde v 

Syracuse, N.Y. 
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Governmental Decentralization in
 

Bangladesh
 

Lany Schroeder 

Greater decentralization of administrative power was recently 
pronounced as a policy goal in Bangladesh. 1 Unlike many other Third 
World countries where similar intentions have been announced, actions 
were undertaken in Bangladesh to implement such reforms with local 
governments chosen as the primary institution to carry out the policy. The 
decentralization process takes time and is still ongoing, some years after its 
initiation in the early 1980s. 2 Given the prime r6le of local governments in
the decentralization proces-, there is a need to learn more about the 
functioning of these institutions. Particularly important in this regard is an 
analysis of how local jurisdictions are financed and how they might be 

1. 	 See Ali Ahmed, Basic Principles and Practices qf Administrative 
Organization: Bangladesh (Dhaka: National Institute of Local 
Government, 1981), p. 13, where it is noted that the desire for increased 
decentralization was expressed in the country's first five-year plan issued 
in 1973. 

2. 	 For an interesting review of the first several years of the decentralization 
process see Yusuf Hyder, Development the UpazilaWay (Dhaka: DhakaProkashan, 1986). 
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Governmental Decentralization in Bangladesh 

strengthened through more effective financing mechanisins. While there 
are a few discussions of local government issues in Bangladesh, 3 they arenot readily available in the West; furtherirore, because of the paucity oflocal government fiscal data in the country, little systematic fiscal analysis
has ever been performed. This book is intended to begin to fill that voidwhile simultaneously addressing the more general issues of fiscaldecentralization in developing countries, 

dealaal 

One of thepoorestcountries in the world, Bangladesh provides a setting which is representativeoflow-income countries everywhere because of its scarce natual resources,rapid population growth, and importance of therural setor in the economy,As is the case in many other developing nations, iocal governments havegenerally been very weak in relation to the central government. Finally, as 

other countries pursue decentralization policies, many of the same generalissues concerning local government finance are likely to arise. Hence, as a case study the Bangladesh experience is enlightening.
This introductory chapter summarizes the rationale underlying

decentralized administration and the role local governments in developing
countries can play in decentralization. It also provides background
information on the political and economic environment in which the local 
governmens of Bangladesh operate. The final section outlines the
organization of the chapters to follow. 

Decentralization 


The term decentralization can be applied in a variety of contexts, from 
industrial organization to political theory. In general, the term is used toconnote a dispersion of power from a single unit within an organization tothe component parts of that organization. In a bibliographic review ofpolitical decentralization in developing countries Diana Conyers defines the 

3. One review oftheroleandstatusoflocalgovemetinBangladeshisLocal
Governmentin Bangladesh,ed.Kamal Siddiqui (Dhaka: National Institute
of Local Governmen, 1984). The Natiohal Institute ofLocal Government 

(NILG) is the principal research and training institute in the country thatconcentrates on the local government sector. Its Journal of LocalGovernment, is also a useful source of information on the problems and 
policies of local governmen, in the country. 

Governmental Decentralization In Bangladesh 

term to mean "any change in the organization of government which involves
the transfer of powers or functions from the national level to any subnational
level(s), or from one subnational level to another, lower o

Such transfers of power and functions can come in different forms. The 
term deconcentration iscommonly used to describe the case where power
is dispersed from higher levels of .n administrative hierarchy to lowerlevels. This sort of change can occur whether or not there exists a localgovernment structure alongside the administrative structure of the higherlevel of government. Devolution is the term often reserved for the casewhere power is transferred from a higher level of government to alocally-elected political body, specifically a lower level of government.This latter case ismost interesting within the context of financingdecentralization since the lower level of government must have resources 
available to provide services to the locality.

Improved resource mobilization is one argument commonly given insupport of decentralization. Otcr arguments include those that focus on 
the efficiency of decision making and political benefits that can be derived
from such policies. Increased decision making efficiency includes bothtechnical efficiency associated with lower costs of making decisions andeconomic efficiency which focuses on maximizing local welfare. Indeveloping countries, communications and transponation systems are often
inadequate leading to significant delays ifall major decisions must be made 
centrally. Descriptions of the issues and the options available must first pass
from the lower level of administration to the higher level and then, after the 
reasonableinevitable delays, a is rendered which may or may aore decisionand which sometimes comes not betoo late to matter. With 
decentralizatio.' it should be possible for these decisions to be made as theissues arise, thereby avoiding the delays and communications costs of 
centralized decision making.

Another type of efficiency associated with decentralization is economic
efficiency. While it may not be possible to measure or even to describe thesocial welfare of a community, it is likely that when social decisions are 
made locally, they are more likely to result in outcomes which reflect theparticular preferences of the community than if decisions are madecentrally. To the extent that local residents are better off by being able to
make their own allocation decisions either directly or indirectly throughelected representatives or other locally-based decision makers, improved 

4. Diana Conyers, Decentralizationfor Development, A Selected Annotated 
Bibliography(London: Commonwealth Seczetariate, undated). 
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economic efficiency results. Local leaders are expected !o be more aware
of the particular circumstances prevailing locally than are decision makers
sitting in !he national or provincial capital. 

A second potential benefit of decentralization concerns its effect on localmobilization of resources, both monetary and labor. Improved resource
mobilization is particularly crucial because one major factor constraining
development in many countries is the lack of resources available to meetthe recurrent costs of developrment initiatives resulting in projects that are 
not sustainable. 5 Financial resource mobilization and local participation in
decision making are both more likely in a decentralized environment,

Local resource mobilization techniques have some advantages over
centrally-collected revenues in generating tax revenues. Que of these is thatadministration of a! least some taxes can be more effective when done
locally since knowledge of the tax base may be more complete at that level.No one in any country enjoys paying taxes, but taxpayers may feel less
disinclined to pay taxes when they realize that the benefits therefrom willremain at the local level. Finally, moral suasion as an incentive to comply
with taxes may be more effective when everyone realizes the revenues are
to be expended at the local level; that is, free-riders may receive pressure to pay local taxes from their neighbors. Lady Hicks summarized these 
arguments in favor of local taxation: 

The task of taxing farmers so as to release additional output
without curbing their enterprise is eminently one for local
effort, since it is only in the locality (if at all) that the 
circumstances of the individual farm family and hence, its 
taxable capacity, can be discovered adequately. The solutionof this delicate balance of stimulus and contxol implies willingtax compliance on the part of farmers. This again can more 
easily be achieved if it is apparent to the taxpayers that a 

substantial part of the revenue s being spent on things that willbenefit the rural community, especially on those things that 

S. For further discussions of recurrent costs and theireffects on developmentprojects see Peter Heller, 'The Underfinancing of Recurrent Development
Costs," FinanceandDevelopment (March 1979): 38-41; or United States
Agency forInterationalDevelopment.RecurrentCosts,AID Policy Paper
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1982). 

Govemrnental Decentralization In Bangladesh 

t tlives have chosen. Ibis calls not only for local 
thetmee and collection, but also for a substantial retention 
afsesmen by oca ut 6oris 

of the revenue by Local Authorities.
 

Recent idence supporting this argument is provided by the experience inGhana where local resou ce mobilizatiun improved significantly under a
decentralization program. 7
 

Decentralization 
 should also encourage popular participation in
Dveopment projects. While serious questions exist as to which groups are 

most likely to participate in, and possibly even dominate, the local decision
making process, there is evidence that local participation can improve the
selection and excution of lcal development projects. 8 

In summary, good reasons support the contention that decentralization,
especially devolution, provides an environment in which greater monetary
and labor resources for development can be forthcoming than in a
centrajlzed environment. At the same time, decentralization itself is not asufficient condition for such resource mobilization and participation. It is
the theme of this volume that the decentralized environment must also be
supplemented with a revenue structure that can take advantage of theinentives provided by decentralized decision making, particularly greater
local autonomy in determining rates at which revenue instruments are 

imposed. Furthermore, administrative problems that constrain the
implementation of these instruments must also be overcome if resource 
mobilization efforts are to improve.

Ultimately, de decision to decentralize is a political one.9 As such,
political benefits must also be perceived as flowing from such a policy. 

6. Ursula Hicks, Development from Below. Local Government and Finance
in Developing Countries of the Commonwealth ondon" Oxford 

7. See D.M. Warren and Joe D. Issachar, "Strategies for Understanding andChanging Local Revenue Policies and Practices in Ghana's 
Decentralization Programme," World Development 11 (September 1983):
835-844. 

8. Michael M. Cernea, "Can Local Participation Help Development?" FinanceandDevelopmetu21(4) (December 1984): 41-44.9. Decentralizatiou is the underlying theme of B.C. Smith's, Decentralization:The Tei-ritorialDimensionofthe State (London: George Allen and UnwinPublishers, Ltd., 1985). This book provides a wide-ranging and balanced
discussion of the major issues associated with decentralization in both
developing and developed countries. 
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Obviously, if decentralization produces benefits which appear in the form
of more rapid economic growth, political gains can accrue to those 
supporting the policy. Devolution, w.th creation of elected local bodies, can 
also assist central political leaders. Grassroot political support is oftenbased on local political leaders. Elections ofpolitical allies at the local level 
can greatly strengthen the power of leaders at the center, 

Decentralization policie- are, however, not costless. Some higher level
policymakers and bureaucrats may see decentralization as leading to an 
erosion of their power, and they will consequently attempt to impede the 
process. Furthermore, if waste associated with corruption, graft and lack 
of technical expertise at the local level is significant, the technicalefficiencies of decentralization will be offset by such costs. Economic
efficiency may also be hindered by decentralization. Here the issue 
concerns the different perspectives of local and central decision makers. 
What happens to be best for a particular locality may or may not be best for 
the country as a whole. For example, when certain activities yield
substantial spillover or external effects, p~trely local decisions can result in 
inefficient levels of those activities. 

Equity is another important consideration that may limit decentralization 
efforts. Poorer regions or localities are at a disadvantage if required tomobilize the resources necessary to finance development. While 
intergovernmental transfer programs may be designed to help overcome 
such resource inequities, grant schemes commonly carry with them some 
control over the utilization of funds; thereby offsetting the advantages of
decentralized decision making ° Furthermore, it is unclear ,hether, withinthe context of a developing country with limited resources, attempting tspread those resources in an "equitable" fashion wil actually result in morerapid economic growth. 

While providing greater revenue powers to localities and thereby 
increasing the overall level of resource mobilization may improve thesustainability of development efforts, fiscal decentralization can lessen thecontrol central fiscal and monetary authorities have over the macro 
economy. Although truely incremental mobilization efforts may have 
positive resource effects, it is likely that any policies designed to transferfiscal powers from the center to the local level will be met with considerable 
opposition by these authorities, with some justification, 

10. 	 See, for example, Richard Bird, "Intergovernmental Fiscal Relations inDeveloping Countries," World Bank Staff Working Paper No. 304 
(Washington, DC: The World Bank, 1978). 

Governmental Decentralization In Bangladesh 

Finally, decentralization and autonomy can also produce political
liiiies. ifparticular regions of a country have some desire to be 
independent from the rest, decentralization may provide an environment 
that makes secession possible. Decentralization is not costless and iscertainly not a sufficient condition for development. Nevertheless, it can 
aid the development process. 

Before turning to a description of the decentralization efforts undertaken 
inBangladesh, it is useful to describe briefly the country's political and 
economic environment. 12 Four factors stand out, First, like many young
countries, Bangladesh is still concentrating on "nation-building." Second,
It is the most densely populated agricultural country in the world. Third,
climatic conditions have produced periodic disasters entail-g considerable 
coats. Last, its current economic status compared to the rest of the world is 
very low. T.ese factors make economic development in Bangladesh 
particularly challenging.

Bangladesh is located in the northeast corner of the South Asian 
subcontinent (Figure 1-1). It is surrounded by India except for a 150 mile
border it shares with Burma. The Bay of Bengal lies directly to the south. 
The total area of the country is approximately 55.6 thousand square miles
with about 65 percent under cultivation and an additional 20 percent under
forests. 13 The low-lying land consists primarily of the deltas of three majorrivers--the Padna, Jamuna and Meghna. 'ihis fact, together with thetropical monsoon climate, helps explain the numerous devastating floodswhich historically have afflicted the region. The Bay of Bengal also 

11. 	 It is interesti_,g to Dote, however, that decentralization was pursued in Papua
New Guinea specifically in order to decrease the likelihood of secession.
See Diana Conyers, "Papua New Guinea: Decentralization andDevelopment from the Middle," in Developmentfrom Above orBelow? TheDialecticsofRegionalPlanningin Developing Countries,eds. W.B. Stohr
and D.R.F. Taylor (Chichester. Wiley and Sons, 1981), pp. 209-230.12. This section benefited from the research efforts of Muin Uddin, doctoral 
candidate in the Economics Department, The Maxwell School, SyracuseUniversity.

13. 	 BangladeshBureauofStatistics,MonthlyStatisticalBulletinofBangladesh 
13 (June 1984): 31. 
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periodically spawns violent storms that have caused considerable 
dc-awxicon and loss of life. 

While Bangladesh is a young sovereign country, the wider Bengal 
cultural region of which it is a part has a long recorded history. The 
Buidhist kingdom of the Palas ruled the area from the sixth through the 
iwelfth centuries. Ibis era was followed by a century of Hindu domination. 
Control of the area was then assumed by Muslims who retained power until 
defeated by the Br h in 1757. 

British rule of the subcontinent ended in 1947 when Pakistan and India 
became independent counies. The Bengal region was partitioned along 
religious lines with the western part becoming a state of India, named West 

Bengal. The former area of East Bengal, with its Muslim majority, became 
a province of the new nation of Pakistan. This area, called East Pakistan, 
WaS eparated by more than 1,000 miles from West Pakistan. Other than 

a common religi .r, Islam, the two provinces of the nation of 
were dissimilar in mnost respects including language, culture,

natural resources and historical background. East Pakistan constituted 
more than 30 percent of the total population of Pakistan and its agricultural 

was the largest contributor to the country's GDP and foreign 
through its exports ofjute and tea. 
persons in East Pakistan, particularly during the government of

Marshal Ayub Khan (1958 to 1969), felt that the province was 
a disproportionately small amount of public development funds. 

Pnial' un.. became - uore pronoun-ced during the late 1960s as Bengali 
nationalists struggled to gain a more equitable distribution of economic 

andnOnbenefitsgreater political power. In the 1970 general elections, the 
Awarni League party, headed by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman from EastPakistan,won a majority in the Pakistan Natoal Assembly leading to a 

14. 	 The social,political and economic history of the area now incorpora in 
Bangladesh has been documented by many scholars. For some examples

.K.Sur, History and Culture of Bengal (Calcutta: Cuckervetti 
Chatterjee and Co., 1963); Abdul Ka.n, SocialHis ory of the Msslims in 
Bengal (Down to 1538) (Dhaka: Asiatic Society of Pakistan, 1959); and
Leonard A. Gordon, Bengal: The NationalistMovement 1876-1940 (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1974). Many books wer written during 
tze early 1970s recording the history of the fight for ,adepeadence fLrom 
Pakistan. See, for example, Birth ifa Nation(Calcutta: Bangladesh Mukti 
Sangram Sahayak Samity, 1971) and Md. Ayoob, airudha Gupta, 
Rahmatullah Khan, G.P. Deshpande, R. Narayanan and Sinr Gupta,
Bangladesh:AStruggleforNationhood(Delhi: Vikas Publishers, 1971). 
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power struggle in the country. President General Yahya Khan, who hadsucceeded Ayub Khan under martial law in 1969, repeatedly postponedopening the GeneranAssembly and violence escalated in East Pakistan. inresponse, the government sent a large military force to East Pakist.a torepress the reoellion. In March 1971 Mujibur Rahnan was arrested andmprisoned in West Pakistan on charges of treason, and on March 26 theBengali natonals proclaimed an independent People's Republic ofBangladerh 
After nine months of bitter fighting, during which about one million EastBegalis were killed, the Pakistan military -rendered and Bangladesh 

prison and returned to Bangladesh in January 1972, where he formed abecame a sovereign country.government Sheikh Mujibur Rahman was released fromand be:ame Prime Minister.
constitution, Under the country's newa parliamentary democracy
national election held in March 1972. 

was introduced 
 with the firstThe Awarni League party won 292of 3 00 parliamentary seats in the National Assembly and Mujibur Rahmanremained Prime Minfisler. 
The younmg government failed to achieve economic reconstruction andrecovery from the devastation caused by the war for independence. Severeeconomic and political difficulties faced the country. in laie 1974 a state of

national emergency was declared by the Prime -Ministerand in early 1975 
he secured a constitutionalself-declared nresident amendment enablingvrithuiona
l a llpwers him to becom tYvhrtually all powers me the
suspended reserved for himself.Political parties were banned and most fundamenta civil liberties wereii ibriswr
 

In August 1975 Sheikh Mujibur Raimn was killed in a coup led by agroup of army officers. Durig the ens.uing three months there were anumber of military coups and counter.cmaps leading to a martial law rule
with Major General 
 Ziaur (Zia) Rahan becomig Chief Martial LawAdministrator Martial law was partially lifted in late 1977 and a new
political party called the Bangladesh Nationalist Party (BNP) was formed
Poiia atma lw w sliftedaldieBnldscompletely in 1979.ainlsled by Zia. He won the subsequent June 1978 presidentialat p electi onmaand adon and 
In June 1981 President Zia was assassinated by members of the armyand was succeeded in OfficeNovember~1981 by his vice-president, Abdus Sattar. InSattar was popularly elected as president but only a fewmonths later, in Marchof 

army chief It.General Hassain Mohammad Ershad who imposed nmartial 
law and assumed the posit.ion of chief martial law administrator.
Ershad has retained leadership of the country for several years in spiteof facig considerable political opposition. He attempted to legitimize his 
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position in March 1985 by holding a referendum which asked the electorate,"Do you support the policies of President Ershad and do you want him tocontinue to run this administration until a civilian government is formedthrough elections?" 15 Ninety-four percent of those voting affirmed hisposition. rFr only the third time in the country's history, parliamentaryelections were held in May 1986 with Ershad's new party gaining 153 seatsin the 300 seat assembly. In October 1986 Ershad was formally electedPresident with all remaining provisions of martial law lifted.The brief political history of the nation of Bangiadesh has beendominated by strife. Martial law and taking 
 stow
bybirforce have been the
 
rule rather than the exception.citributed to the economic problemsThis political instability has no doubtof the country since long-termbusiness decisions must be made with concern for who might be in power 
tomorrow.
The 1985 population of Bangladesh was estimated to be 100.6 million,making it the eighth most populous country in the world. 16 This number mrelation to the relatively small of the country, yieldsarea a populationdensity of 1,809 persons per square mile (699 perworldwide square kilometer);only Singapore and Hong Kong have higher populationdensities. The intercensus population growth rate between 1975 and 1981was over 3 percent per year (Table 1-i). 
The Bangladesh Bureau of
 

a vr3pretpryaStatistics projects that the country's population will reach 128 million byTbe11.TeBnlds ueuothe yea 2000 and 177 million by 2025.17 Population density and growthUrbanization is slight, though growing.
together constitute one of the major social problems facing the nation.

89.4 percent of the 
In 1981, 

population lived in rural areas (Table 1-1). Only three cities in 1981 hadpopulations in excess of one-half million persons: Dhaka (the capital) wasthe largest city with nearly 3.5 million residents, Chittagong (the majorSeaport) had approximately 1.4 million persons, and Khulna (the only othermajor port city) had slightly less than 1 million residents. 

15. PeterJ. Bertocci, "Bangladesh 
__ 

in 1985: Resolute Against the Storms," Asian 
16. The World Bank, Worl Development Report, 1987 (New York: Oxford 

U6-iverityPress 9,Worldp. 202.17. A.K.M. Ghulamn Rabbani and Md. Shahaat Hossain, "PopulationBangladesh (1975-2025),"inBangladeshBureau of Statistics,
1981 StatisticalYearbook of Bangladesh(Dhaka: Bangladesh Bureau of 
Statistics, 1982), pp. 40-41. More recent projections by the World BankPredict that the population wi 
reach 141 million by 2000. See the World
Bank,Worl Development Report,1987,p.2V
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TABLE 1-1
 

DISTRIBUTION OF LRBAN AND RURAL POPULATION AND AVERAGE

ANNUAL GROWTH RAITE OpPOPULATION IN BANGLADESH: E 

nAveageAl 
OfDz on Ruate 
Of Pnnuf percentuat Diffenn 

Census 	 RualY& Urban Rural Urban Rur TOW ~ Annu 
YU 	 Grath Rae1891 2.2 97.8 _ 

1901 2.4 97.6 1.7 0.6 0.7 .inc
1911 2.3 97.7 0.9 0.91921 	 0.9 -0.42.3 97.7 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.11931 3.1 96.9 5.7 1.8 1.9 3.91941 3.4 96.6 1.9 0.8 0.8 1.1 
19611961 5.25.2 94.894.7 4.53.5 0.42.0 2.10.5 3.12.3fherie 
1974 8.8 91.2 10.61981 10.6 89.4 	 2.7 2.9 7.96.8 2.8 3.1 4.0 

SOURCE: Bangladesh Bureau of Staiitjc., 19& Statistcal Yearbok of 

(Dham: S-etber 27, 1982). pp. 52-53. a&lightly 
nwwecopcomparable 

Even though current levels of urbanization are loI hncmaeEnothruhrdWorld counties, ation hanth situ liow aredwithmany other Third World countries, the situation is likely to change in thefuture if the current rate of po.ulation growth continues. In ft e 

possible reason for the current interest in decentralization in the country is 

to provide greater economic opportnities in the smaller urbanized areas in
order to reduce potential flows of persons into the largest cities.
Literacy in Bangladesh 
 is low with only about 26 percent of the

population over 15 years in age considered literate. Bengali is the national 

language and mother tongue of approximately 98 percent of the population,but the English language is still used extensively by educated people ingovernment, educational instit-tions and industry and commerce
1n terms of religious composition, th p19.
temsofrli m p o Population of Bangladesh ispredominantly Muslim. About 85 percent of the population are Muslims,Hindus constitute an additional 13 percent of the total, and the remderis 

made up of Buddhists andfollowers of various tribal religions. Bangladeshis second only to Indonesia in the number of Muslims in the population.
Agriculture dominates the economy of Bangladesh. In 1985,75 percent

of the nation's labor force was employed in the agricultural sector with the 
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output comitituting approximately 50 percent of GDP.18 These ratios
chaged little over the 1970s and 1980s. 

Within agriculture, crop production is the most important activit7counting for nearly 80 percent of agriculture's contribution to GDP. 
Rice is the most important crop in terms of land allocation, with 
approximately 80 percent of total cultivatable land devoted to its production. 
Jute, 	the second major crop, is the most important contributor to the 
country's export earnings. In 1981-82 exports of raw jute, jute yam and 
manufactured jute (e.g., as sacking and carpet-backing cloth) amounted to 
about two-thirds of total exports from Bangladesh. Many other crops,

ing tea, tobacco, wheat, sugarcane and barley are also raised.
The other components of the agricultural sector include livestock,fisheries and forests. Livestock production accounts for about 10 percentof agriculture's contribution to GDP. This ratio grew slightly during the1970s with fish production declining slightly in importance. Production of 

remains important, however, both for domestic constuption and 
for exports.

Compared with agriculture, industrial production does not play an 
important role in Bangladesh. The World Bank reports that only 14 percent
oantdof 1985 Bangladesh GDP was generated from industrial production with 

more than one-half of the amount (8 percent) contributed by 
manufacturing. 2° These percentages wereamounts in 1976-0!3 a-d 7 only slightly greater than the-,'cemtrese tiv~. Ted 
oxa~l mut n17:1 n perea rspectively ndeed, theavailable data suggest that manufacturing earnings per employee fell by 5.2percent during the first half of the 1980s.Textile production dominats the industrial secor. In 1980 two-thirds 

of persors employed in the sector were engaed in textile manufacturing 
with the jute industry being most important. Other industrial activitiesinclde cotton textile mills, tobacco factories, carpet milis, handicrafts andoon ce 
the rnduction of garments for export using imported cloth. 

bm nclue products. In the 1980s there has been a large increase in 

. The World Bank, World DevelopmentReport,1987, pp. 206 and 264.
These and the other data reported here were comluted from BangladeshBureau of Statistics, d'atisticalPocketbook of Bangladesh,1983 (Dhaka:
Buigladeh Bureau of Statistics, 1984).20. 	 Th World Bank, Worl Development Report, 1987 ad Worl 
DevelopmentReport,1979. 

21. The World Bank, World DevelopmentReport,1987, p. 216.
22. Bangiadesh Bureau of Statistics, StatisticalPocketbook ofBangladesh,

1983, pp. 264-265. 
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Nominal GDP in Bangladesh grew during nearly all years from 1972f73through 1982/83, but the growth rate w not uniform (Table 1-2). Afteraccounting for rapid growth in both prices and population during the same 
period, there were nearly as many years in which real per capita GDP fellas there were years of real economic growth. 

.-
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Like many Third World natious, Bangladesh suffered greatly from the 
petroleum-led price increases tVia: characterized the mid to late 1970s. The 
country has some small natural gas der osits, but they were developed only
durirng the early 1980s and did litle to assist the country through the rampant
price increases it faced. The economy of Bangladesh is heavily dependent 
on impoils of both producer and consumer goods; hence the worldwide 
increases in prices led to increased costs ofdomestic production and slowed
the growth of the economy.

Inflation alone does not account for al! of the wide fluctuations ineconomic performance exhibited in Table 1-2. It is also likely that the 
previously documented political instability of the nation also affecteddomestic output. Finally, the periodic natural disasters which have 
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hiFstorically plagued th. Bengal region contributed to the nation's economicinstability. 
As noted above, imports provide large amounts of raw materials and 

capital goods, including petroleum products, for agricultural and industrialproduction, as well as consumer goods that are not available domestically.Furthermore, import of food grains has been necessary in many years,
particularly immediately following the war of independence and during 
those years in which major natural disasters have struck the country. Major
!mports include food grains, edible oils, crude petroleum, fertilizers and
manufactured good-s 

le)on 
Export earnings are derived primarily frorm agricultunal production.Bangladesh is the world's leading producer of jute, and its leading exp.-L 
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is jute and jute products. 
fish and seafoods. 

Other major exports include leather, hides, tea, -
0 > 

Throughout its history Bangladesh has never enjoyed a positive balance
of trade. Generally the value of exports has been only 30-40 percent of the 
value of imported goods. Foreign aid and loans make up for the trade
finance deficit which in 1983/84 amounted to Tk. 22,525 million.2 3 While 
there have been large fluctuations in the annual changes in both exports and 
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23. Banglhesh Bureau of Statistics, Economic IndicatorsofBangladesh,Vol. 
12,No.4 (Dhaka. Bangl'hesh Bureau of Statistics, 19 85),pp. 18-19. 
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imports, exports have generally constituted approximately 5-7 percent of 

GDP. 


Several factors account for the persistent and ever-rising trade deficit. 
First, the export sector is vulnerable in the world markets due to 
nondiversification. The world demand for jute has fallen in the face of 
greater availability of synhetic substitutes; furthermore, jutz and some 
other export goods frequently suffer supply consu'aints. Finally, while the 
government has attempted to provide export incentives, it has failed to make 
the export sector more competitive. As noted earlier, import prices were 
particularly affected by petroleum-led price increases in the la'e 1970s with 
a resulting deterioration in the terms of trade. 

The Public Sector 

The public sector has historically played a dominant role in Bangladesh. 
The government interven.?s greatly in both the agricultural and industrialsectrs lthughrecetlytheehve ben omeeffrts adeto ecraseTaxsectors although recently there have been some efforts made to decrease 
this intervention. Government participation in the agricultural sector has 
included the supply of seeds, fertilizers, pumps, spare pails and other inputs
to farmers at subsidized prices, subsidies to the fertilizer industry, supply of 
agricultural credit o farmers, and price support and grain procurement 
programs to provide attractive prices for farmers. In the industrial sector, 
gove.nment policies ha,, e included the supply of liberal credits to investors,
the supply of some inputs at subsidized prices, liberalization of imports for 
rw materials and capital goods, the provision of foreign currency at official 
exchange rate, and protection of many domestic industries through the 
levying of import duties. In addition to these measures, the government is 
active in export promotion, including the supply of export credits. 

Besides providing economic assistance and incentives to private
enterprises both in the agricultural and industrial sectors, the government 
participates actively in the economy of the country. For example, the 
International Monetary Fund lists 38 nonfma dcialpublic enterprises
ranging from the national airline to jute mills and an additional 16 public
financial institutions including four commercial banks and two insurance 
companies. 24 The Government of Bangladesh also undertakes the usual 

24. 	 International Moneary Fund, Government FinanceStatistics Yearbook,
Vol. 10 (Washington, DC: Intemafioal Monetary Fund, 1986), p. 145. 
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fiscal and development efforts focusing on socio-economic infrastructure 
and various social welfare services. 

Public sector spending in Bangladesh has grown rapidly. Expenditures
in nominal terms grew a! an average annual rate of 21.1 percent during the 
1973/74-1982/83 period. After adjusting for inflation, the compounded
growth rate in central government spending was still 6.4 percent, slightly
greater than the growth rate in real GDP. The government's role in the 
economy, measured by the ratio of total expenditures to GDP, increased 
from about 7.5 percent to over 12 percent during the late 1970s and in.o the 
early 1980s. 

To finance this spending, the country relies on a combination of funding 
sources including its own taxes, several nontax and externalrevenues
assistance. While taxes in Bangladesh as a proportion of GDP are quite low 
by international standards (see below), the ratio did grow over the period
since the mid-1970s. Obviously, tax collections were hindered in the period 

immediately following the war for independence. In 1973/74 the ratio of 
taxes to GDP was sill only 4.3 percent; by 1982/83 the ratio had nearlyrevenues largely 	 formsdoubled to 7.9 percent.are derived from indirect of taxation, 

evenu a sale eea arees n 	 of ich on
imports. These revenues 	

on 
primarily customs duties and sales taxesi each of which are levied only ongrow Only Rs imports increase or if there are 
increases in rates. The rising cost and increased volume and rising prices 
of imports during the late 1970s therefore contributed to the increase in the 
tax/GDP ratio. The unimportance of direct taxes in the Bangladesh
environment may be traceable primarily to the difficulties in administering
levies 	such as income and business taxes in an agriculturally..dominated, 
low-income country. There is thus no tradition for using direct taxes
 
extensively in Bangladesh. This nonuse of direct taxes may make it more
 
difficult politically for local governments to levy general purpose direct
 
taxes such as property taxes. It also decreases the ability to use shared direct
 
taxes to finance local spending.


Athough ta collection performance in Bangladesh has improved 
considerably over t past years, it remains at a low level when compared
with other developing countries. To determine the relative level of central 
tax performance in Bangladesh, we compare Lx-GDP ratios for 57 low- and 
middle-income countries. Fiscal data were drawn from the IMF 

25. 	 The spending data are from International Monetary Fund, Government 
FinanceStatisticsYearbook, p. 142. 

http:companies.24
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Government Finance Star.iiics, and a three-year average tax ratio was 
computed for the 1978-80 period. The tax ratio for Bangladesh was found 
to be 7.88 percent for this period, not much below that for 1982/83. The 
average tax ratio for the 56 other countries was 18.24 percent. Part of
Bangladesh's lower level of taxation may be attributable to its lower level 
of development. To accommodate this possibility, we use a regression
approach to measuring tax effort.27 First, we estimate taxable capacity (Ty) 
from 

Ty =a+b 1 X1 +b 2 X2 D+b 3 	 (1) 

where 

Ty -	 estimated ratio of tax to GDP 

X, = Per capita GDP (in US$) 

X2 = Agricultural share in GDP 

D 	 28Doutries 	 wc = dunmmyadmm fridde-eivariab!e which wasogiensa.valuegiven a value of I for low-income 
countries, and 0 for middle-icome countries.~ 

A tax effort index (E) is defined as 

E Ty y 

ATtermsw 

Teeten-person'Me estimated equation is29 

T - 22.505 + 0.0018X 1 _0.321X 2 + 3.842D; (2)y .55+(18 -32 (1.842)
(7.565) (1.882) (3.208) (1.533) 

26. 	 When data were not available for alI three years, one or two yews of datawere used. 
27. 	 This tchique is dise in Roy BahI, "A Regression Approadh to TaxRatio andTax Effort Analysis," IMFSaRffPaper , 18(3) (November 1971):570-612. 

28. 	 As defined by The World Bank. 
29. 	 Absolute t-values are in the parenthes.administion 
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R2 - 0.367 

which, for Bangladesh, yields 
A 

Ty -	 9.88 percent 

and E - 0.80. 

Hence, Bangladesh's tax effort is 20 percent less than that expected when
based on the tax collection performance and economic Conditions in the 57
countries. If additional public resources are necessary to lead to greater
economic development, revenuethis 	 low effort must be increased. 
Decentralization, with local governments given the responsibility andfreedom to mobilize resources of their own, may be one means of achieving 
this improvement. 

Decentralization Efforts 

The details concerning the structure of the administrative apparatus and 
local governments are provided in the next chapter, but, it is useful to review 
here 	 the events and rationale underlying the decentralization effortsundertaken in Bangladesh during &e 1980s. in 1982, one month after 
seizing power, Chief Martial Law Administrator Ershad appointed aCommittee for Administrative Reorganization/Reform. The committee's 

of reference were to review the structure and organization of thecentral government's administration serving rural areas and to recommend 

changes in this system to bring administration "nearer to the people." 3 Thecommittee, chaired by Deputy Chief Martial Law Administrator, 
Rear Admiral M.A. Khan, held meetings in several places throughout thecountry and gathered written opinions from a wide variety of sources.

The committee's report, issued in June 1982, was well received by themilitary government. The report proposed several important changes to the 
administrative/local government structure. These reforms centered on the 

30. 	 The book by Shaikh Miqsood Ali, M. Safur Rahmnan, and Kshanada MohanDas, Decen:ralizationandPeople'sParticipationin Banglcdesh (Dhaka:National Institute of Public Administration, 1983), contains a review of 33reports issued during the priod 1885-1979 concerning decentralization of 
in Bangladesh. 

http:effort.27
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thana, which was to become the basic unit of administration and also a local 
self-government. Among the recommendatios were: 

* upgrading the quality of thana administration; 
"establishing*etablisinlocasel-govrnmntatlocal self-govern~ment at the district, thanatTwo 

and union levels of administration; 

abolishing the subdivision level of administration; 
*creating additional districts; 

"creating a high ranking committee to insure that the 
re at g high saweserimpemfeatureingcommendatiorecommendations were implemented. 


The last of these recommendations was carried out first. 
 This fact isimportant, especially in a country where studies are often undertaken but
their suggested reforms less often implemented. In October 1982 the
Resolution to Reorganise Thana Administration was issued, followed in
December by the Local Government (Thana Parishad and Thana
Administration Reorgaaisation), Ordinance, 1982.31 These two documents
formed the basis for the phased creation of upgraded thinas. 

The rationale for decentralization and its hoped-for bene3,s are stated 
most fully in the opening paragraph of the initial 1983 guidelines governing 

operation of the newly formed level of local government---te upazila: 
Government has decided to delegate authority and devolve 

administrative and development functions at the grass root 
level. The main objective is to induce fastei and appropriate
development at the local level through direct pa-rticipation of
the local people. This will help ia identification, planning and 
implementation of development projects which will benefit 
local people most, more easily than before. In other words 
implications of this process of devolution are (a) reduction of 
dependence of the rural people on the national government for
meeting the needs which can be met locally and development 
of self-reliance in the process; (b) mobilization and utilization 
of local resources which have hitherto remained untapped; and(c)reducing the direct involvement of the national government
in planning and implementation of projects which are purely
local in nature. All these are expected to lay the foundation of 

31. Paoish mes Council. 
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a solid local government which would be instrumental inushering in a better lIfe for the rural people in the near 
future."3 

aspects of this statement are particularly noteworthy in the context
of this volume. One is that the same arguments about decentralization 
presented above were byseen the authorities of Bangladesh as their 
rationale for decenrlzation. A second point is that local resource 

mobilization was viewed by the Government ofBangladesh as an important 
of the decentralization policy.

Since 1983, the decentralization process has moved forward in 
Bangladesh, albeit not without significant problems. 33 While numerous
political, administrative and technical problems have arisen and may
continue to inoccur the future, improved local government resource
mobilization and utilization is likely to remain one key ingredient in the
overall success of decentralization efforts in Bangladesh.

This book focuses on the methods by which local governments inBangladesh are financed and how they may be strengthened by new and/or
improved financial instruments under the current decentralization policies.
The next chapter details the local government structure within which 
decentralization in Bangladesh is being implemented. Given the important
past, current and probable future role of intergovernmental grants in 
financing local govemments in Bangladesh, Chapter 3 is devoted to this
topic. It provides an examination of the overall intergovernmental transfer 
system with a discussion of the reform options.

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 provide examinations of three different forms of
property-re!ated taxation that are likely to provide the basis for further 
strengthening of the resource mobilization capabilities of local governments
in Bangladesh. The first of these, examined in Chapter 4, is the immovable 
property transfer tax. The land development tax, discussed in Chapter 5, is
currently a central government tax but could play an important role as alocal government levy. Finally, we look in Chapter 6 at another 

32. Government of the Pecpl,..' Republic of Bangladesh, Guidelines for
UpazilaParishadsforUtilisatior of fhe DevelopmentAssistanceProvided 
by the NationalGovernmentthrough the ADP (Dhaka. Ministry of Finance 
and Planning, July 1983), p. 1.

33. For one critique of the process, see Abined Shafique Huque, "The llusion 
of Decentralization: Local Administration in Bangladesh," InternationalReview ofAdministratveSciences 52 (1986): 79-95. 
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property-based tax, the holdings tax. In each of these chapters the structure
and administration of the tax is described and its effects concerning
economic neutrality and equity implications are examined. The revenue
implications of each tax are also analyzed and suggestions are providedconcerning how each of these instruments might be strengthened.

Chapters 7 and 8 focus on two other sources of local revenue. One ofthese sources is business-based taxes and fee-based rev.mues, considered 
in Chapter 7. The second is a less formal, yet potentially productive sourceof revenue-local contributions and voluntarism, the topic of Chapter 8. 

A summary chapter draws together the key findings of this research on 
fiscal decentralization in Bangladesh. 

Local Government Structure 
ManiruzzamanandLarrySchroeder 

The structure of local government in Bangladesh is complex, largelybecause of the shared responsibility between central and local governmentsfor administering and financing different public sector functions. Itsdescription is complicaled by the fact that it was changed very dramatically
during the early 1980s. In this chapter we emphasize the linkages andhierarchy of Bangladesh s local governments.' Wile we concentrate on thestricture as of the mid-1980s, it is also instructive to consider how theorganization of local governments was changed in order to achieve greater
decentralization. 

Overall Siructure
 
In studying the structure 
 of local government in Bangladesh, it isnecessary to distinguish between the administrative hierarchy and localgovernmets proper. This distinction relates to the familiar differentiation

between administrative deconcentratin and governmental decentralization 
mentioned in Chapter 1. In this section we first review the structure of the 
administrative system and then the structure of local governments. 

1. A detailed overview of the pie-reform Muctue of local government in 
Bangladesh is provided in Ali Ahmed, Adminitration of Local 
Sef-goverwnent for Rural Areas in Bangladesh (Dhaka: Local
O0verngent Institute, 1979). For a bibliography, see Salahuddin lKAminuzzaman, Local Government andAdministration in Bangladesh,ASelectedBibliography(Dhaka Center for AdmWwri, Studies, 1981). 
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Central government ministries are organized hierarchically with a
aecretariat at the apex. Below the secretariat in the administrative pyramid 
are the division, district, and upazila offices. Table 2-1 displays this
hierarchy before and after the implementation of decentralization during
1982 and 1983. 

The Ecretariat is the highest administrative authority within a ministry
and is responsible for issuing all rules and regulations related to the 
orgnization. Each ministry is headed by a politically-appointed minister,
but the administrative head of the ministry is known as the permanent
secretary and is a senior civil servant. The secretary and his immediate 
officers cannot serve in a ministry for more than three years and are 
sometimes transferred more frequently. These administrative decision 

TABLE 2-1NIATIVERDC N AGLA SH BEORE 

Dermcntiio 
Chief Number in Chief 

efo tAfr 

NumberinLevel Administrator Countrys Administraor Cowr_-b 

secretariat 	 Permanent Permanent 
Secretaxy 1 

Divison 	 Comminioner 4 Comissioner 4 

District 	 Deputy Deputy
Conmisioer (DC) 20 Ccmmissioner (DC) 64 

Subi'-isioa 	 Subdivisional Abolished 
Officer (SDO) 1Thinal Cirle Officer (CO) 474 Upazila Ni6b0hi 

aAsof July 1982. 

CCalled then priorto upgradiag in December 1982. Since dte called upazila. 

2. Administrative organization in Bangladesh is explained and critiqued in Ali 
Ahmed, Basic Principlesand Practicesof Administrative Organization:
Bangladesh(Dhaka- National Institute of Local Government, 1981). 

makers thus tend tc be generalists rather than technical experts in the
particular functional area associated with the ministry, e.g., fisheries,
agriculture or local government. The secretariat is the policy-making body
within a ministry. Implementation of mostpolicies is carried out by the
directorates and departments of ministries. Personnel attached to these 
directorates are posted at the division, district and upazila levels. 

The country is divided geographically into four divisions; the principal
administrative officer at this level is the commissioner.4 The commissioner 
acts as the coordinating officer for the departments which maintain offices 
at the divisional level. Government service programs are not implemented 
at the divisional level but are reviewed and approved there. Implementation 
occurs at lower administrative levels. 

The district has traditionally functioned as the key administrative level.
The implementing directorates of all nation-building ministries maintainstaff 	thern and the majority of development expenditures are either 

channeleas through or approved by district-level personnel. The deputycommissioner (DC) is the principal central government officer in the 
districL5 His functions include coordination of development activities,collection of land taxes, administration of land laws, and the promotion of 
local 	government. He is assisted by additional deputy commissioners, as 
well as line officers from the nation-building ministries (directorates).Prior 	to decentralization, there 	were traditionally about 20 districts 
within Bangladesh. Over the years, however, there were several proposals 

3. 	 These offices are usually headed by specialist, e.g., engineers. whether 
this dichotomy between the generalists and specialists within ministries is 
cmducive to the 	smooth functioning of the orgarization is a matter ofdebate. See All Ahmed, Basic Principles and Practices,pp. 5-9; and 
AM-A. Muhith, Thoughts on Development Ad.ministration (Dhaka.Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee, 1981), pp. 5-14. 

4. 	 roe future status of divisions is uncertain. Several studies of govemmnemaladministration in Bangladesh, including the Committee for Administrative 
Reorganization/Reform, have recommended thai they be abolished. 

5. 	 For a discussion ofdistrct ,leveladministrafion see Qazi Azher Ali, District 
Admlinistration in Bangladesh (Dhaka- National Institute of Public 
Administration, 1978). 
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to increase the number of districts in order to reduce the physical size and 
number of persons served by each. Upon the recommendation of the 
Committee for Administrative Reorganisation/Reform, the subdivision was 
abolished and 64 districts were formed from the original 20. 

Prior to decentralization, central government staff officers were 
stationed in both subdivisions (usually three to five in a district) and thanas 
(on average six to ten within a subdivision). Under the policy to decentralize 
administration in the county, the subdivisions were abolished and a largei
number of more highly irained officers were posted at the thana level. To 
emphasize its change in character, the thana was renamed the upazila. All 
previous thanas, other than those located within the four major urbanized 
areas of Bangladesh-Dhaka, C1Lttagong, Khulna, and Rajashahi-were
upEraded to upazilas. As of 1984 there are 460 upazilas whose jurisdictional
boundaries encompass all areas outside the four urbanized areas. 

Ten officers are stationed in each upazila. They are in charge of the major
functional services provided by the central government in rural areas, e.g.
health, education, agricultural services, fishery services. In addition, six 
regulatory officers and judiciary officers are posted in the upazia. Given 
its location at the base of the administrative hierarchy, the upazila level
office is most frequently contacted by the people at large. Thus,
impiovement in officer quality at this level was seen by the government as 
an especially important aspect of the thana upgrading process. 

The chief administrative officer of the upazila is the upazila nirbahi
officer (UNO). All other upazila officers work under his guidance. Many
of the first UNOs posted had previously served as subdivisional offices 
(SDOs) or as additional deputy commissioners (ADCs). The general
shortage of highly qualified personnel in Bangladesh has meant, however,
that upgrading officer quality in all upazilas has not been possible.

Perhaps of greatest significance to the local populace was the posting of 
magistrates at the upazila level. This change has made it possible to settle 
legal disputes in a less costly manner since the parties to the dispute no 
longer must travel tc subdivisional or district headquarter towns for 
adjudication. 

6. See, for example, A.M.A. Muhith, Thoughts on Deveopment
Administration,pp. 36-38. Murith also notes (p. 21) that under the original
Hastings Plan, which created district level administration in Bangladesh in 
1772,23 districts were formed. 
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Bangladesh's local government hierarchy is at least as complex as its 
administrative structure. Local government has a long history on the South 
Asian subcontinenL 7 Before the British era, village panchayats (councils of 
five elders) took responsibility for rural administration. Formal local
seLf-government during British rule can be traced to the Bengal Local 
Self-government Act of 1885, the outgrowth of Lord Ripon's proposal to 
establish elected local government bodies throughout the cotmtry. Under 
that Act, three levels oflocal government were established--district boards,
local boards, and union committees. The three-tiered system was altered by
the Village Self-government Act of 1919, which established a two-tier 
system of government in rural areas consisting of district boards and union 
boards. This general system continued after the creation ofPakistan in 1947. 

Under the Basic Democracies Order (October 27, 1959), issued by
President Field Marshal Ayub Khan, major changes were made in the 
system. The Basic Democracies Order provided for: a union council for a
union (consisting of several villages) in rural areas and a town committee 
for urban areas; a thana council for the thana in East Pakistan; a district 
council; a divisional council; and provincial Development Advisory 
Councils for East and West Pakistan. 

Two ordinances, along with many of the rules established for local 
governments under the Basic Democracies Order, govern the four levels of 
local bodies in Bangladesh today. These ordinances are The Local 
Government Ordinance, 1976, and its 1982 and 1983 Amendments which
focus on zilla parishads, upazila parishads and union parishads; and The 
Paurashava Ordinance, 1977, which governs local government in urban 
areas. There are also specific ordinances pertaining to Dhaka and 
Chittagong, which have special status as municipal corporations. Each of 
the four levels of local government is discussed below. It is necessary to 
recognize that none local bodiesof these is entirely independent of 
ceXrally-posted officers (Thble 2-2). Such administrative officers are either 
active participants in local government affairs or they serve as approving
authorities for certain policics undertaken by the local body. 

7. 	 M.Rashiduzzaman, PoliticsandAdministrationin the Local Councils,A 
Study of Union andDistrictCouncils in EastPakistan(Karachi: OxfordUCiversity Press, 1968), p. 1. Additional sources on the history of local 
govemment in Bangladesh are cited in Aminuzzaman, LocalGovernment 
and Administration in Bangladesh. A broader perspective on local 
governxent throughout the subcontineut can be found in Hugh Tinker, The
FoundationsofLocalSelf-governmentin India,PakistanandBurma (New
York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1954). 
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TABLE 2-2 
ALNKAGES BETWEEN ThE ADMINISRATIVE HIERARCHY 
AND LCCAL strativeT INRURAL AREAS 

Unograit Ad uivc Lovemit ]Elgectaved 

Divimon Ccomiuoner 

District Zi& Paad Rukla pertaining t 
Commissmer zulu parishadswere not fornilatc 


uni 19 8. 


Upazila Nirbahi upazila PaziisaOfi Chairnan plus aHunion and paurauava 
chairmen (within the 


upaziLa), 


Union - Union Parishad matianPlusnineUioncte meber. 

Zilla Parishads 

District level governments were created by the Local Self-government
Act of 1885 and were originally called district boards. The Basic 
Democracies Order of 1959 gave them the name district councils. The 
functioning of these institutions was disrupted during the popular movement 
in 1968 which toppled President Ayub Khan, but they resumed activity
under the name zilla boards in 1972. Four years later, zilla boards became 
zilla parihads (district councils) under the Local Government Ordinance 
of 1976. Throughout their history, zilla parishads and their Predecessor 
boards and councils have seldom consisted primarily of elected 
representatives. From 1956 to 1959 district boards were composed entirely
of elected officials; however, the Basic Democracies Order of 1959 
terminated this arrangement and made tle district councils a part of thu 
Deputy Commissioner's office.3 In 1988, additional changes were being
made in the structure of zilla parishads, but the discussion in this sectio 
does not refLct these changes. 

8. AliAmued, AdinistrationofLocalSelf-soerment,1979. 
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Central government bureaumrats continue to administer zilla parishads
with all important powers exercised by two key persons: the deputy
commissioner (DC) and the assistant director of local government (ADLG)
in their respective capacities as chima and secretary of the zilla paihad.
Their principal responsibility is managing the central government 

administrative structure in the district, but both the DC and ADLO also act as supervisors of local government bodies. 
The ADLG, who serves as secretary of the zilla parishad, is a staff officer 

of the DC with the responsibility to monitor and supervise the activities of 
r ae ewethe local bodies in the district. All important decisions are made betweenthe chairman and the secretary. Petitions and correspondence are handledby the secretary who, therefore, controls the decision-making process 

through his ability to delay, question or object to recommendations andactions directed to the chairman. 
Ile local government ordahmnces assign 97 functional responsibilities 

to the zilla parishad, divided into two categories: compulsory and optional 

responsibilities. The principal function of the zilla parishad is theconstruction and maintenance of public works, particularly transportationfacilities such as roads, bridges, canals, and ferries. Local financial 
constraints and the activities of the central government's ministries and 
government corporations have greatly limited the role of the zila parishad
in agriculture, health and education. 

For budgeting purposes public works fAmctions are carred out under two 
budget headings---normal works and rural works. Although there is no
 
difference in the services provided, the activities of the former are financed
 
from the general revenues of the zilla parishads, while the latter are financed
 
from Rural Works Programme (RWP) grants from the cental government.


Since the main activities of zilla parishads fall under the heading of 
public works, it is not surprising to find that these expenditu-es for both 
normal lnd rural works constituted approximately 70-80 percent of total 
exPenditures of 13 zilla parishads between 1976/77 and 1980/81 (Table
2-3). In addition to building and maintaining roads, bridges, and ferries,
public works includes construction and maintenance ofdak bungalows (rest
houses), offices, warehouses, and activities such as tree planting. Other 
expenditure categories are minor. In agriculture, most spending is in the 
form of awards to farmers who produce especially high yields. Health 
expenditures are for a few dispensaries whicb prc ide limited care to the 
veyorganizations. In education, zilla parishad grants are made for student 
hostels, educational institutions, youth organizations, libraries, cultural 
Societies, and scholarships. Establishment expenditures include the 

poor. The zilla parishads also provide grants to local humanitarian 
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TABLE Lol GLocalTABLE 2-3 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION AND MEAN PER CAPITA ZILLA PARISHAD
 
EXPENDiTURES. BY TYPE, 1976/77-1980/81


(inperenu) 
crates, 

Fiscal Yeas 1 
____edit__r _ 1i6 7 1977178 1978179 1979/80 192 1 


Est lishmcnt 7.8 7.9 12.1 9.7 10.2 
Agriculture 7.8 7.9 1.1 9.7 0.2 

Aictue0.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2
Public Health 	 0.6 0.6 0.2 0.2 02 
Education 
 8.7 5.6 4.3 4.1 3.3 
Social Welfare &Culture 1.2 0.8Public Wors 	 1.339.3 53.1 49.9 50.30.8 1.053.7prjcBagdeh
Puic 	Worksd 39.3 5.1 53749.9 	 53.7Mfisc. Expenditures 1.8 2.6 3.6 3.7 3.89Works Programme 40.2 28.6 28.8 31.1 27.6 

TOTA b 
 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Mean Per Capita
Nominal Amounts 


omal AmondsTotal Spendingn (Tk.) 2.19 	 2.302.10 	 2.65 3.06 

•Total e diturs exclude .rpecial &rants expenditures. The data am based on a 
common set of 13 Ailla parishads which include the RWP expenditures in the Distict Fund 
andforwhich data are available for the entire 5-year period.NMay not sum to ictal due to rounding. 

SOURCE: Computed by authors from zilla parihad records. 

allowances for the chairman and secretary, and the salaries paid to all 
employees of the zilla parishad (with the exception of the RWP staff). This 
spending includes pensions and gratuities to retired employees, travel 
allowances, fuel and other zilla parishad operadrig costs. It generally 
constitutes less than 15 percent of iotal zilla parishad expenditures.

Total expenditures measured in nominal terms are extremely small. For
example, by 1980/81 mean nominal spending was only Tk.3.06 per person 
If one makes the very liberal assumption that average annual incomes inthes 	rual rea US$140perperoll(Comilla:TL 2,00areappoxiateyassminthes 	 rural areas are approximately TU. 2,800 (assuming US$140 per person
and an exchange rate of Tk.20 per US $1), T . 3.06 expenditures amount 
to an expenditure-income ratio of slightly more than one-tenth (0.0011) of 
apercent. This is a very small ratio for a governmental body responsible for 
such a wide range of activities. Furthermore, if the data are adjusted fOr 
inflation, real spending per capita did not grow throughout the late 19708. 
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There are three primary kinds of revenue sources available to zilla 

parishads: central government grants, taxes, and earned income. In addition
to grants the Local Government Ordinance, 1976, lists 28 items under taxes,tolls 	and fees which local governments can levy, but only with the 
prior sanction of the central government. Zil'a parishads do not use all ofthese sources since some are utilized by the union and upai:'a parishads and 
The Local Government Ordinance precludes the use of the same source by 
multiple levels of local government. 

_ 
By far the most important grant revenue source of the zilla parishads is

the Rural Works Programme (RWP). The RWP was initiated as a pilot
project of the Pakistan-now Bangladesh-Academy for RuralAaey Rul 
Development which was carried out in Kotwali Thana, Comilla District, in
1961/62. Within one year, the program was expanded to all thanas in EastPakistan, funded in great part by resources supplied under the United States 
PL 480, which funds the Food for Peace Program. 1OThe program aimed to 
accelerate the construction of a wide variety of public works a! all levels of 
local government and has continued to the present. Technici!ly. it remaineda temporary, supplfiental program until September I whnt it became 

September302653069 2, hc i b c ma permanent part of the Local Government Division of the Ministry of Local 
Government, Rural Development, Cooperatives and Religious Affairs. The
RWP is a grant-in-aid from the central government to zilla parishads with 
t n allocation of funds divided among the local bod on t 
osOf area and population.	 Laalabsisation. 

In addition to the Rural Works Programme grant the zilla parishadreceives a variety of small normal grants. One of these is the "augmentation
grant" intended to increase zilla parishad expenditures for development
activities. The "grant in lieu of the zamindar's contribution to the zilla 

Parishad" helps compensate for the loss in revenues which resulted from 
the abolition of the zamindari (landlord) system in effect during British rule. 
"Speciai grants" are also given to provide hardship ailowances to zilla 
Parishad employees, while "compensation grants" are ued to increase staff 

9. 	 On the early results of 
Ral Deelo the Comilla experieae, see Pakistan Academy for 
Relopment,Vie Works Programme inComilla, A Case StudyPARD, 1966). 

10. 	 Under U.S. Public Law (PL) 480, surplus wheat from the United States was 
sold to Pakistan for local currency, then resold locally. The revenues from 
these sales were used to pay local workers for eir efforts on the RWP 
schemes. Se Gustav F. Papanek, Pakistcn'sDevelopment, SocialGoals
andPrivaeIncentives (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1967), 
PP. 157-162. 
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salaries. Finaliy, "grants against specific projects" are sometimes provided 
which, as the name implies, are monies used for special purposes. 

The list of tax revenue sources used by the zilla parishad is very short. 
Local autonomy in taxation is limited by the fact that tax rate changes 
must be approved by the prescribed authority-the divisional 
commissioner-and the zilla parishad has no control over tax 
administration. In essence, zilla parishads have no effective autonomy 
regarding taxes and no way to increase independently thZyields from this 
source. The most important tax source is the immovable property transfer 
tax, a I percen, levy on the value of all land and permanent structures sold 
in the district (see Chapter 4). It is collected at the time the deed transfer is 
recorded by the Ministry of Law and Land Reform. The collection agents 
are subregistea- ,)cated at the upazila level. A second, less significant, tax 
revenue source is called the local rate. This tax was abolished in 1976 when 
the Land Development Tax Ordinance was passed, which merged all land 
revenue and other land-based taxes into the land development tax. Since 
then, the only revenues obtained by the zilla parishad from the local rate 

have been from arrears, thus the amounts are small and declining to zero as 

arrears axe collected. 
Own-source revenues, other than taxes, are derived as income earned 

from several different quasi-enterprise activities. One such activity is
income from tolls and ferry ghats (landings). Zilla parishads are authorizedincome from toll and 

to collect tolls on district roads, bridges and ferry ghats. We are aware of 
only one district--Sylhet--which imposes tolls on roads, although ferry 
ghats are a common revenue source (see Chapter 7). Instead of operatingghats or toll stations itself, the zilla parishad commonly auctions franchises 

giving the franchise holder the right to collect fees from users. Toll rates are 
set by the district with the approval of the divisional commissioner. Another 
source of income is rents and profits earned from the operation and rental 
ofvarious types of property such as buildings and land, the lease of roadside 
ditches for fishing, rent of staff quarters, equipment rented to contractors, 
rent from dak bungalows (rest houses), sale of roadside trees, and sale of 
materials supplied to contractors. For some zilla parishads, these revenues 
constitute the second most important local source of income; however, the 
flow of such revenues is quite small. 

The fourth category of zilla parishad income inc!udes fees, interest and 
other miscellaneous sources. Fees are charged for some health and 
agriculture services and for services provided to other levels ofgovernment, 
such as use of zilla parishad printing facilities. In addition, bank deposits 
can yield interest earnings for the zilla parishads. 
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The composition of actual revenues in 13 zilla parishads for the period 
1976/77-i980/81 together with mean per capita revenues are displayed in 
Table 2-4. '-o sources account for the bulk of total revenues of the zilla 
parishads-the immovable property transfer tax and the Rural Works 
Programme grrn.The first Of these grew inrelative importance during the 
observationperi-d;by 1980/81 it accountedfornearlyone-halfofallzilla 
parishad revenues. Grants, on the other hand, declined in relative 
importance. All other revenue sources are minor, with the decline in relative 
importance of rent, profit and sales proceeds possibly due to the fact that 
some sales, of roadside trees for example, constitute a one-time only 
revenue source. 

As was the case for expenditures, per capita revenues, both in nominal 
and real terms, are extremely small. Interestingly, per capita nominal 

TABLE 2-4 
PERNTAGE DISTIBLrInON OF z 1-PARISHAD REVENUES 

BY SOURCE, 1976/77-1980/81 
(inpercents) 

Fisal year
 
Expenditure 1976177 1977/78 979 1979/8 1980]81 

48.3 0.6.5. 49.4
4.9 . 1.4 50.7 

Lo, PRt ,4 

Sales Prceeds 9.4 10.0 7.5 6.7 5.3
 

Fees & Rates 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
 
Tols on Roads., Fmis,

mid Budge. 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.3 3.3 

and0.5 1.0 1.4 1.2 1.6 

macefanou, 1.8 2.7 2.5 3.9 3.6 

Wlunty Contribxtions 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.1 1.3 

NorlI Grnts 6.2 6.5 5.1 4.2 4.5 
wI P-grm u us III _1U .2 2 
TTALb 100.0 100.0 100.0 i000
 

100.0 
Mean Per Capita 

Total Reveue. (Tk.) 1.95 1.79 1.99 2.63 2.55 

aony the 14 llapaiuhad for which xvenue data wet avilb!e for the entit period 
ad hich rtported RWP grnt, in the Dirict Pund were u fir this table. 

May not 8m to total due to rounding. 
SOUR.": Computed by awthors fron ziiha paishad records. 
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own-source revenues increased throughout the period, although they 
declined slightly in the final year due to the poor yield of the immovable 
property transfer tax. When adjusted for the effects of inflation, the large 
declines in RWP grants after 1976/77 and the no-growth policies pertaining 
to normal grants resulted in smaller total per capita revenues in 1980/81 
than in 1976f77. 

Districts are now subdivided into upazilas, uits similar to counties in 

the United States which serve as administrative posts for central government 
staff. Upazilas are also referred to by the English phrase, "police stations" 
since traditionally this was the primary function which they ,-ve. Prior to 
1982, local gonemment at the thana level--termed the thana parishad-was 
minimal since, although it contained some popularly-elctAed leaders, it was 
dominatedStill, 
decentralization, local self-government at this level has takenonp more 
significance since the upazila parishad is the primary focus of Bangladesh's
decentralization policies. Even though the area covered by upazilas is,decntaiatians 	 00ieth veilaparigtheariarbyusfanlass oThe 
average, only about 120 square miles, each of these local governments 
serves large numbers of people. In 1981, upazila populations ranged from 
slightly over 10,000 to nearly 590,000, with a country-wide average of about 
185,000.11 

Representative government at the thana level was created by the Basic 
Democracy's Order (BDO) of 1959 which established thana council;. TheDMocisray' ofLocalGovermeordero wi cha ed thnam oun. Twas1959
Ministry of Local Governments order in 1972 changed the name to thana 

development committee, and in 1976 it was renamed thana parishad by the 
Local Government Ordinance. The thana level of local government had both 
elected and non-elected members until 1982. Thana parishads were chaired 
by the subdivisional officer (SDO) of the overlying subdivision, with the 
b the suciisoale officert 	 verlying tthanas()ohe sdivisioe, cirman. 

Members of the thana parishad included elected chairmen of the union 
parishads within the thanas, officials of various government department's 

11. 	 Because of the complexities of responding to the needs ofso many residents,
 
even greaer decenmralizaion is advocated in Shaikh Maqsood AL M.Safiur 

Rahman, and Kshanada Moban Das, Decentralization and People's

Parci'cipion in Bangadesh (Dhaka- National Imtitute of Pubic 

Administration, 1983). 
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stationed in the thana, the chairman of the thana central cooperative 
association (TCCA), the thana conveners of the youth complex, and the 
representative of the National Women's Organization (the last two had no 
voting power). Depending on the number of uniors within a thana, the 
non-elected members-dominated by central government 
personnel--could outnumber the elected chairmen of the union parishads.

Thana level government was further complicated by the creation of the 
thana development committee (TDC) in 1978.12 The TDC consisted solely 
of the elected chairmen of the union parishads within the thana. They elected 
from among themselves a chairman, secretary and treasurer. Between three 
and eight additional members could be co-opted from the general populace, 

but they could not exceed the total elected membership. Since themajority 
of the TDC members were elected representatives, its creation represented 
some 	shift in power from bureaucrats to the public at large. The chairman 
Could draw and disburse government-allocated ftds used for development 
programs and the TDC coud recommend particular schemes (projects). 

the TDCs did not enjoy irue autonomy since their recommendations 
had to te approved by the thana parishad, which was often dominated by

official members.
 
dramatically by policies initiated in 1982 contained in the Resolution on
roles 	of bureaucratic versus elected officials were altered 
dratialy boic Aministatin (Ocotied 1982)andTheLocal 
Rorganstin s Thana Administrationa Reoganstiona 
Government(cIana Parishad and Thana Administration) 
Ordinance (December 23, 1982). 13 Reorganization Of thana administration, 
known as "upgrading," involved posting a greater number of more senior 
officials directly at the local level. Coincident with this change in staffingthe provision of additional decision-making powers with a decreasedineuo eta oenetapoa fdcsos 

ance upon central government approval of decisions. 
The decentralization Process proceeded in a phased manner with 45 

thanas Upgraded in the first phase, 55 in the second and so on until December 
1983, when all 460 thanas in the nation had been upgraded. Another 20 

aie located within major urban areas and, since public services in 
these areas are already served by the overlapping paurashava or municipal 

12. 	 Government Circular No. S-IVI2F-.1/78/282, May 24,1978. 
13. 	 .bmdocumenstogetlrwithaddtional spportingmterial cont d 

in Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, Cabine Division, 
Manualon ThanaAdmnistration(Dra,February 1983). 

http:185,000.11
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corporamion, these thanas were not upgraded. 14 in order to distinguish
&ej-vzea the upgraded and non-upgraded thanas (and probably also to 
suggest an entirely new organization), the name thana was changed to 
upazila when a jurisdiction was upgraded. 

Membership of the upazila parishad includes an elected chairman, all 
chairmen of union parishads lying within the upazila, the paurashava
chairmen of any urban communities in the upazila, and four appointed
members (three women and the chairman of the thana central cooperative
association) (Table 2-5). Only these individuals have voting power within
the upazila parishad. They are, however, joined for purposes of debate by
offices from the several line agencies providing services to the thana. 

TALE 2-5 
UPAZLA PARISHAD MB1SHP 

u, 

Voting Member. 	 Nonvotiniember,Rereetazive Manber. Upazia Niibal' Offr
Umxi anahaQiaiswmcn e dUpaFamilynionaaim planningOfficerliducation Officer 


AppintedMebepla upazda_ ulaAtOffice
Engineer 

SwoUm upa 	 C pave Officr
Upuzia LUimck Officef 

Upla3Zjcja SoialyefO Officer 

Chinna.'hanCe tnim' 


-- -.	 Social Wlfa fficercole 

Upanzil 	 RuraDeveloent OfFictrCooperative Asmciation Upazila Mass Communkon
Officer 

ouinc-iaR , Pyice 

SOURCE: Ministry of Local Government, Rural Development and Cooperatives, Loca en Dividelo, "Natficatioa No. S-VIIV3E-3i26. 1983). 	 3/41" (Dtiaka, LowNfuction 

14. 	 Tim 20 major urban aras include 12 in DbuU, six in Cbiflagolig, 0o 

Khlna and om in Rajashaii. 
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Inclusion of a popularly elected upazila parishadchairman together with 
the abolition of voting powers for administrative personnel make this body
a local self-government. When compared with the former 
aministranve/governmental structure at the thana level, the new policy 
mesents a move toward decentralization of decision-making powers. ibis 
change, however, is accompanied by certain problems.


A major issue concerns the division of power between the 
 chief 
executive officer stationed at the upazila and the upazila parishad chairman. 
When thanas were upgraded. the status of the primary administrative officer
of the thana was also upgraded by establishing the position ofupazila nirbahiofficer (UNO). While line officers are subordinate to a UNO, the UNO issubordinate to the upazila parishad chairman and serves as the upazila
parishad chairman's chief executive officer. This arrangement, if carried out 
as envisioned, should not create problems and is in keeping with the goal
of decentralized decision-making. Still, it must be recognized that a 
satement of the formal roles ofadministrative and political leaders does notguarantee that conflicts will not arise. Upazila nirbahi officers have only 

served within an administrative hierarchy in the past, and they have 
achieved a relatively high position within die administration. It is not
surprising then that some did not adapt well to a position subordinate tolocally elected politicians.

Under the dual thana parishad and thana development counitteearrangement, functions were distributed between the two bodies. The 

finctions of the thana parishad related to coordination of activities at the
thaaa level and the management of the thana training and development
 

complex CTTDC), the TTDC hall/office building, surrounding wall, streets 
within the complex, workshops, and godowns (storage areas). Thana
parishad responsibilities also extended to office-cur-community centers
for the union parishads, volutary mass participation works and
 

construction of flood shelters. The thana development committee carriedctation
Out rural works p;ojects. 

With the formation of the upazila parishad, the functions of the local
body increased greatly. The upazila parishad is now responsible for thepreviously carried out directly by central government personnelstationied at the thana level. Strictly speaking, however, the upazila parishadhas noCeployees of its own; it has no power to hire or dismiss employees 
Posted in the locality. Instead, all employees remain attached to their 
respctive line ministries and are only deputed to the upazila parishad.

This arrangement relieves the upazilas of personnel administration 

rP(nsibilities. It also means, however, that the locality has less control 
ovU the actions of the officers and employees posted at the upazila pariahad 
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tan would be the case if they were directly hired by the local government. 

Under the present system, officers serve the upazila parishad, but are 
evaluated for purposes of promotion, transfer, etc., by the district officers 
within their respective line ministries. Line ministry pe,onnel evaluations 

must take into account the evaIluations of the upazila parishad chairman, 

who can better ascertain whether the officer is fully carrying out his duties. 
The potential for split loyalties and tension when t6!,: ,ia panshad and 

!n issue Gifferently is inherent in the arrangement. While 
statutory regulations specify that the upazila officer should follow the 
dictates of the upazila parishad, tie officer may decide that it is in his 

interest to ttend to the concerns of his line ministry since it is this 
organization which determines his promotions and transfers. Under the_ 
circumstances, true decentralization cannot be achieved. 

The new policies also brought changes for finance and project
development as the upazila level. Prior to 1982, both the thana parishad and 

the thana development committee were totally dependent on the central 
government for operating funds, since neither hsd any taxing authority.16  

Because oftheir reliance oa grant revenues, neither group prepared a formal 

budget. Insteau, they prepared plans for projects and maintained accounts 
concerning the financial affairs of each project. Each year, the central 
government allocated grants in the name of the thana parishad or the 
chairman of the TDC. Schemes included rads, bridges, embankments, 
drainage, canal re-excavation, deep tube wells, and other irrigation projects. 

The Rural Works Programme con-tituted nearly all of thana parishad 
revenues prior to the 1983/84 fiscal year. Of the three levels of local 

government eligible for RWP funds, the thanas received the largest share 
For example, in 1981/82, about 60 percent of total RWP funds were 
allocated to thanas (see Chapter 3). At the same time, the per capita amounts 
received were quite small and, in real terms, grew at a relatively slow pace 
during the late 1970s. For eleven thana parishads in the districts ofFaridpur,
Syhlet and Rangpur, per capita RWP funds amounted to only Tk. 2.87 in 

The Charer of Duties for each officer contained in Annexure 11 of tli 
15. 

Resolutionon ReorganisationofThanaAdministraioncontains astatefem 
of the form, "He will work under the guidance of Tham Parishad as 
coordinated by Thana Nirbahi Officer." 

16. 	 Some thana parisaIms earned a small mnount of revenue from rental income 
obtained from renting fcilities within the TDC complex. 
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1981/82. Thus, spending per capita at the tlhana parishad level was 
approximately the same as i zilla parshads (see Table 2-3)-proes17- ts uadin• sne 
and creation of the u ichai ma niathe antin gdn process 

raising power to these local bodies. The third schedule of the Local 
Govetment T Parishad and Thana Administration Reorganlsation) 

Ordinance of 1982 provides that upazila parishads can earn revenues from 
economic activities in their jurisdiction including haats (small local 
mrke and bazas (larger local markets), fish ponds and specific 

larger loal mark ish onds and secifi 
direcly bus, instead, auction leases ond an annual basis. In the 

case of markets, 1 prcent of the proceeds are remited to the central 
government as a rental payment on the land. Twenty percent of the 

remaining revenues 15 to be used to improve the markets, with th balance 
constituting general revenues of the local body. 

Under rules issued in December 1983, the upazila parishad can also 
impose licene fees on most commercial establishments operating in the 
upazila. The rates are low, ranging from Tk. 10 to 500 per year. Thus, the 

rates are designed primarily for the purpose of business regulation, rather
 
than to raise revenues. Furthermore, these are maximum rates rather than
 
andard nauonwide fes. While local autonomy in rate setting is allowed
 

and, thus, isinkeeping with decentralization principles, the low rat ceilings 

and the lack of resource mobilization incentives in the grant system suggest 

that ver ,small yields has also been radically alered under the new upazilan be expected from this revenue source.The grant progra 

structure. Thea otMs distributed were increased greatly. in the initl year 

of implementation (1983/84) upazilas received between one ad five 
million taka deperding on the date of upgrading. Previously, thanas seldom 
received more than 400,000.Another changeug associated with the 
upgrading of tha0as concerns the use of grant funds. Under the RWP, monies 
were to be used for four major purposes: roads, bridges, culverts; irrigation;derelict tank excavation; and the thana training and development complex 
0(TDC). Following the upgrading of thanas local autonomy regarding use 
of these funds was increased as well. Still, total autonomy in fund allocation 

aa not granted[ Insteadl, broad guidelines were issued by the central 

17. its"T7h°w dro ld etlu ofFd 	 utaorO 
wic l ue thethl e QFaP rogramme gnts 

http:authority.16
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government regarding use of the development fund grants. 1 The guidelines
mandate spending in the following categories: 

Agriculture, Irrigation and Industry 30.0 - 40.0 percentPhysical Infrastructure 25.0 - 35.0 percent 
Socioeconomic Infrastructure 17.5 - 27.5 percenttheSports and Culture 5.0 -0.0 percent 

Miscellaneous 
 2.5-	 7.5 percent 

No further approval from higher governmental bodies is required
regarding the specific schemes chosen for financial suplorL 

Rural areas of upaziias are subdivided into unions with average 1981populations of nearly 20,000. The 	 carly 4,500 uni o nstitute the
lowest level of self-government in the country and have a long history. In
1870, Lord Mayo issued a resolution on financial decentralization which 
resulted in the Bengal Village Chowkidari Act and divided the countrysideio unions with a pnchayat appointed to govern each.t Union committees 
were later set up under the Local Self-government Act of 1885, in response
to Lord Ripon's resolution on local self-governments. Uiion committee 

membrs maingwre ppulaly eecte, fcrt fomalnioncommt tes thmembers were popularly elected, making union committees the first formal
local 	governments in the country. Since that time there has always been a ~ 
local government at the union level although it has operated under a variety
of names. Following the Liberation War, the local government body at the
union level was calledunion nion panchayat; in 1973 its name was changed
to union parishad. 

Three members of the union parishad are elected from each of the three 
wards into which a union is divided. The voters cast their ballots for fourindividuals, three for re,esentatives of the ward and one for the chairman 

18. 	 Planning Commission, Ministry of Finance, Guidelines for UpazilaParishadsfor Utilization of the DevelopmentAssistance Providedby the 
NationalGovernment throughthe ADP (Dhaka, July 1983).

19. 	 Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Pocke:book of Bangladesh,
1983 (Dhaka Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 1985), p. 1 .

20. 	 Abeed Hossain, "Local Goverament During British Period," in Local 
Government in Bangladesh, edited by Kamal Siddiqui (Dhaka: Natiocal
Institute of Local ovenment, 1984), p. 13. 
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of the union as a whole. Two women members are nominated by the 
government, in consultation with the chairman. In late 1979, the government 
asked the union parishad to select two additional members from among thelandless, making the total number of members of a union parishad 14. After 

upazilas, a new Local Government Ordinance (UnionParishads) Amendment (1983) was promulgated which currently governs
these local bodies.It
did not, however, alter the name or composition of theunion parishad.

The Local Government Ordinance (Union Parishads) assigns union
parishads the responsibility for 40 functions covering various aspects ofrural life. In reality, the union parishads play a very small role in rural
development because of financial constraints, the lack of qualified 
manpower and the necessity for the chairman and members to the majorityof their time in arbitration of local disputes in the village court.2 1 Little is 
done by union parishads in the area of education, although they occasionally 
provide some financial support to meritorious students. In the area ofpublicworks, the unions perform some road maintenance. Roads constructed as 
upazila roads are to be maintained by the union--.an interesting case of
shared responsibility. Inaddition, the unions construct earthworks and 
install Small concrete culverts. 

Union parishads have few staff since most of their public works activity
is carried out by contractors or by project committees composed ofvolunteers from the c.22Eo 

ty.2 	 Each union has a Secretary who acts asits principal officer, and there may also be one or more assistant secretaries
employed. Probably the most direct service provided to residents by union
 
employees isthat of the dafadars and chowkidars. Chowkidars have been

employed by unions since they were formed during the British rule,
Primarily to provide protective (police) services to the residents of the union.
Chowkidars, Supervised by a dafadar, still perform minor law and order 
functions and also transmit messages between viulagers and the union 
parishad.


The difference between the normative "what oUght to be" and the 
positive "what is" in union parishad finances is significant. A review of the 

21. 	 Interviews with union parishad chairmen, indicated that 60 to 75 percent of 
their time was spent in local dispute settlement. 

22. 	 One scholar concluded earlier that '"Ihestaff position in union Panchavat 
(Palishads) is extremely grim"; Our investigatious suggest that little haschanged in this regard up to the mid 1980s. Syed Nuruzzaman, "Staffing
Pattern in Local Bodies (Rural and U tan) in Bangladesh," Local 
Government Quarterly3 (March 1974): 20. 

http:union--.an
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statutes and rules under which union parishads operate suggests that local 
financial administration is well-defined and systematic. In reality,
administration is far from systematic. 

A study of union revenues suggests that none of their mandated activities 
can be supported at a very high level. Due to nonuniformity in accounting
practices and the extremely small amounts of money involved, we have 
aggregated union parishad activities into four major categories:
establishment (administrative support) spending, construction and 
maintenance spending, miscellaneous spending, and Works Programme
spending. Examination of the relative size of the four spending categories
demonstrates the large proportion of expenditures spent fer administrative 
purposes (Table 2-6). Establishment expenditues fell relative to the other 
categories after 1976/77, yet they always accounted for at least 60 percent
of total spending. Even though such overhead spending may not be totally
unproductive, the results imply that local taxpayers etting little in theare 
way of development spending at this level, in return for their tax payments.

After the initial rise in per capita spending between 1976/77 and 
1977/78, spending remained fairly constant in the following four years
when the data are adjusted to account for inflation ('Table 2-6). Real 

TABLE 2-6 
EXPENDT URES BY EXPENDFUNIOTYPE, 

1976P77-1980/81(inpe=cns) 

Fical Yeiar 
Expenditure
E_________ 

1976177 
19___ 

197T7 
i 

' 7a79 
--

1979/80 1980/81
19 0annual 

E.blishmrent 75.14 68.82 71.87 59.51 69.87 
Conatrtioa. Public 
Works and Maintenance 

Micedllaneus ExtenditureWoks Progranmne 

17.03 
4.65 

16.87 
6.33 

13.11 
4.66 

28.63 
3.85 

19.89 
3.82 

Expenditur s 3.17 7.99 10.36 8.01 6.42 

'tTAIb 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.0 

Mean rrCapita
Toa 12xpditue (rk.) 1.30 2.37 2.59 3.44 3.11 

RAl 	 tries baced on 31 union pazizbda for which data vim availaNbe thruhoutfhe 

period. Sn to 
yt d to x .union padiad reconts.SOURCE:,Computed by the authors '2um 
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expenditures per capita for establishment purposes fell slightly in 1979/80,
while construction and maintenance spending more than doubled. 
Nevertheless, aggregate expenditures on public works, miscellaneous and 
the RWP never exceeded Tk. 1.51 per person (even in nominal terms) during
this five-year period. Interestingly, the amounts spent for establishment 
purposes were quite constant in real terms throughout the period, suggesting 
a minimal level of overhead expenditure. in all jurisdictions. If so,
additional mobilization of resources could be allocated primarily to 
development activities. 

Just as expenditure levels of a union parishad afe low, so are their 
revenues. Financial resources of.a union parishad are generated from taxes, 
some small fees and government grants. One result of the creation of upazila
parishads was erosion of tWe already small resource base available to union 
parishads because nearly all of the revenue sources delegated to the upazila
parishad had previously been assigned to the union parishad. In the context 
of resource mobilization, therefore, the decentralization program has not 
been uniformly beneficial. On the other hand, perhaps the administration of 
these transferred taxes will improve and result in a net increase in resources 
raised, even though the bases have not been substantially altered. 

Union parishads are permitted to earn revenues from annual leviesagainst immovabie property (permanent structures and the land on which
they are situated) although agricultural land is excluded from this base (see 

Chapter 6). Two different property-based levies are permitted: the unionrate and the rate for the remuneration of village police, also known as the

chowkidari tax. They are commonly referred to collectively as the "holdings
 
tax." The maximum rate that can be imposed (by unions) is 7 percent of thesis7pretoth

rental waue, while that for the chowkidari tax "should be so fixed as 
would ensure adeuiate funds for meeting salaries, cost of equipment and 
such other charges (if any) ou account of the village police as well as
proportionate cost of collection of the rate."23 Another tax which can be 
levied by unions is the community tax. This tax is a source of revenues to 

finance location-specific projects, vith the union chairman and a project
committee assessing what each beneficiary of the project is to contribute.While this would provide a benefits-based levy for union parisbads, it is 
seldom used; other less formal financing arrangements for work projects 
are preferred by local officials such as donations of land. Before reform,union parishads derived some revenue from the tax on professions, trades 

23. 	 Govemrnmet of East Pakistan, Rules under the BasicDemocracies Order 
(ThoseApplicable to Union Councils)(Dhaka: 1969), p. 81. 
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and callings, as well as- from a vehicle tax. T'e former was essentially a 
business license fee levied against paticular businesses, but at very low 
rates. In only a few instances were these rates dependent upon the extent of 
business activity. The vehicle tax was a fixed levy on ihe owners of vehicles 
operated in the union. Each of these taxes has now been transferred to theupazila parishad, thereby narrowing the union parishad revenue base. Other
fees previously charged by union parishads have similarly been given or 
transferred to upaz ia parishads. The principal fees included income derived 
form haats, bazaars and ferry ghats. As n the case of zilla parishads, ferry
ghat franchises were sold to private entrepreneurs who operated the ferries,

The umon varishad also derives revenues from both normal and Rural
Works Programme grants. 24 There are at least six different normal grant 
programs which provide annual revenues to all union parishads. The bulk 
of these normal grants are used to pay salaries of the political office holders 
of the union parishad and its few employees. Prior to the thana upgrading, 
RWP grants to unions flowed through the overlying thana parishad but werenot guaranteed to every union during each fiscal year. The thana parishad 
determined the distribution of RWP grants and could allocate most of thefunds to a few union parishads or spread the money across all or nearly all 
union parishads in the thana. With the creation of the upazilas, a portion of
the deelopment fund grant was to be passed on to union parishads. 
Specifically, the Guideline for Upazila Parishadssuggest that "out of the
total funds earmarked by the upazila parishad for the Rural WorksProgramme, one-third should be allocated to the union parisheds..."23

Actual revenue and expenditure data were collected from a nonrandom 
sample of31 union parishads in the districts of Faridpur, Rangpur and Sylhet
and. the relative reliance upon each revenue source was calculated over a 
five-year period (Table 2-7). The decline in reliance on the local rate was
expected, whereas the decreased importance of the property tax was not. 
Since this is the single local tax source over which the locality has complete
control, the increased reliance on fee revenues is particularly pronounced.
The large increase iD fees between 1977/78 and 1978/79 was due to an
unexpected increase in haat and bazaat income in nine union parishads. 
eight in Sylhet and one in Rangpur district. Field work revealed that in each 

24. 	 This discussion excludes the Food-For-Work-Programme which is also agrant program; however, the proceeds c_this in-kind grant do not appeffi3 
the Union Fund (see chapter 3).

25. 	 Guidelines for Upazila Parishadsfor Utilizations of the Developnft
AssistanceProvidedby the NaionalGovernment throughthe ADP, P.8 . 
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TABLE 2-7 
PERCETAGE DTRUTON OF UNION PARISHAD REVENUES 

1976/77-1980/1 
Qin pecets) 

Revenue Source 7 8 1
 
Lcal Rate
 

jj6.16Prpey Tax 	 1.12 0.53 0.0548.30 34.30 33.89 29.21 35.480.54 
Other Tax 	 2.92 2.18 1.661.83 	 2.00 

I 	 nca1e3A= Propeti's 3.29 2.14 4.812.22 2.99 
Fes 1.44 1.56 20.22 24.69 16.44
Mcuaneou,NonlGat,27.81 	 1.797.30 47.044.03 31.49 0.93 35.75 
w m G.0ran t7 2.80.4 

30.14 0.72 
.4 8.1 6.

851 609 
1OTA0b 100 00 100.00o.00 1 

M PerCapita (in.) 1.32 2.41 3.35 3.22 3.29 

&Baedon the 31 union parishads for which data w avalable for the entire period. 
bMay no Am total due to rounding.
 

SOURCE: Computed by authors fr union paiha record&
 

Of these jurisdictions the market was new, with the union parishad the
recipient of the market income. If these nine jurisdictions are removed from 
the sample, fee incomes are more consistent with the means for the first two 
years of the sample period. Nevertheless, the findings show that markets 
have the potential to be a productive revenue source for local governments
inBangladesh Normal grants consistently provided about a third or more 
of uion Parishad finances, but unlike the zilla parishads, the union 
Paishads did not rely heavily on the RWP. 

When viewed in real (1976/77=100) taka terms, per capita totalPut'hasing power of these 31 union parisnads remained at Tk. 2 from 
197778 to 1980/81 (except for 1978/79). Property tax collections rangedfrom Tk 0.63 -0.83 per capita through the period, and fees never exceededT1.0.66. As was the case for the zilla parishads, the purchasing power of 

Per capita normal grants fell by 25 percent between 1977/78 and 1980/81,wrile real RWP grants per capita decreased by about 30 percent between 
1978179 and 1980/81. This finding suggests that the financial ability of these

I2allest local bodies to meet the public service needs of their re:;dents

Wanated or declined over the eriod 1978 to 1981.
 

http:NonlGat,27.81
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Paurashavas and Municipal Corporations 

The Paurashava Ordin- ice, 1977, defines an urbanized area as one in 
which "three fourths of the adult male population.. .are chiefly employed in 
pursuits other than agriculture, and such areas contain not less than 15,000 
population, and an average number of not less than 2,000 inhabitants per 
square mile."26 While the entire country has been subdivided into districts 
and thanas/upvz's, areas within these subdivisions are classified as either 
rural or urban with the local governments being union parishads or 
paurashavas, respectively. At the time of our research, there were 77 urban 
areas in the country, but this number may change in the future because the 
government has announced its intention to increase this number by 30. 
Dhaka and Chittagong, the two largest urbanized areas in the country, are 
not technically paurashavas but instead are classified in the Paurashava 
Ordinance as "municipal corporations." 

Local governments in urban areas function in a manner similar to the 
union parisads in rural areas. Each paurashava is divided into wards for I 
the election of commissioners and there is a set number of.commissioners 
prescribed in the Ordinance. A chairman for the paurashava is elected from 
the municipality at large (the similar position in municipal corporations is 
that of mayor). 

Part IV of the Paurashava Ordinance, 1977, details the functional areas 

of responsibility delegated to these units.The list is long and includes public


27health, water supply and drainage, insuring a safe supply of food and 

drink, the establishment and maintenance of public markets and 

slaughterhouses, regulation of animals, town planning, controlling building 

activity within the municipality, street construction and maintenance, public 

safety including fire fighting and civil defense, the care of trees ard parks, 

support for education and culture, providing for social welfare, and 

development. Due to resource constraints, not all of these activities are 


p ued in all urban areas. 


26. 	 The Paura'-L:- Ordinance, 1977, Paragraph 3, p. 5. It is interesting tonow 

that this papuation density requirement isnot particularly high in tig 

Bangladeshenvinrment where the average density of the country eXceeds 
1,600 per sqUar mile. 

27. 	 In the cities ofDaka, aittagong, and Khulna independent water and sewer Isrvices, 

authorities (WASA) have been estabhlsbed to provide these services. 

Urban government revenues duplicate those assigned to the three levels 
of rural local government discussed above. The principal revenue source in 

urban areas is the property tax. Separate rates are applied for lighting of 
streets, water and conservancy, in addition to the general house tax. They 
are known collectively as "the holdings tax."28 Statutorily, the base of the 
tax is identical to that of the union rate imposed in union parishads. That is, 
these several rates are applied to the annual value of the land and buildings 
which is supposed to be reassessed every five years. 

The paurashavas also derive revenues from the property transfer tax. As 
in the 	zilla parishads, this tax is administered by the central government 
with proceeds transferred to the municipalities. Because of their urbanized 
nature, paurashavas are in a good position to impose taxes on businesses. 
Business-oriented taxes are levied in the form of license fees and there are 
also taxes on cinema tickets. Similarly, market fees provide a potential 
source of revenue in urban areas. Most paurashavas lease market stalls to 
vendors, either on a daily or monthly basis, or in the form of long-term leases 
for pucca (permanent) structures. 

The Octroi, a tax on goods brought into the municipality, was a major 
revenue source of urban local governments prior to 1981, when it was 
abolished by the central government. The government replaced a portion 
(75 percent) of the lost revenues with a grant program; however, the grant 
fund was not allowed to grow during the initial several years after its 
inception. Other intergovernmental grants, both normal grants and Urban

bt 	 ~mlgat n ra 
Work Programme grants, are similar in form to those received by the rural 
local government bodies. 

An indication of the relative importance of these forms of revenue as 
well as their average levels during the late 1970s is shown in Table 2-8. The 
fgures in the table document the extreme importance of both the holdings 
ta and the octroi in the revenues of these urban governments. Grants 
flowing to thesejurisdictions declined in relative importance over the period
examined. However, if the time period had been extended beyond 1980/81,
the implementation of the octroi grant would have resulted in increased 
relative importance of grant monies. 

28. 	 While the Rules and Other Statutory Notficadions Issued under the 

AUflcPalAdmiisrationOrdinance,1960, and President'sOrderNo. 22 

of 1973 (p. 257), sugg that Brce-oriented tes (e.g., water, 
"'servancy, andlighting) should be levied only against those receiving the

annie 	 municipalines tax all p whether or not in aservice 
area. 
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MEAI TRBU
OF AThe 

BY SOURCE BY T OFCA aYEARS 197q77-1980Li1


(in pec=nts) 

-o11 8 

Propety Tax 
Property TrpsfegTax 

3A.69 
2.71 

30.01 
2.92 

32.53 
3.52 

31.24 
4.52 

33.31 
3.76 

octroiPfionTax 
Cinema 
Prfion Tax 
Vehicle TaxTax 

24.062.88 
2.97 
2.98 
1.15 

22.94 

2.62 
2.512.51 
1.29 

30.90 

2-86 
2.372.37 
1.26 

30.842.2 
2-57 
720 

0.95 

30.50
2.1980/81) 

2.00 
2.O0 
0.83gvejn-

Tax on Eection of 
BuildinT 

Fis 
0.04 

10.66 
0.05 
9.61 

0.07 
9.28 

0.07 
7.33 

o.ti 
6.44 

Tolls on Fert.-, etc. 
Rents, Profits and Sales 
,,je12eu RvnuNimlIGns
Noral Grants 

0.31 
1.56 
5.175.375.37 

0.33 
2.47 
6.561.5612.98 

0.32 
3.02 

444.404.95 

0.27 
3.73 

.12.814.77 

0.24 
5.57 

474.784.95 
V, Programme Grants 

TOA00 
8.42 
o.00 

5.71 
100.00 

4.52 
100.00 

8.70
100.00 

5.55
100.00 

MTa P iBY 

Mean Per Capita(ipecns 
Total Revenue (Tk.) 19.45 21.30 23.08 24.97 28.08 

ba y n tot io from 15 pa ras ava. 

bMay no gm toSOURCE: Computed by asulkor, from pauna..ava ze.ri.taI due to rounding. 
ba 

In terms of takas generated, urban govenments raise considerably
greater revenues on a per capita basis than do their rural counterparts. h
contrast is due partially to the broader range of revenue sources available, 
but it can also be attributed to the greater ease with which urbanized local 
governments capture the taxable resources in the community and the greater 
monetization of economic activity in such areas. At the same time, whencorrected for the dual effects of inflation and population growth, revenues 
in these 15 jurisdictions did not grow over the period under study. Total 
revenue per capita (in 197677 taka) declined from 19.45 to 17.53 over ftfive years represented in Table 2-8. This decrease was due to the fact tha1
few of the revenue sources are responsive to increased economic activityand inflation. Discretionary changes are necessary in the rates of MW Ofdthe taxes and fees if they are to generate increased revenues. 

Local Govemrnment Structure 4urban nature of paurashavas suggests that these local governme 
will carry out a set of acqvities quite different from their rural counterpart 
and thus exhibit expenditure patterns that different as wellareTransportation spending is likely to be less important in the urban area 

while the greater population density increases the need for street lighting 
water,conservancy and sanitation facilities. 

These expectations or- borne out in the data shown in Table 2-9 which 
displays the composition and levels of spending (for the period 1976/77 -
for the same 15 paurashavas examined in Table 2-8. Public health,sntation and conservancy are .he dominant activities of these urbansazuionadI re-acvtis=the 
governments. Interestingly. unlike the union parishads, establishmentspending (even when the expenses of tax collection are included) neverexceeded 30 percent of total paurashava spending. As was true on the 
revenue side, average real pet"capita spending fell in these jurisdictions
during the 1976/77-1980/81 period Thus. the residents ofurban angcdesh
 

likely received a lower level ofpublic services from their local bodies 
mot 

eiet fubnn!ds 

TABLE 2-9 
MEAN PERCENT DISTIUBLTrION OF PAURASHAVA TOTrALEXPENDTURES
TYPE, BY FISCAL YEARS 1976/77 1980/81a 

(in pestens) 

197yen o 1977/78 1978/on 1979/8 n1p 19
General Establishment 16.87 19.49 i9.62 17.53 17.63 
Tax 

i 
Ellablihrnenit 7.91 8.94 8.31 7.23 6.6abih et79 

and Conwrvacy 27.41 10.56 
.483 .366Public Health, SanitationWater Supp!y and Drainage 4.18 29,60 28.09 29.294.50 4.12 3.97 3.65 

MKe-and Shughter Houe 0.42 0.51 2.68 0.4 0.57
dcton 
 19.85 20.80 2.08 .48 2.57soci Welfare and Cuhur 0.63 0.75 0.52 0.80 0.89 

Miscelltanous 
Work Pro 
TOTALb 

e 
3.80 

151 
1 

3.27 
7.74 
1 

6.70 
5.62 

282 

9.66 
3.96 
7.09 

WMPerCapita 
100.00 100.00 100.0 0 100.0o 

(T.) 19.86 19.37 23.05 23.74 28.72 

on omation fro 1SOURCE: dupeautrniComuto tbya autoroding.uahrarc
teey not au to r a rhic. 
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at the end of the decade than they did five years earlier, but without further 
data we cannot offer insights concerning the composition of this decline. 

Condusion 

Local governments, particularly the upazila parishad, have within the 
past several years been at ;he center of efforts to decentralize development 
efforts. Structural reform has been the order of the day; less concern has 
been given to the fiscal implications of these changes. The data reviewed 
in this chapter, which were based on pre-reform observations, all indicate 
stagnating or declining fiscal strength of local government bodies. With the 
desire for increased reliance upon local self-government to lead 
development efforts must come greater local responsibility in raising and 
allocating funds. Throughout the remainder of this volume the emphasis is 
on how greater amounts of resources might be mobilized by local 
governments and how they might be encouraged to spend these funds 
effectively to promote ruraldevelopment. 

3 
Intergovemnmenta Grnts 

RoyBahl 

This chapter provides an overview ofa major revenue source for all localgovernment levels in Bangladesh: transfers from the central government.The material presented iu this chapter was gathered and pieced togetherfrom a variety of sources since no single, comprehensive description of theBangladesh grant system existed before this study.The first section describes the general features of the grant system in
Bangladesh and reviews its revenue importance. A detailed analysis and
evaluation ofeach component of the system follows, and then an evaluationis provided of the overall impact of the system. Most ofthe analysis focuseson the system that existed before 1984. Important changes in the grantSystem have taken place since 1984, but many features of the previous 
system were retained. In the absence of data and analyses to call on toevaluate the most recent changes, the present description will neverthelessprovide the reader with a good sense of the basic structure of the systemand an evaluation of its operation within the entire local governmentframework at the time of our research. 

1. Data on the reforms since 1984 ame from Larry Schroeder, Rural 

Development Grantsto Local Governmentsin Asia, Metropolitan StudiesProgram Monograph No. 19, The Maxwell School (Syracuse, NY: 

Syracuse University, March 1987). 
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Ge lFeatures 	 COMON~'S OF THE P .ANGLADESHGRANT SYSTEM: REVISEDGenerl FeauresTABLE 	 3-1 

ESTIMATES POR 198/83 AM 194/85a 

Local governments in Bangladesh may be divided into a rural and urban 

sector. Under the pre-reform system, each rural local body-zilla, upazila Total 
l a 	 Per Capitaand union parishad-was entitled to receive a grnt for development 

19841198/83 1983 1cen 198of8Total 
projects, called Rural Works Programme grants. Both the zillas and unions 

19primarily for employeealso received "normal" grants which were 
Uban Grmts 238.4 3030 100.0 00.0 17.9

compensation. Under the post-reform system, the Rural Works 	 2.5 7.8o tro ram e 63.2 75.0
Programme grants have been replaced as a source ofrevenue for the upazilas 	

SOt 6.71 4.4
and the unions by the Development Assistance Fund grant and a special 

Infrastructure Fund grant. The zilla parishads continue to receive the Rural (Dhaka) 96.9 128.2 , 46 42.2 24 . 6
0.8 .Normal 	 8.3 8.3 3.5 2.7 

Works Programme. Normal grants continue to flow to zillas and unions. 
R 	 ms580 .5 10 0 . 53 

In addition, a large portion of the Food for Work Programme (FFWP) i 
carried out through union and upazila parishads and involves transfers R G 549.1 4,380.5 100.0 100.0 6.6 53.6

Works Programme 434.9 36.5 79.2 0.8 5.2 0.4 
mainly in the form of wheat to lcal governments for payment of N114.3 114 2.8 2.6 1.4 1.4 
development project laborers. Development Amimuanc - 2,300 

23.6 
Urban local governments include 77 p:.: Lava (muimcipalities) and Special hCt1u C - 1,930 - 

two municipal corp:ations (Dhaka and Chittagong). These urban local -23. 

bodies receive four types of grants: a grant to compensate for the loss of xcud. FFWP gr:, 

the octroi tax (which was abolished by the goiernmeut ir' ".o1), Urban i bterommator is eir rated totaJ urtan population (municipal COrporation plus
Ponashava).

Works Progamme grants for development projects, normal grants which 


are primarily for compensation of employees, and special project grants. " fgure, Only Municipal Corpration (DMC) Populationee
computng 	 toaka l.e.beoun for other ubagrants, the etire urban pouiation was u a
The relative importance of these grant programs (excluding FFWP) i 

shown in Table 3-1. The dominant patterm in these data, prior to reform, is SOURCE: Goetofthe People's Republic of Bangladesh. Minisy of Finance pe 
forGrantsandJP hroao (NDl

the emphasis on Works Programme grants which account for more than IPIan8D 
three-fourths of the ic.tal. This emphasis would be reinforced if FFWP 	 vrou yeaz); Unpublided data frm the Minisry ofLocl Govennmet)( and 

RuraolxDcelop Unbirad dta io hesMusryaof 0aiuGovern1983 Sttitia 
grants in wheat were included here in cash equivalents. To give some idea Run Dvelolment; and Bamgidh Bura of Sttiticz. J983 Statijrcal

Poa *00k ofBangadsh(Dhaka: Bagladesh Bureau of Statiqics, 1985).
of relative magnitudes, the "local initiative"3 portion of the FFWP (CARE, 

BDG, and an estimated 20 percent of WFP allocations) authorized the 

At the January 1982 
movement of 281,000 metric tons of wheat in 1982. 
average retail price of wheat in Bangladesh, this tm--mlates to the equivalet , olf about 'Ik.960 million, Or an amount equal to 15 times the total amounta a e pt of grants to local governments in the 1981/82 budget,4 and 2.26 times the 

Amount budgeted under the Rural Works Programme. 
There has been an erratic pattern in the growth of grants to local 

IOvernments in recent years. Between 1973/74 and 1982/83 there was no 

2. 	 The ternm "normal" grants refers to most of those grant pwgrams which do 

not fall under the beading of public works. In the case of rural local 4. The January 1982 average retail Price was 127.2 takas per maud (one
govemems, a group of seemingly unrelated grant progras 	 aund equals 82 peunds). See Directorate of Supply, Distbution ad3. "Local initiative" refers to FFI-activity carried out through the loca 	 Rationing (DFDR), Ministry of Food, Gversxeat of Bangladesh. 

government rather than directly by the Central GovemnenL 	 Conpiled by A.S_.M nhangr, OSAI/Bngade April 6,1982. 
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growth in real per capita grants, and grants to local governments fell as a 

proportion of GDP and of total central government outlays (Table 3-2).i 

From the mid-1970s to 1983, grants did not increase with overall central 

government tax effort. In years when central government resource 

mobilization increased, the local government sector was not typically 

awarded a commensurate share of this increase. Conversely, the grant share 

of total central taxes was sticky downward and did not appear to suffer 

noticeably when government resource mobilization fell off. One might 

infer from this that the grant needs of local governments were viewed as 

more ofa fixed amount than a"targeted" share
of GNP.6 The ratio of grants 

to GDP more than doubled with the introduction 
of the new upazila grant 

scheme in1983/84 (Table3-2).Ile increased flo-v of grants in 1983-1984 also changed the urbanrural 
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distribution. Prior to the reform, about two-thirds of all grants were 

distributed to the rural secior but the per capita bias was strongly in favor 

of urban areas. For every one taka grant per person flowing to the rural 

sector, 3.43 takas in grant were given to the urban sector. As may be seen 
from Table 3-2, this pro-urban bias was replaced by a pro-.rural bias with 

the creation of the upazila. If the FFWP grants were included, an even 

greater distributional bias infavor of rural areas would be apparent.Unfortunately, little data are available to document the extent of local 
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this questioni. -heanswer, ingeeraltm, is ta. al governmenlts inBangladesh have long been dependent on the central government for 

virtually all of their revenues. Prior to the reform, thana parishads had no 

own-source revenue and were totally dependent upon grants for their 

financing. The union parishads have traditionally relied on grants for about 

half of their total revenues and the paurashavas received about one-fourth 

of total revenues from the central governmer't. 

Our data show that the zilla parishads receive onily about one-third of 

revenues from central grants (Table 2-2); however this finding is deceptive 

because the property transfer tax-which is reported as an owu-sour~ 
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revenue--has its rate set by the central government and its administration 
is a central gover.ament responsibility. In effect, the property transfer tax is 
a central government levy which is returned to the district councils on a 
derivation basis, i.e., it is a type of grant. If matters are viewed this way, 
the zillas are almost exclusively dependent on central government transfers. 

Rural Local Government Grants 

RuralWorks Programme 

The Rural Works Programme in Bangladesh has been referred to by the 
government as "...a unique experiment in grass roots planning and the 
mobilization of energies of the people for projects of local importance."7 

'heGovernment states four objetives for Works Programme grants: 8 the 
development of rural infrasuijcturn for transportation, irrigation, flood 
control, community development; the creation of off-season employment 
opportunities for the poor and for landless farmers; nation-building goals 
which are achieved through local participation in development projects and 
through local leadership in carrying out these projects; and strengthening 
thecapacityofrurallocalgovernmentinstitutionstoleadruraldevelopment. 
Clearly, both "relief" and development goals are included in these four 
objectives. One continuing issue to be iaced in the RWP (and FFWP, see
below) is how far either relief or development should be emphasized as a
priority. 


The program is based on the concept of putting underutilized labor 
resources to work on projects that have identii-able, localized benefits and 
drawing out some voluntL.-y labor and material contributions from 
beneficiaries. The strategy is to generate public enthusiasm by allowing 
project selection, implementation and administration to be handled at the 
local government level. In his sense, the Works Programme is a highly 
decentralized approach to rural development. Though this grant program 
was replaced in 1983-1984 by the Upa-ila Development grant, the general 
Rural Works Programme approach has been largely retained. It eems 

7. A.B. Oaowdhiry, PerformanceReport on Works Programme, 1977-78 
(Dhaka: Ministry of Local Government), p. 1. 

8. See Cliowdhury, PerformanceReporton Works Programme,1977-78, p.3. 
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useful, then, to study and evaluate the Rural Works Programme grants as 
the, fiunctioned before the reform. 9 

Rural Works Programme activities are focused on road construction and 

maintenance, irrigation and flood control. The Programme is implemented 
through local governments, heavily weighted toward rural roads and 
irrigation projects and provides a substantial amount of support for staff 
sa ares. It has a "regular"component primarily funded by the Government 
of Bangladesh, and a "special project" component supported mainly by 
foreign aid. In total, the government-supported shaie in 1981/82 was about 
80 percent. 

Because more than 5,000 local government units are potentiallyinvolved, the administration of the Rural Works Programme is quite 

decentralized. Its operation involves much local participation in project 
selection and implementation in conjunction with central government 
direction in the distribution and disposition of the grant amounts. Unlike 
grant systems inmany countries, the Bangladesh system gives a substantial 
iount of operational discretion to local officials. In theory, the 

identification of projects for the Rurat Works Programme is a highly 
decentralized process. Suggestions for projects originate at meetings held 
within different areas of the unions; from these suggestions initial planning 
and project rankings are made at the union parishad. The union then 
formalizes its proposal and passes it to the Circle Officer 
(CO-Development at the thana for preliminary examination and cost 
estimates. The CO trings the proposal before the thana parishad for
consideration, since the thana parishad is the approving body for union
projects. The thana technical committee works out the final plans for 

approved projects. 

Larger schemes originate at the thana parishad level. 10 These projects 
are ptesented at a meeting which includes all of the union chairmen (who 
Are members of the thana parishads), the thana technical staff, and certain 
officers from line ministries. Thana parishad projects must be approved at 
the district level. Zilla projects originate i a district level meeting chaired 

9. 	 Inspite ofthe fact that thana parishads have been replaced by upazilas, since 
many of the salient features of the RWP remain in place today, I use the 
ten thana extensively here and also nra the prsent tense. 

10. 	 CircularNo. 5 (page 6) indicates that unions implement schemes whose 
cost is less than Tk 50,000 while tiana parishads execute schemes whose 
cost does not exceed Tk 300,000. 
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by the Deputy Commissioner. This group establishes priorities, plans 
prcjects, and presents the proposal to the approving Divisional Board. 

Though project selection is highly decentraliz-ed, formal central 
constraints are placed n the establishment of priorities. For example, the 
next higher level of government must approve projects to assure 
coordination of projects. Moreover, criteria are given for project selection 
which are meant to guide local selection of schemes. The first priority is 
themairtenanceofcompleted schemes, to which25 percent of the "normal" 

budget rmust be assigned.11 The completion of ongoing schemes has second 
priority and the initiation of new schemes has third priority. With respect 

to the ltter, CircularNo. 5 gives the following priorities for ranking 
schemes under the Rural Works Programme:12  

schemes which provide greater esployment 
opportunities, particularly those which increase 

schemerictal r spplemntryo r cschemes 
schemes which are supplementary or complementary to 
completed or ongoing schemes 

" schemes which generate production for export 

* schemes, such as earthmovig, which may provide 
employment for the most disadvantaged groups 

l,algoermetsabove
inom gneatngprjetsfo
generating projects for local governments 
"schemes which ensure utilization of local resources 

are other constraints on project selection and implementatiol.There 
Projects at the union and thana levels must be consistent with the Than 
Plan Book and the central government lays down a detailed set of 
specifications for the construction and design of projects. 

In short, the Works Programme isa decentralized strategy for rural
development, but it possesses some significant elements ofcentral direction-

11. MLG interpretation isthat the "normal" budget isrevenues raised 


11. The hatth "nrma" udgts Gnteprtaion sreenusrise~ 

own sources plus "normal" grants. If 25 percent of the normal budget is 
sufficient to accommodate maintenance needs, then 10 percent of Wod 
Programme grants may be assigned to this purpose. As discussed below. 

there is debate over the interpretation of the 25 percent requirement. 
12. IMinistry of 1ocal Government, Rural Development and Co-operdan, 

English Version of CircularNo. 5 of 1980-1981 on Different Aspects 
RuralWorks Programme(Dhaka: Governmnot of Bangladesh, 1980). 
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It is important to note that the principal thana and zilla officers are central 
government employees. The degree of "local" participation thus may be 
controlled to a greater extent than the procedures indicate. 

One of the goals of the 1984 reform was fiscal decentralization in the 
sese of giving local governments more responsibility in defining their 

expenditure programs. Under the upazila development assistance program
local governments are in theory given even vreater discretion in their 
.pnding choices. However, there are centrally mandated guidelines. 

Schroeder argues that the nature of the guidelines is sufficiently broad that
they do not,...._i.t,3place severe constraints. . on the budae fl.. 	 on bu g try fexibility Of u pazila 
Parishads. For example, the guidelines state that from 25 to 35 prent
of the grant was to be spent for pses and 305 to 40 percent 

Sould be allocated to agriculture, irrigation and industry (see Chapter 2).
Works Programme schemes are implemented through the local bodies 
usually monitored by the approving authorities. Union and thana 

involving earthworks are implemented through the union-ward 
Ioject committees. Each committee selects a secretary who is charged

with organizing the labor,disbursing payments, and keeping rtyords, for 

which he receives compensation equivalent to two percent of the amount
 
of the project. Projects are monitored according to the guidelines set out in
 

the ManualforRuralWorksProgranme.The thana technical staff monitors 
the union projects 	while the thana parishad projects are monitored and
 

an l a e iosthog
PPrOvedTILby20,(0the executive engineer'sil office.idceAl pucca cmxcue n work
 

approved contractors. MoioPrihad schemes are executed through
 
aincome 

taecutve engineer. 

Under the pre-reform Rural Work, Programme, three factors determine 
th! grant amount that flows ! each local government: the total allocation 
nAde to each category of public works (e.g., roads, irrigation, etc.) by the 
central government. the distribution of that amount among types of local
leoverment (i.e., some pcrcent to zillas, some to thanas, etc.); and theditribution of that amount among individual local units. The first decision
Ssae by the Planning Commission of the Ministry of Finance in
 
nltati with the Ministry ofLocal Government.Total allocations were
 

iedi 1982 for fie ' 

2 i 8 	 y, -regular.,categories of rural works support: rural
Od, rgatioa drainage, thana training and development center, and union 

13. Scdrteder, RuralDevelopment Grants to Local Governments in Asia, pp.
21-22. 

http:assigned.11
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community center construction. Rural roads and irrigation projects were 
clearly emphasized in the early 1980s. 

types 	of local government is zThe distribution of these totals across 
decision of the Ministry of Local Government. In the case of some 

functions, a first decision is how to split the total available amount among 
By convention there is an approximatelytypes of local government. 


45/25/30 percent split in rural roads funding among zilla, thana, and union, 

and a 50/50 split in drainage assistance between thana and union. These 
allocations reflect the various service responsibilities of the local 
governme-its but no formula basis is evident. The overall sharing of Works 
Programme grants shows about 60 percent going to the thana parishad level. 

The final step in the process is the distribution of these amounts among 

individual zilla, thana, and union parishads. Distributions to zillas for rural 

road projects are made by formula: two-thirds according to population and 
14 The full amount of the thana and union

one-third according to land area. 

allocations for roads, irrigation and drainage is made by the same formula. 

The thana parishad allocaton is passed to the SDO who acts as the 
disbursing agent. The allocations to be made are prepared in Dhaka and 
reported in CircularNo. 5. The union allocation is passed through the thana 
parishad with instructions to allocate set amounts for the various functions 
and to distribute funds among unions on a basis of population and land area. 
At least in theory, each of the more than 3,000 local government units 
receives a grant earmarked for each of the three specified purposes. The 

implication of this design is that the capital projects to be financed by these 
grants are quite small. 

The salary and contingency portion of the Rural Works Programme 
grants is allocated on a pure cost reimbursement basis. The approved 
staffing -andsalary levels are known, at the Ministry, for all levels of the 
Rural Works Programme. 

With the creation of upazilas, the formula-driven Rural Works 
Programme grant was replaced with a "development assistance fund" giant 

and a "special infrastructure fund" grant. These were allocated on a flat 

basis: during 1983/84, each of the 212 upazilas received five million taka;
another 185 upazilas received three million taka; and the remaining 6 

14. 	 it is not completely clear which land area and population number are used 
in the final allocations. The basis is the 1974 Census, but each Distid 
Commissioner is askedby the ministry for the latest estimates forhis district, 
thaws, and unions. These figures are "takeninto account" at the m 

level. 
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upazias were allocated one million taka. Equal shares were used again in 
1985, despite the intention to build "need" factors into the formula. 

EvaluatingRuralWorks ProgrammeGrants 

The impact of Rural Works Programme grants could be assessed by 
asing whetber the desired objectives have been achieved, that is, by how 
much it has stimulated rural infrastructure construction and maintenance, 
whether the program has generated increased employment, whether it has 
strengthened local government institutions. One might also ask if it has 
some of the other features of a "good" grant program: Has the revenue flow 

beenadequate for development activities? Has local government f loancial 

planning been enhanced or harmed? Are the distributions among local 
governments fair? Each of these objectives is discussed below. 

nassessing rural infrastructure development, we face a scarcity of 

statistics on the outcome of Works Programme grants. The report, 
PerfonnanceReport on Works Programme,which shows project activity 
and manpower usage for local governments, is out of date and subject to 
substantial underreporting. The difficulty in reporting is compounded by 
the fact that the Rural Works Programme is oriented toward small, labor 
intensive projects. To understand better the activities crried out under this 
program, we administered a nationwide mail questionnaire and received 

131 responses from thana pariShads. The sample includes at least one thana 
froM every district. 15 The average population of a thana included in the 

umple is 202,000, compared to a nationwide average population of 
184,000. The res,.XL of the analysis show that Rural Works Programme 
Activities were predominantly in earthworks and that the schemes tend to 
be small.16 The average scheme was about Tk. 15,000 and the average 
thana received about Tk. 100,000 in all. It is difficult to estimate a 
capital-labor ratio in these projects, but the labor component is obviously 

15'. tr more information on the sample ard results of the survey, see Ba.toan
Dine Miller and Vijay Rao, "Rural Neds and Two Social Government 
Gramts in Bangladesh, 1981-82," Metr,1politan Studies Program 
Occassional PaperNo. 111, The Maxwell School (Syracuse, N.Y.: Syracuse 

University, May 1988). 
16. 	 Tes esults are discussed more fully in Roy Bahl, "Intergovernmental 

Gnts in Bangladesh," Metropolitan Studies Program Occasional Paper
No. 87. Te Maxwell School (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University, May 
1984). 
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high given that embankment and excavation schemes are almost en'irely 
labor-intensive projects. The 1978 PerformanceReport showed that about 
70 percent of all Rural Works Programme expenditures were for !.bor, 
suggesting a low capital-labor ratio. 

An impcnant issue concerning the pre-reform grant program i, how 
conducive it is to developing rural infrastructure. This problem raises the 
following quesdons: whether there is a likelihood that grant monies will be 
diverted to nondevelopment purposes, whether adequate provision is made 
for maintaining completed projects, and whether the level of funding is 
either insufficient to carry out capital projects or too large for local 
government units to absorb. 

The first question, whether Works Programme grant funds get spent for 
other purposes (e.g., general government compensation), does not seem to 
raise a problem, for three reasons. First, the Works Programme grant funds 
are highly visible. Second, employee compensation is already provided for 
in the grant program, in a separate budget line. Third, there is little elhe for 
local government to do with these funds since they have few other func ions. 
If decentralization proceeds in Bangladesh and if local governmens are 
given some additional service responsibilities, the "displacement" of capital 
funds could become a problem. In anticipation of such a problem, an 
effective means of tracking and monitoring Works Programme activities 
needs to be developed, 

The maintenance problem is more bothersome. There is a provision that 
25 percent of "normal" budget revenues be spent for maintenance. Local 
governments, however, have interpreted this ruling in various ways. Some 
have taken it to mean 25 percent of total local government income, some as 
25 percent of budgeted works expenditures, and some as 25 percent of 
average works expenditures during the past two years. in any case, local 
governments have few resources beyond those provided in the Rural Works 
Programme grant; hence, the amount spent for maintenance will be 25 
percent of a very small base. Whatever the interpretation, there does not 
seem to be any monitoring of whether the requirement is being met, or even 
whether maintenance is being carried out at an adequate level. In order to 
monitor the maintenance provisioD, one would have to face the underlying 
problem of how to define "maintenance" and clarify the fuzzy distinctiol 
between maintenance and reconstruction. 

Finally, one might ask whether more could be accomplished by targeting
the funds on fewer jurisdictions, and funding larger project-s. This strategy 

could 	produce a more permanent project, permit a tighter mainteawc 
schedule, and make more effective use of short materials and skilled 
engineering resources. On the other hand, it would "cost" a spreading of 
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Works Programme employment benefits across all rural areas. This issue 
is directly related to whether the grant program haS primarily relief 
(distributional) or development goals. 

The upazila development fund and the special infrastructure fund could 
be more successful at achieving the goals of promoting capital investments 
by nral local governments. Because the development fund is a block grant, 
Ihe local governments have some control over determining the size and 
composition of projects. On the other hand, the centrJ government has 
issued some guidelines regarding the maximum and minimum percentages 
that can be spent for various Purposes and has mandated that the upazilas 
allocate the funds in a way that "...in character and magnitude should be, 

r a far as possible, similar to the Rural Works programme carried out so long 
by the national government." 17 It is also reuired that one-third of the 
mount spent for rural works will be allocated to the union parishads. 18 The 

special infrastructure fund is meant to allow upazilas to upgrade local 
government facilities. Therefore, the funds are not to be spent for pure
development purposes but rather to improve government buildings and to 

provide impr. ved housing for local government personnel. The intention 
is to abolish th, "rant once the facilities have been sufficiently improved. 

The employm, It generation objective of the RWP is also complex. 
Unfortunately, ther. amneither accurate nor current data that enable us to 
make a firm estimate of the job generation benefits of Rural Works 
Prograue grants. Some optimistic esimates reported that in early years 
the Rural Works Programme generated direct employment for between 
600,000 and I million Persons per year.19 The World Bank has reported an 
estimate of 223,000 workers in 1970/71 and between 28,000 and 68,000 

17. Planning Commission, Ministry of Finance, Guidelines for Upazila 
Parishadsfor Utilization f the Development A4 sitance Provided by the 
Natoral Government through theADP (Dhaa,July 1983), pg. 8. 

18. 	 A monitoiiring cell has been established within the s of Local 
ovnrnent ie haexpress eof insuring thai the guidelines are19. 	 o f nosr inhat Paiis ae 

1e TbPnlad"aRa v (ds Develomment Policy m 
W am p Falcon ard Gustav PaPanek (eds.), Development policy ll.The 
PakitanExperience (Cambridge: Harvard UrvetsityPrss, 1971). 
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person-years per annum between 1971172 and 1976[77.? Our rough 
estimates agree with the World Bank assessment. Using the partial data 
from the 1978PerformanceReports to make a first approximation, we may 
estimate that some 35 person-days of work were created for every Th. 1,000 
spent.21 Assumig a continuation of this pattern and that 3.16 person-days 
are the equivalent of a single full-time calendar year job, the T1. 324 million 
actually spen on the Works Programme created about 36,000 jopt in 1982. 
Tis amount is equivalent to about 1.3 percent of the economically active 
population. If we consider only the off-season (say 60 days), then nearly 
200,000 jobs annually might be created through the program. In percentage 
terms the amount is not so great, but in the absolute it is clearly a substantial 
relief program. 

One cannot argue against this kind of accomplishment, especially in a 
country as impoverished as Bangladesh. Moreover, the ether avenues open 

to job generation in rural areas are not clearly better. Consider the 
alternatives. The government could provide direct tax relief in amounts 
equivalent to the size of the Works Programme grant. This option would 

inject the same amount of aka into the spending stream, but the same 
amount of money would not be devoted to generating rural employment 
opportunities, and multiplier effects would likely be smaller. The taxpayer 
relief would fall to higher income families, a substantial amount would go 

to the urban areas where taxpaying capacity is greater, and much of the urban 
to rural redistribution of income could be lost. A second possibility would 
be for the central government to undertake larger projects in rural areas, 
generating employment benefits, but concentrated regionally rather than 
spread around the coimtry. Moreover, the costs of administration might be 
greater if projects were larger. 

We have no evidence about the employment generation impact of the 
upazila development fund and special infrastructure projects. On the one 
hand, the stated intention is to maintain the character and objectives of the 

20. 	 From M. Alamgir, The ExperienceofRuralWorks Programin Bangladesh 
(Stockholm: Institute ofInternational Studies, 1977); and Daniel Asplund, 
"The Public Works Program in Bangladesh and Swedish Aid Objectives" 
(February 19?7), p. 25 as cited in The World Bank, Bangladesh: Selected 
Issues inRuralEmployment (Washington, DC: The Wodd Bank, 1983),. . 
73. 

21. 	 This number was obtained by dividing person-days by total expenditures 
for rral local governents for those scheme shown on the 1978Performance Report,pp.12-14. 
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Rural Works Programme grants. On the other hand, the development fund 
is focused more on construction, gives the local government some latiude 
in defining larger projects, and apears to be less oriented to providing jobs 
than to stimulating capital investment. 

Dos te Works Programme strengthen local governments as an 

institution?22 The answer here depends on how one defines "strengthen." 
We suggest two definitions: increased citizen participation in local projects, 
and increased local government fiscal autonomy. On the first count the 
Rural Works Programme would appear to be a success. On the second, it 
would not. 

The 	RWP's decentralized approach to project selection and 
implementation clearly involves local residents and local officials.
 
impementoneary involvesa 	 alsinl 
responsibility. For all their involvement in project selection and 
implementation local governments are not accountable to the central 
government for how well these projects are carried out or maintained, or to 
local 	residents for how their contributions are spent. The upazilla grant 

system may improve accountability. It gives local governments some 
discretion in choosing their portfolio ofprojects; hence there is an increased 
accountability to the local constituency. Moreover, the central government
hasput in place a monitoring cell which can lead to better accountability to 

the central government. 
The second aspect of strengthening local governments is whether the 

Rural Works Programme grant encourages fiscal autonomy, i.e., whether
 
local governments are encouraged to become more self-reliant. hisgoal
 
i c in many countries by structuring the grant program to
 
require local governments to mobilize own resources (taxes, fees, charges, 
voluntary contributions) as acondition of receiving and spending the grant.
 
Neitr ctrios ) as ant ofree dpendng the grant


Neither the Works Programme grants nor the development fund block grant
have such "matching" provisons, and neitherprovides an incentive for local governmens to increase thei; revenue effort. 23 How much local 

22. 	 See also M.Asaduzzaman, 'The Role of Grants in Local Government 
Finance in Bangladesh," in Decentraliration, Local Government 

n and Resource Mobilization, edited by Hasnet Abdul Hye 
(Comilla: BARD, 1985), pp. 342-360. 

23P Theewas an option under the IWP grant program where local participation 
projects were financed by a combination of central grants, union parishad 
taxes and voluntary contributions by individuals. SeeBarbaraD.Millerand 

Showkat Hayat Khan, "Incorporating Voluntarism into Rural DevelopmentinBangladesh," ThirdWorld PlanningReview, 8, (2) (1986): 146. 
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"involvement" really takes place when no local revenue effort is involved 
in financing the projects? Local governments in such a system are still very 
much financial appendages of the central government.

Our next Area of assessment involves revenue adequacy- -has the flow 
of revenues from Works Programme grants been adequate to meet
infrastructure needs? Adequacy requires ,usto define these "needs," i.e., to 
determine if grants are incr-asing in step with expenditure needs. Without 
a measure for needs, one might argue that a growth that kept pace with 
population and prices (constant real per capita grants) would pass the
adequacy test. The growth in real per capita amounts of RWP grants has 
been erratic, quite slow and, at best, a constat real per capita performance
has characterizcd them. Certaidy, the amounts have not increased faster 
than population and the general price level in recent years; for example, the 
real per capita amount of budgeted Works Pregramme grants is the same in
1982 as it was in 1976, while the per capita allocations have fallen. 

Another approach to mearuring the adequacy of revenue growth is to 
treat Works Programme grants as a tax, and to evaluate its income 
elasticity--does its yield increase at least in proportion to GNP? For the 
1974-1982 period, for every 1 percent increase in GNP, there was a 0.96 
percent increz-z in Works Programe grant revenues. If income growth is 
a rough indicator of the increased demand for local public services, we 
might conclude that Works Programme grants have not quite kept up with
income growth. One migl-, take yet anot. "orks Programme
grants are for construction purposes, and L -th in grant revenues 
should be related to the growth in construction costs. Between 1973/74 and 
1980/8i, grant revenues increased by 144 percent, but the genere- index of 
building constrtionZ4 increased by 171 percent. In other words, whereas 
a given amount of Works Programme grants would purchase 100 units of
"construction" in 1974, they would purchase only 84 units in 1981. 

No matter how *therevenue adequacy of the Rural Works Programme
grant is measured, it cannot be said that revenue growth has exceeded needs. 
The development assistance grant might get better marks in that the tota! 
amount of grant assistance was increased significantly immediately ater 
the decentralization policy was implemented. However, this may well have 
been a one-time increase and the real year-to-year growth in grant revenues 
upazila was made in1985 as in 1984--tpmay be no greater than inthe past. The same flat amount allocation per
the real per capita amounts fell. BY 

24. 	 1981 Statistical Yearbook of Bangladesh (Dhaka: Bangladesh Bureau of
Statistics, 1982), p. 419. 
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the late 1980s amounts allocated to upazila development grants fell even in 
nominal terms. Moreover, the special infrastructure grant was phased out 
after upazila facilities were improved. 

Yet another important issue is financial planning. Financial planning at 
the local government level in Bangladesh is not well developed. There are
planbooks, but no capital budgets or long term plans for generating funds 
to maintain public works projects. Since local sovernments are so heavily
dependent on central government grants, their fiscal planning is almost 
wholly dependent on their ability to predict central grant receipts. The
question at hand is whether the annual flow of Rural Works Programme 
grants provides enough certainty to enable effective financial planning.

There are two potential problems with grant programs in all countries in
this regard. The first is that actual allocations by the central government 
may not match the amounts budgeted. This creates an important problem
because the budgeted amount is the planning target used by the local 
government. The second is that the releases of the allocated amounts may
not be timely, thereby resulting in delays in project implementation.

Bo!" of these problems plague the Rural Works Programme in 
Bangladesh, but the first is more serious. The total allocation to this 
program has been erratic (Table 3-3). Such fluctuations are not -inusual in 
grant systems where the totai allocation is determined annually on an ad hoc 
basis. As other national priorities emerge, and as central government
budgets grow tight, local government gran! distributions are often an early
casualty. The difficulty is compounded in Bangladesh because these local 
units have virtually no resources of their own on which they may fall back. 
Multi-year fiscal planning is discouraged by this uncertainty and, as a result,
it is difficult to gain much continuity in Works Programme activities. 

Another source of uncertainty, also arising in many developing
countries, is that the central government may release a grant amount which 
is far less than what it had originally budgeted for that fiscal year. In other
words, the fourth quarter release by the central government may be delayed
until the following year because of some budget exigency. The result is that
local governments can face serious fiscal shortfalls. It is difficult to know 
how much of a problem this is in aggregate, because of the lack of good
data. Though the data in Table 3-3 suggest a reasonably good record(relative to other countries) of distributing 90 percent or better of amounts
budgeted, the problem can still be serious for individual local governments. 

For example, ia our survey data on 132 thana parishads, it was reported thatan average of79 percent ofamounts allocated were actually received. Even 
the "average" shortfall of 20 percent can be a serious problem for local 
governments with very little of their own revenues. During its first two 
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TABLE 3-3RURAL WORKS PROGRAMME ALLOCATIONS AND S ING 

AS PMCENT OF AMOUNTS BUDGETED, 
197475 - 1984/85 

Total Budgeted Allocation as Sprnding a 
Amounts Percent of Percent Of 

Year 
Au(inillios 
ftak) 

Budgeted 
Amounts 

Budgeted 
Amounts 

1974/75
1975fl6 

173.7 
192.8 

66.2 
107.4 

59.5 
140.3 

1976/77 
197778 

237.2 
172.4 

86.4 
102.4 

91.5 
104.0 

1978179 251.2 90.1 90.1 
1979/80 
1980M81 

321.1 
335.7 

99.5 
96.7 

99.3 
96.4 

1981/82 404.3 92.4 -
1982/83 
1983/84 
1994M5 

498.3 
28.0 
36.5 

87.3 
-pW 

SOURCE: Govenmert of the People's Republic of Bangladesh, Ministry of Finance and 
Planning, Demands for Grants and Appropriations (Development) (DhakT 
various years); Unpublished data from the Miny of Local Government and 
Rural Development. 

- Not available. 

years of operation the upazila development assistance grant did not 
encounter the same problem, probably due to central govenrment concern 
tha! this centerpiece of its domestic program not fail due to delays and 
revenue shortfalls. It remains to be seen whether, in the face of national 
resource constraints, this improved performance n be maintained. 

Our next criterion of assessing the RWP is its pattern of grant 
distributions. The distribution of Rural Works Programme grants is the 
result of a complicated mixture of government decisions about project 
priorities, the choice of which level of government to emphasize, a 
population and land area formula, the choice of a population number foruseinhctedeisinsfrmu., nd dbou spcia nees. s te rsdtng 
in the formuk, and ad hoc decisions about special needs. Is the r'esultig 
allocation somehow appropriate or fair? Of course, defining what is "fair" 
involves a normative judgment. We might take the two most common rule5 
for the distribu-*.on of grants-equalization of resource capacit" and straight 
per capita dis-buiona--and compare these against the present distribution 

rapitadeh, ct, pawhere theonfal 
in Bangladesh. m effect, we ask whether the distribution of grants equalizes 
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taxable capacity or is on a straight per capita basis. If the answer is 
affirmative in either case, then we may say there is a kind of "fairness," or 
at least objectivity, in the distribution. To investigate this question, we 
developed a test with data drawn from fieldwork in 16 zillas, 11 thanas, and 
27 unions. Simple correlations between population size and Rural Works 

Programme grants have been estimated, separately, for this sample. As may 
be seen from Table 3-4, the simple cerrelation between Rural Works 
Programme grants and population size is significant at the .05 level only in 
the case of unions (r = 0.76). 

A separate question is whether there is a population size bias in the 
distribution of grants. If grants were distributed without a population bias, 
the correlation between per capita grants and population would be zero, i.e., 

there would be no significant difference among local 3overnments in the 
per capita amounts received. As may be seen in Table 3-4, zillas and thanas 
with smaller populations tend to receive significantly greater amounts of 
per capia Works Programme grants.

Pe 
Ideally, we would also like to determine whether wealthier jurisdictions 

receive less in grants per capita, i.e., whether the grant system is somehow 

TABLE 34 
3 

SIMPLE CORRELATIONS OF GRANTS AND POPULATION SIZE,
 
BY TYPE OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND TYPE
 

OF GRANT FOR 1980/81
 

Per Capita Grants Total Grmts 
Wo&B Woks 

Prommc Normal Combined Programme Normal Combined 

Zil(16)a -0.49* -0.43 -0.49* -0.10 0.88* -0.03 

Th5A (11) -0.68 _b .O.57e 0.12 _b 0.35 
Uo(27) 0.26 0.43* 0.38* 0.76* 0.25 0.47* 

Pmrashava (15) -0.29 0.17 -0.26 0.98* 0.66* 0.88* 

Dcnotes sigitificance at .05 !evel. 
Excludes Chittagong Hill Tractawhich does not receive any property transfer tax. 

bNot applicable because thans parishads do not receive any normal grants. 

CThis correlation coefficient is for the Rural Wods Programme grants combined with 

other occasional specific project grants, e.g., for such purposen ts hats and bazaars, food 
goiown, workshops, farmers' trining,etc. 
SOURCE: Computed by authorfrom financial datacollected from local governments and 

. 
census data compiled by Bangladesh Bureau of statistics. 
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"equalizing." Unfortunately, there are no data on personal income or wealth 

that allow us to make such a computation. What we have done, however, 

is examhre the relationship between per capita revenues raised from 

own-sources and per capita grants, on grounds that the former variable is a 

general indicator of fmancial capacity. Carrying out such an analysis for 

unions--since unions are the o.ly local government body with any
appreciable amount of autonomy in mobilizing own-source 
rvenues-indicates no significant reationship for any of the years between 
1977 esand1.From this evidence, we might conclude that RWP gren 

1977 and 1981. Fothseiecwmihcocueta Wgrnsan 
are generally distributed on a per capita basis for unions and that there is ahias in favor of less populated zillas and thns 

NormalGrants 

A second type of grant to rural local governments is referred to as normal 
grants. Rather than asingle program with a single objective, this cluster of 
grants. Rather than2 seicnler wconditiongrants includes 12 specific transfers which are allocated in various ways 


and earmarked for various purposes. In aggregate, these grants 
areimportant, accounting for an amount equivalent to about one-fourth of total 


The total amount allocated under these
Works Programmetgrafos. thseForWors Pogrmmegrats.Thetotl aoun alocaed nde 


programs, however, declined in real terms during the period of our analysis. 


The three largest of these programs are special purpose grants, grants to 

unio paishds nd ffiers salrie, ad gant tonot
hooraiaor embrmember honoraria and officers' salaries, and grants toupoegati
unionunion parishadsparishads forfor nhaa police force salaries. The 7pca 

allocated, by historical tradition, 45 percent to municipalities, 7 percent to
 

zilla parishads, and 48 percent to union parishads. It is then distributed 


through the subdivisions on a per capita basis. The total national amount 

large Component of "normal" grants is the honorarium paid to chairmen, 

council members, and secretaries in about 4,500 union parishads. One-third 

of the chairmen's (1982) T1. 300 per month honorarium, one-half of the 1 
members' k. 100sper month honorarium, and one-half of the salaries of the 

scretaries are paid by government grants. The third major component of 
noral grants isshown inthe budget as agrant to union parishads for half 


the bucet as pearsnshalf othenormsalarants i fa, gnrnt 

the salary of the rural police force. In fact, inrecent years nearly half of this 

amount has been allocated among union councils as ageneral budget deficit 


The allocation is made on a population basis with the subdivisiongrant.
passing the grant funds through to the unions. The remainder is also 

distributed by the subdivision to the unions based on the number of union 

parishad policemen and their salaries.
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Though there are no clearly stated objectives of the normal grant 

program, the intent is clear. These grants are meant to support the general 

operations of the local government sector, i.e., they are in some sense a 
that might be locally generated. Insubstitute for general revenues 

same issues as above may beevaluating these grants, many of the 
to mobilize moreconsidered: Have local governments been induced 

resources? Ha :evenue growth been adequate? Are the grant distributions 
among local governments fair? Is the program costly to administer? 

In theory, some components of this program of normal grants provide 
incentive for local government resource mobilization. By paying only a 

portion of the salary of local officials, it has abuilt-in requirement that localpn ofetef o local onlent abiltin ypat ocl
f as 
governments must mobilize matching resources on their own. Though the 

onegrant amount, and therefore the potential impact, is small, this is 

component of the Bangladesh grant system that would seem to encourage 
increased local government revenue effort. In practice, the grant program 

is probably ncq stimulative of local revenue effort. One problem is that local 
are not required to match the government centribution as agovernments

of receiving the grant. Our interviews with local officials suggest
thiat the local share often goes unpaid. Moreover, while the salary grants 

o eoer o l grantscay a ai prosnacarry a matching provision, many of the other normal grants do not; hence 

they tend to uffset the local resource mobilization impacts of salary grants.
example, a deficit grant is given to cover general bucgctaa-y shortfalls. 

Second, the revenue adequacy test is not passed. Normal grants have 

Secon ihrevene apita tes o t ae thal ghey ave
 

grown in real per capita terms; one might argue that they have not 
increased adequately to meet either the general subsidy or special purposeneeds of rural local governments. 

Third, the allocation of some components of normal grants across local 
governments is "fair" in the sense that allocations are made on a basis of 

approved salary levels. However, most other components are distributed 

on an apparently ad hoc basis. Our data suggest that, in total, normal grants 

are distributed among zillas approximately according to population, and are 
in favor of those with smallerdistributed among unions with a bias 


populations. There is on: final, important disadvantage to normal grants.
 

Because it involves so many programs, it is likely to be costly to administer,
 
and the possibilities for monitoring and coordination are less than would be
 

case with a smaller number of grant types. 
There would seem to be little to recommend the normal grants program. 

It is a collection of categorical grants which provides some earmarked 
support for local activities. It is a transfer that probaby does not stimulate 
1 :al revenue effort, it has not grown to keep pace with population or 
inflation, and its various components are distributed according to several 
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different criteria. It is somewhat surprising, therefore, that the system of 
normal grants remained intact with the 1984 reform. 

The FoodForWork Programme 

The Food For Work Programme (FFWP) seems a logical approach to 
rural development in Bangldesh: make use of surplus labor in rural areas 
to carry out public works projects and compensate this labor with wheat. 
At once this program would provide jobs for the rural poor, distribute food, 
and improve the infrastructure. In fact, FFWP turns out to be an effective 
relief program. It produces a substantial number of rural jobs for unskilled 
workers in the season of high unemployment. Gr the other hand, the FFWP 

is not without problems some of which stem from the fact that, until recently, 
there was uncertainty among policy-makers involved in the FFWP about 
whether the primary goal was development or relief. 

Proper reform of the Bangladesh grant system cannot be taken apart from 
consideration of the Food For Work Programme. There are a number of 
reasons for this. First, the local initiative portion of FFWP is in fact a grant 
to local govemtents. Second, there is the sheer size of the FFWP 
program--in 1982/83 it was considerably larger than the Rural Works 
Programme grant. Third, there is a complementarity between the two 
programs---both are used for rural public works projects, both contain a 
heavy employment generation element, there is some evidence that they are 
alternative sources of support for projects already in the Thana Plan book, 
and both carry the same stated objectives of infrastructure improvement and 
rural income subsidy. As opposed to RWP, FFWP is administered by the 
Ministry of Food. 

There 	are three sources of financing (mostly through wheat) for the 
governmeni's program: The World Food Program (WFP) component, the 
USAID financed/CARE administered component (referred to hereafter as 

the CARE program), and the BDG component (financed by various bilateral 
donors and the BDG). In total the estimated 1982 disbursements were: 
121,512 MT (metric ton) under the WFP component; 90,754 MT under 
CARE; and 166,860 MT urder the BDG. If we assume that all BDG and 
CARE distributions are "local initiative,"2 that 20 percent (24,300 MT) of
the WFP is "local initiative," and that wheat could be properly valued at Tk. 

24. 	 As reported in WFP, "World Food Programme-assisted Food For Work 
Programme in Bangladesh," November, 1982. 
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127.2 per maund in 1982, 5 then we maylace the value of the local 
initiative FFWP at Tk. 960 million in 1982. This amount is more than 
twice the budget estimate for the Works Programme grant in 1982, making 
the FFWP the major financial component of Bangladesh's rural 
development program. 

The FFWP involves substantial community participation in project 
identification and implementation, and has been changing in the direction 

of even more decentralization with the creation of upazilas. Before 1983, 
the procedure was as follows: a project implementation officer (PIO) was 
appointed to work at the thana level as the representative of the Ministry of 
Food. He reported to the CO, SDO and his SD ministry representative. 
Along with union parishad officials and thana technical staff he was a 
member of the thanacommittee which considered alternative projects to be 

financed from the Food For Work Programme. Ultimate approval of the 
projects, however, rested with the Ministry. 

CARE provides technical assistance to and monitoring of projects under 
the USAID-fi'anced part of FFWP. This activity includes assistance in 
scheme preparation, book audits of proposed schemes, on-site evaluation 
of proposals, and post-project audits of physical accomplishments. While 
approval rests with the Ministry of Food, CARE has the authority to reduce 
inflated wheat requirements and reject schemes that are either technically 
unsound or that face land disputes. In spite of this oversight, considerable 
decentralization in the local-level project approval process has been taking 
place. As of the time of the creation of upazilas in 1983, more authority 
was passed to the local level. In the upazilas, the TNO replaced the SDO 
as the approving official and may issue the delivery order to remove grain 
from the local supply depot. The CARE role has remained much the same, 
with three exceptions: the monitoring of the appurtenant structures 
program, an improved system of measuring and reporting project and 
employment accomplishments, and project review in more of an advisory 
than an approval/rejection role. 

25. 	 One maund equals 82 pounds. The January 1982 price of wheat is taken 
from "average retail price of coame rice and wheat in Bangladesh."
Compiled by USAID/Bangladesh from Directorate of Supply, Distribution 
and Rationing, Ministry of Food, April 6,1982. 

26. 	 In addition, 75,000 MT were couverted to cash for the "appurtenant 

structures" program in 1983 and 70,000 MT were programmed for this 
purpose in 1984. 
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There are criteria about what kinds of projects are acceptable and 

priorities are established by the requirement that the projects be drawn from 

the Thana Plan Book. As of 1983/84, the Ministry of Food had instructed 

local bodies to prepare WFP and USAID/CARE schemes only for 

sir7)Ae drainage canals. Tanks and 
be 	 waretperaiveirrigationcanals would not beconsidered."iarthwork on roads, embankments and e Accordingly, most projects are 

of the reconstruction nature--substantially upgrading existing alignments 

including reconstruction and resurfacing of rural roads, re-excavation of 

canals for irrigation and drainage. There is relatively little new 

construction, in part because of problems of land acquisition. Still, the 
distinction between "upgrading and reconstruction" on the one hand, anddistricts. 

the other is often indistinct. Though no brick
"new construction" on 


to substantial
the 1-WP projects may lead a 
surfaces are involved, 


from an
of a 	 roadway over a period of years, e.g.,upgrading 	 to a large enoughembankment-pathway for walking surface with a 


dimension to carry a rickshaw. In the long run, such upgraded embankments 


may be linked together as part of the area road system. 


The distribution of FFWP wheat is done on a combination of a formula 


basis and an assessment of project accomplishments. In contrast to what 


had been the practice in recent years, the present method ofallocation across 

thanas is objective and the distributions under the three programs are 


The first step in the procedure is the establishment of aintegrated.
notional allocation for the overall distribution among thanas. This is done 
according to the following formula: 0.1 maund per capita oased on 1981 

thana population with an additional 10, 25, and 50 percent depending on the 


degree of distress. The measure of distress has been arrived at on a basis 


ofjudgment and familiarity with individual thanas, rather than on a basis of 


straightforward statistical manipulation. Factors considered in deriving the 

degree of distress include the level of rice prices, unemployment, and 

"susceptibility to disasters." After the notional distribution is established, 


the allocation to each thana s divided into CARE, WFP (local initiative and 

27. 	 Ministry of Food memoranda of March 17, 1983, and April 20, 1983,
 

respectively.
 
28. 	 Before 1983, the allocation of funds across thanas was not done by any
 

specified formula. In a May 1982 interview, the Joint Secretary in the
 

Ministry of Food reported that about 80 percent of the allocation was done
 

on a straight population basis with the remainder depending on disasters, 

special needs, etc. However, no data could be obtained to examine the 

pattern of the actual distributions. 
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Water Development Board) and the general government allocation. This 
involves several steps: 

athe WDB projects are selected, country-wide, on a basis 
of project-worthiness; 

thcordinglnythns hersWDBprojc
* CARE allocates its wheat on the formula basis, reducing 

theamo-ntsinthana where WDB projects are operative. 
CARE operates in 14 districts; 

WFP allocates 20 percent of its wheat on the formula 
basis for the local initiative program it operates in five 

In some cases, reductions are made to account for heavy WDB activities; 
n,the difere ctwete 

the difference between the notional allocation, and the 
sum of the CARE, WFP local initiative, and WFP-WDB 

allocations, becomes the government's general 
allocation. 

The final distributions may not match the notional allocation for two 

reasons. The first is that good information on WDB projects may be late in 
coming and cannot be "plugged into" the formula. The second is that CARE 
allocations may not match CARE disburenients. Actual disbursements 

against these initial allocations depend on post-audits of project completion, 
amount of earth moved, etc. In any given year, the distribution of final 
disbursements across thanas may differ markedly from the initial allocation. 
For example, in 1981, the average disbursement among 373 thanas was only 
85 percent of the proposed amount.29 

The distribution of FFWP grants among unions turns Out to be a much 

more subjective matter. Our interviews with officials at the union and the 
thana 	levels in Faridpur, Rangpur and Sylhet districts produced many 
different views on how projects are selected. In some cases they were said 

to be distributed among local governments on a population basis, in others 
on a basis of project worthiness, in others on a "political" basis, and some 
thought it was simply based on the previous year's allocation. 

29. Derived from thana-wide data supplied by CARE. Theme was no correlation 

between the ratio of disbursements to allocations, and population size. 

http:amount.29
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Evaluatingthe FFWPas a GrantProgram 

How does FFWP measure up as an intergovernmental transfer? In 
assessing the performance, we consider the sume criteria as were considered 
above for the Rural Works Programme grants: infrastructure development, 
employment generation, strengthening local governments, revenue 
adequacy, f'naixial planning, and distributional equity. A related issue is 
the interaction between the RWP and FFWP. It is important to remember 
that, while the FFWP was originally designed as a temporary relief program,
it now functions as a major part of the intergovernmental grant system and 
therefore can and should be assessed as a part of that system. 

Has 	 the FFWP led to a substantial improvement in the rural 
infrastructure? The question is very difficult to answer. One can point to 
the number of schemes completed per year, or to the cubic feet of earth 
moved, but such figures do not provide good information on how the quality
of the rural infrastructure has been improved-whether the schemes were 
originally sound in design and construction, whether they were the "right"
projects to enhance development, and whether they have been adequately 
maintained. Some evidence of a positive development impact may be 
obtained from one evaluation of the FFWP. The study concludes, on the 
basis of respondent interviews and field visits, that the FFWP "...appears
to have stimulated rural development in pouitive social and economic 
directions since 1980 through major improvements in local transportation 
and communications. ' 00 

The primary objective of the FFWP has been to generate employment 
for the rural poor An evaluation of the job creation success of this grant 
program would ask if significant numbers of jobs have been created, and 
could another design of the FFWP grant, or even another type of grant 
program, have doaie better? 

Using data generated by CARE and by the WFP, a rough estimate can 
be made of the employment impact of FFWP.31 A first approach is 

30. 	 Abt Associates, The DevelopmentImpact ofTitle II,FoodForV ;kRoads 
in RuralBangladeshdraft report to USAID, (January 1984), p. 5I.

31. 	 Good data on the job creation power of FFWP projects are not available. 
The projects am implemented during a six-month work season a d the size
of the work crew varies from day to day. Since wheat is distributed 
according to cubic feet of earth moved rather than Per hour or per day of 
wodk, it is very difficult to get a firm estimawe of the number ofjobs created. 
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straightforward deduction. Valuing the total local initiative program at Th, 
960 million in 1982, and assuming that the average worker earned aboul 
five kilos of wheat per day32 (17 taka per day), the program could have 
generated about 350,000 jobs during the 1982 season. This amount isequivalent to about 57 person-days per 1000 taka of FFWP resources. 
Second, according to CARE data, one marrd of wheat purchased 13 
man-days, and 53 cu. ft. of earth was moved per man-day purchased. If we 
assume a six month, 158 working day season, we reach the conclusion that 
the care component alone generated 320,000 seasonal jobs. If this estimate
is taken as correct and applied to the 53 p''-t ofihe local initiative portion 
o-erated by BDG and WFP, the total estimated jobs would be about 600,000 
perseason. The World Bank has estimated more than 500,000 jobs in 1982. 
By all of these estimates, the FFWP is a powerful job generator.

A different question is whether the FFWP is more effective than 
alternative ways of generating employment through grants to local 
governments, e.g., than the Rural Works Programme. The 1978 
PerformanceReport indicates that about 35 man-days of work is created 
for every 1000 taka spent on the Rural Works Programme, far less than the 
57 man-days estimated above. Again, the answer seems clear: there is no 
readily identifiable program in the Bangladesh grant system which can 
provide the same level of employment benefits as FFWTP. 

The FFWP,in achieving its employment generation goals, has sacrificed 
some development potential in its projects. This shortcoming has led to two 
important adjustments in the program. The first was a program to monetize 
wheat assistance in order to make cash grants for appurtenant structures. 
The second is the BDG initiative to reduce the number of schemes in each 
thana in order to improve the technical design and implementation of each 
scheme. Moreover, the BDG has also moved to limit the earthworks 
component ofthe Rural Works Programme. These steps are in the direction 
of a development orientation, and further underline the need for closer 
coordination between FFWP and Rural Development grants.How has the FFWP affected the development of local government
institutions? Like the Rural Works Programme grants, FFWP has required 
no matching contribution from the local government. As a result, FFWP 
has not stimulated the mobilization of more local resources nor has it led to 
increased local government fiscal autonomy. So long as it was primarily a
relief program, a no-matching block grant was an appropriate strategy. 

32. 	 Estimate supplied by CARE. 
33. 	 Assuming 158 working days in 2 six mouth season. 
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Improving the income position of the rural poor is not a proper responsibility TABLE 3-5 
of local governments and not the sort of activity for which their residents !VOD FJRWORK PROGRAMME LOCAL INIATIVE 
would likely be willing to tax themselves. FFWP as a relief program could
not contribute sulstantially to local government revenue mobilization. As 
a development program, on the other hand, it has such potential.

A first step in the direction of using FFWP to develop local government 
financial performance has come with the recent prograrmof cash grants to
be used for construction of appurtenant structures such ts bridges, culverts, 
etc. Each upazila is required to match the cash-FFWP a!ocation with an 
amount equivalent to five percent of that allocation. For 1984-35, the 
matching share was suDposed to rise to 10 percent. Unfortunately, the 
general idea behind this matching provision may be better than the actualpractice. Three caveats are apparent. First, the matching amounts axe quite 

TO Wheat Price TOW Real per 
Fiscal Metric Tons per Man Progra Value Capita prnoun. 
Year Disbursed t (in takas) (in million takas) (in 1977 takas) 

1975/76 15C,6".OP2 90.40 365.35 5.07 
1977/78 115 ,316.6 94.80 293.31 3.37 
1978/79 314.140.0 96.80 815.87 8.36 
1979/80 208,479.0 131.60 736.10 6.39 
1980/81 275,898.2 124.00 917.89 6.981981/82 256,960.4 127.20 876.95 5.801982/83 - 153.44 - -small and will not lead to a substantial mobilization of local tax resources. 1983/84 272,000.0f - -

Second, if the local match can be drawn from the central government
Development Assistance grant, no truly local resource mobilization will be 
required. Finally, owu-source revenue mobilization is new to the upazilas
with the revenue sources provided quite limited in scope; hence the 
matching requirement m-ay not stimulate increased local taxation. But, with 
the appurtenant structures progran in place and with increased upazila 
revenue autonomy, such potential for local resource mobilization now 
exists. 

To evaluate the revenue adequacy ofFFWP grants, one must ask whether 
the overall flow of revenues has exceeded the rate of growth in prices and 
population. To make such an estimate, we convert wheat allocations to taka 

CARE 20ibperents. 
bEludes 17,337 MT disributed under FFW Rainy Season Programme. 
cPrgranu-.d amount. 
- Not available. 

SOURCE: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Ecoosomic IndicatorsofBangladesh (Dhaka: 
Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, Janusay. 1982): Unpublished data supplied byMinistry of Food, Directorate of Supply Distribution and Rationing as well asby the World Food Programme and CARE. 

amounts, deflate, and analyze the trend. The results show that the real per
capita amounts have fluctuated considerably and in 1982 were below the 
1979 level (Table 3-5). There are, of course, caveats to this kind of 
measurement. First, WFP disbursements are sometimes not fully made in 
the year show-a, lending some irregularity to this pattern. Second, cash 
disbursements under the appurtenant structures program are not shown. 
Third, under this measurement the size of the program is affected by changes
in the amount of work done and changes in the price of wheat. 

How does the FFWP affect the financial planning abilities of local 
governments? In the past, the FFWP has created some problems in terms 
of certainty of receipts, similar to those for the RWP. One problem stems 
from local officials not knowing the total amount to be expected in a given 
year. A second problem is that in some cases, the full amount of allocation 
has not been received during the fiscal year, and therefore the completion 
of some projects is delayed or cancelled. 

I 

j 

I 

j 

The distribution of FFWP grants is made partly on an objective
basis--some combination of population, lev-! of distress, and the merit of 
projects. Does this system lead to any biases, e.g., in favor of the poorest 
thanas, or against the smallest ulanas? In fact, there is no evidence of a 
population bias in this distribution, the correlaion between per capita 
allocation and poptlation size is not t;.atistically significanL There are, 
however, two biases in the distribution system which may result in a
differential treatment of some local governments. One is the fact that where 
WDB projects are located, the local government receives a significantly
smaller overall share. In the 1983/84 FFWP allocations, the average
maunds per capita received in those 210 thanas which have no WDB project
is 0.11 whereas the average in those 213 thanas which do have WDB 
projects is 0.05. As a result, the project accomplishments by these local 
governments may be low by comparison with local governments in the rest 
of the country. The second bias is that not all districts are covered by the 
CARE program and therefore not subject to more careful monitoring of 
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project accomplishments. If these projects do not pass the monitoring test, 
actual disbursements may depart from the BDG "notioual" allocations. To 
determine whether this potzntial bias is important, the 1981 estimates of 
CARE allocations and reimbursements across 373 thanas have been 
analyzed. The siNle correlation between reimbursements and population 
size is significant, indicating that CARE reimbursements are distributed 
in proportion to population size. This sample also shows that 47 percent of 
the thanas received 90 percent or more of the proposed allocation, and 25 
percent received less than 70 perc-,UL The simple correlation between the 
amounts initially allocated, and that actually reimbursed, is 0.89. We could 
not find evidence of any particular biases according to physical or economic 
conditions of the thana." Can we, in sum, say that the FFWP leads to a 
"fair" distribution? Certainly forcing the overall distribution to a BDG 
notional allocation is a major step in the right direction, but there remain 
important biases. Local governments in some districts receive less because 
of WDB projects, in CARE districts they receive less because projects are 
more closely mcnitored for reimbursement. 

In a country like Bangladesh where resources are so scarce, different 
grant programs should reinforce rather than offset one another's impacts. 
Thus, it is important to consider the coordination of the FFWP with the RWP 
(now the Development Assistance grants). The former is administered by 
the Ministry of Food and the latter by the Ministry of Local Government. 
Allocation formulae are not coordinateo between the two programs, even 
though they are meant to serve similar goals. As far as we could learn, the 
two responsible Ministries did not scrutinize each other's lists of approved 

34. The simple coarelation coefficient is 0.18, and that between per capita 
reimburementsla" ,,pulntion size is -0.29, which ar significant at 0.01 
lee d tgenerator

iinare+btlP 
wCre + b P + bzA + b3Di + b4D2 + bsD3 (4) 
PCr = the pewtof total allocation reimbrsed 
P h n 

35. We ~bibgDlrimbiD+bnD3 (4)achieving 

popula on 

A- ad area (in squre miles) 


Di -ivry hgh distr-s (dummy vadiable) 
D2 - high distress 
D3 = above avtrage distress. 

None of the independent va iables were significant at the .05 level. 
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projects in order to achieve conformity. Information gained in field visits, 
from the questionnaire to 132 thanas, and from the Ministries of Food and 
Local Governmen suggests that local units see the FFWP and the RWP as 
different methods of financing similar projects. In both cases the projects 
are supposed to be drawn from the same planbooks, the local planning and 
implementation committees are similar groups, the constituencies are the 
same and even the same local labor pool is used. 

Data from our sample of 132 thanas have been used to estimate the 
relationship between the distribution of the RWP and FFWP distributions 
prior to the 1984 reforms. The results for 1981/82 show: 

RWP - 1243.6 + 0.0057 FFWPp - 2.323 POP 
(0.028) (-3.083) 

-0 
R2 0.10 

where 

RWP -- per capita Rural Works Programme grants 
FFWrp - per capita Food For Work Programme grants (in maunds) 
POP = population 

(-statistics in parenthesis). 

These results show that, after correcting for the population size bias in 
allocations of per capita RWP grants, th,., is no apparent relationshipbetween FFWP and RWP allocations. The food grant is used ncther as a 
substitute or a supplement to the monetary grants. While each are 
distributed by different bodies, the allocations are essentiaiy similar. 

What is to be said overall about FFWP as an intergovernmental grant? 
It has been in the past a very good reliefrelief program, a powerful job 

in rural areas. Not skpisingly it has been less effective in 
other goals. It may not do as good a job of infrastructure 

development as would a grant program that involved more capital, less 
labor, and larger projects, and that made some provision for maintenance. 
It does not encourage local government revenue mobilization as mv- h as 
would a matching grant aimed at fmancing projects with localized benefits. 
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Moreover, there is some evidence that the targeting of FFWP grants on more 

distressed areas probably "costs" some positive development impact. The 
biggest problem is to increase recognition among government officials that 

the FFWP is a grant program, should be evaluated and reformed as such, 

and should be coordinated in an effective way with other rural local 

government grant programs. 

Urban Local Government Grants37  

Central grants to urban local governments-paurashavas and municipal 
corporations--are of three tp: Urban Works Programme grants, urban 
"normal" grants, and Octroi Compensation grants. As may be seen in Table 

3-1, the Works Programme and Octroi Compensation grants account for 
over half of total grant revenues, and special project grants to the Dhaka 

Municipal Corporation for almost all of the remainder. 

Urban Works ProgrammeGrants 

The general objectives of the Urban Works Programme grants are the 
saeasneafojtves ofthraWorks Programme grants ,a 	 aej 

same as that for the Rural Works Programme grants: to generate jobs, 
promote development projects, and decentralize government 
decision-making. There are a few differences in procedure between the 

First, the approving authority for larger (Class I)
urban and rural systems. leel s nd or al oher s tepaurshaas f~ Miisty it dvisin lvel 

paurashavas is the Ministry level and for all others it is the division level. 
Scond, paurashava's own technical staff implements and oversees the 
works proiects. Third, the allocation of grar-, across paurasavas is 
supposedly made according to population, rather than population and land 

area as in the case of Rural Works Programme grants. 

There was little growth in real revenues iumder the Urban Works 

Programme grant from the mid-1970s to the early 1980s, but a substantial 

growth in real terms occurred after 1983 (Table 3-6). Furthermore, when 
it is recognized that, as a municipal corporation, Dhaka has not shared in 

36. 	 Abt Associates, The DevelopmentImpact of Title I,Foodfor Work Roads 
in RuralBangladesh,p. 50. 

37. 	 The more recent data and discussion in this section are drawn from Larry 
Schroeder, "Bangladesh: Urban Government Finance and Management," 
June 1985, unptxblished paper. 
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TABLE 3-6
 

77EN1) INREVENUES FROM URBAN WORKS PROGRAMME GRANTe 

(inmillions of taka) Actual PerActual in Actual a Cipitain 
RealtRevied1980 Perent of Real 1977 

a d Reatiate Actual eik9 te Budated Talu7 

1974/75 10.0 10.2 10.2 12.5 101.1 5.6 
1975176 IOC 30.0 30.0 48.3 300.0 6.1 
1976/77 26.7 35.0 35.0 58.3 131.1 2.1 

1977178 15.8 17.2 17.2 22.0 109.2 1.9 
1978/79 18.5 - 18.5 21.0 100.0 2-6 
1979/80 31.4 24.0 31.4 31.4 100.0 2.1 

1981/82 50.0 48.0 48.0 38.6 90.3.6 
1982/83 70.0 70.0 70.0 53.6 1000.0 3.0 

1983/84 100.0d 73.1 73.1 48.1 73.1 -


UThe Woiks Programme budget figures for 1979-83 were available in both sources 

quoted here (the MLG and the Bangladesh Budget) and themt was discrepancy between the 

two for some of the year". For the sake of consistency the former was chosen because this 

smurce provided moo of the Workrs Programme data used in other tables. 

bTe deflator used in the clculation is the deflator for GDP. The reason for choosing 

this from among alem-aive indexe is that it exits for the entire tine penod. 
cRevi desimate aspercent ofbudgeted mo. 
dOnly T 50 million of this amount wiIl be allocated to Municipal Corporation. and

puuaava&Not available. 

SOURCE: Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh. Ministry of Finance and 

Pheanin. Demands for Grants and Appropriations (Developmtnt) (Dha, 
various years); Unpublished data rtn the Mikistry of Local Government and 
Rural Development. 

the funds siuce 1983, it becomes clear that the per capita amount availableto the remaining urban jurisdictions has risen. 
In comparison to rural local governments, pawrashavas tend to be less 

reliant on Works Programme grants. Our estimates show that paurashavas 

received about one-fourth of their revenues from Works Programme grants 
in 1980-81, about the same percentage as in 1976-77. The design of the 
Urban Works Programme grant does not, however, encoUrage a reduced 
reliance on grants, since there is no matching required of urban 
governments. 
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Urban Normal Grants 

Urban normal grants are a small component of paurashava budgets 
(Table 3-1). in gencral, they are a collection of small grant Programs 
earmarked for certain salary subventions and some general purpose 
assistance. In general, this grant program fails to meet the tests of revenue 
growth, equity and efficiency. The amounts have not grown, the amounts 

distributed to cities are not closely related to current spending needs, andthe program does not proniote additional mobilization of resources. 

UrbanSpecialProjectGrants 

Special capital grants to the Dhaka Municipal Corporation (DMC) 

provide a significant share (about 40 percent) of total urban grants (Table 
rans supor areappove3-1) muti-earThse chees hic bytherevenue3-!). These grants support multi-year schemes which are approved by the 

MLG and the Planning Commission, and ultimately included in the Plan. 
loans which have been made carry 5-yearThose few to the DMC a 

forgiveness, a 12-year repayment schedule, and an 11 percent interest rate. 
In effect, however, these are grants since "repayments" supposedly will 
come from reduced future allocations for Plan projects. All Special Project
comgfrom reue fture lotons for lan proctsall Srpiarojt 
grants have in the past gone to the Dhaka Municipal Corporation, but the 
Chittagong Municipal Corporation began to receive funding in 1984. A 
major problem with the special project finanicing schemes is that there is 
some uncertainty among local government officials about the total amount 
offunds that will eventually be distributed. For example, Schroeder reports
that the amounts originally budgeted for Chittagong were reduced by38 

Octroi CompensatoryGrant 

The government abolished the octroi tax in July 1981. It was replaced 
in 1981/82 with a compensatory grant equivalent to 75 percent of 1980/81 
octroi collections, with the distribution across municipalities to be made in 
proportion to actual 1980/81 octroi collections. This formula. implies a 
marked cut in the real level of these grants for 1982 and 1983. However, 

38. Ibid. 
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1983/84 saw a dramatic increase in octroi grant funds distributed. ih is not 
clear, however, whether or not the full budgeted amount of Tk. 750 million 
was actually disbursed. In each of the two previous years (1981/82) and 
1982/83) only about half of the amounts shown were actually distributed. 

EvaluationoUrbanGrantsf U n t 

We consider three factors in evaluating urban grants: whether local 
government resource mobilization has been stimulated, whether revenue 
growth has been adequate and certain, and whether the distribution among 
urban governments is somehow fair. On the first count, there is no 

compelling reason to think that any of the transfers to urban local 
governments stimulates local resource mobilization. None of the grantsrquelclmthn ffnsnractealctosbsduo oa 
require local matching of funds nor e- the allocations based upon local 
reue performance. Furthermore, the Octroi Compensation grant hasin an overall decrease in reliance on own-source revenues by urban 

local governments. 

Concerning the second criterion, revenue grow-fh,there has been no m.-l 
growth in either Urban Works Programme or Octroi Compensation grant
amounts. Indeed, if we assume an inflation rate of 10 percen. we can 
estimate a real decline of about 34 percet in these two programs between 
revised 1982/83 and budgeted 1983/84. 39 Urban Special Project grant 
funding, by virtue of its constat taka amount between 982/83 and 983/4, 

~18/3~~18/4also declined in real terms. 
Third,distribution of the urban grants must be considered. Urban grantsa 

are actually distributed according to three different criteria: Urban Worksgrants according to population, Octroi Compensation grants on a dcrivationbasis and according to previous collection level, and Urban Special Project 
grants principally to Dhaka. The first would seem to favor the most needy 
jurisdictions, the second would seem to favor the wealthiest cities, and thetb-d favors Dhaka. To understand better the relationship between the first 
two cf these criteria, we have estimated a simple correlation between 
population size and 198G/81 octroi collections for our sample of 16 
paurashavas. The results show an almost perfect correlation, whether the 
Dhaka Municipal Corporation (DMC) is included (0.979) or excluded 
(0.984). Almost exactly the same relationship may be observed across 

39. While the initial 1983/84 budgeted amount on Urban Wodis Programme 

grants was TL 100 million, ?be actual allocation was Tk. 50 million. 
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paurashavas for the relationship between population and Works Programme
grant revenues ,Table 3-4). Another aspect of fairness has to do with the 

distribution of urban grants as between Dhaka and the rest of urban 

Bangladesh. We found that the DMC receives a disproportionate share of 
total urban grants--it has 37 percent of the urban population, but receives 

c e nt ofwtotalu rs n gra nts.ga b out 60 po about 60 peicent of total urban grants* 

' e Overall System 

assessment of of each grants impact is anthe impact of the entire grnut system on development,
especially rural development. Agai we may fall back to an evaluatior 

based on what the evidence suggests about how well the system has 
accomplished the many diverse goals which have been set for it. Tne 
context, however, is clear. The fiscal system transfers resources from theo-ban to the rural sector. The contribution to cen al taxes made by urban 
areas fat exceeds the amount they receive back in the form of grants.
Moreover, the major intergovernmental grant changes introduced in 1984 
dramatically maccentuaeed this transfer. 

First, these is the most important question: whether the grant system 
promotes rural infrastructure development. On the one hand, it cleary does 
in that an impressive list of small public works projects are carried out underthe Food For Work Programme and Rural Works Programme grants. On 
the other hand, it is not clear that theseamall undertakings are the best wayto develop a rural infrastructure. Some would argue that larger grants in 
areas with a greater development potential would be a far more productive 
use of the funds. It couer also be argued that more money should be 

allocated to the maintenance of investment projects and that in any case 

such aintenanebe emphasizedprograms isneedthatto thebe carefullyRWP andmonitored.FFWP wereIt must originally 

Cesigned for reliefrelief goals, and it has generated considerable 
employment for the rural poor. Using the rough estimates of RWP andFFWP allocations as discusse above, it is conceivable that the twoprograms together generated as many a9 so per 1000 taka expended o 
each during the 1982 work season. 

The total flow of rural grants to local governments declined in real terms
through the 1970s and early 19g0s. Even monetize the FFWP grant,tfwe
there appears to have been a decve in per capita real grants since 1978w79. 
A turning point was reached in 1983/84 with the introduction of the Upaila 
DevelopmentAssistanceFundand thenfrastructuregrants. Real percapita 

grants to rural local governments increased by eightfold in one year and 
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consumed a signlcanfly greater proportion of GDP and central govenment
is tst contigni into fscal 1985 and may signal the beginnings 

of a dramatic change in the role of itergovermmenta transers in the 

Bangladesh economy. On the Other band, we can also say that the basi 
structure of the new grant system is not designed for revenus toep pce 

e or r ve u s to k ep p cautomaticallyf with populationtagrowth or inflation. 
Some estimate may be made of the overall distributional impact of the

rural Srant system. To make such an estimate, we converted proposed 
1983/84 FFWP wheat grants into a taka equivalent, combined it with RWP 

grants in 1982/83, and studied the resulting distribution for 437 thanas. The 
linear regression results presented in Table 3-7 reveal several points. First,
about one-half of the variation in per capita rural grants rceived may bc 
attributed to population, landarea, or degree of distress. Net even though 
FFWTgrants are not disributed by land area, those thanas with greater land 
areas do receive significantly more weat per capita. And, finally, the
FFWP "C istressed thanas, cet. par.. :end to receive significantly less in
RWP gras per capita and significantly more under FFWP This is an
example ci an offsetting effect which results from a lack of coordination. 

The 1984 reform of the rural grant system will not improve this -itution. 
The development fund grants are allocated on a Pat amount basis without 
regard to need, and the infastructure grants appear to be distributed on an 
ad hoc basis. The need to rationalize the distribution of rural grants within 
the country is a high priority for the Bangladesh government.

Apart from revenue yield and distribution, it is difficult to quantify the

impact of the rural grant system. It is possible, however, to discuss the
 
potential effectiveness of this grant system, based purely on its design. That
 
is, what tradeoffs among objectives result from this grant structure, and in
 
what areas are the grant impacts offsetting rather hn reinforcing? We can
 
say that the Bangladesh grant system has been more relief..lief than
 
development oriented. As noted above, the grant programs create 
employment, spread these employment benefits across the Country, and 
involve local residents in p -ject selection and implementation. These 
choices, and successes, were made t the expense of otherpossible impacts.
The spreading of benefits across all rural areas means that the government
Passes up the chance to target disproportionate amounts of money on either 
those local governments with the best "development potential" or on those
 
which are most needy. The government also has chosen a grant program

Which does not encourage local government resource mobilization or foster

increased local government fiscal autonomy. In addition, the revenue flow
 

not certain, in the past it has not been adequate, the program results are
 
not monitored effectively, and there has been little coordination among the
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TABLE 3-7 
LINEAR REGRESSIONS OF PER CAPITA GRANTS TO RURAL
 

LOCAL GOVauMI ( a
AGAINST SEL.mcTE
 

INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
 

Dependent Variable 
Per Capita Per Capita 

Food for Work Rural Works Per Capita 
I The Immovable Property

PM**df Programme Frwplus RWP 
(in mamnda) (in takas) Ak tikis) 	 Transfer Tax 

1.39084 17.66976Constant 	 0.11305 
(51.574) (15.265) (51.509) 	 JamesAim 

-0.014148-0.00546-0.00006Population 

(7.04) (15.260) (10.497)

(in thouaands) 

[-0.0995] [-0.8058] [-0.1506]
 

0.0116090.008150.00002
Land Area 
(1.825) 	 (14.911) (5.640)
 

[0.0782]
[0.02511 [ 0.7608] 

Very High Diru (.0458013 	 A major source of revenues for zilla parishads and paurashavas is the-	 6.359001 
(13.398) (1.703) 	 (12.060) immovable property transfer tax (IPTT), levied upon the value of land and 

High Disutss 	 0.02892 -0.17362 3.99075 buildings that are bought and sold. Similar taxes are common in developed 
(12.032) (1.738) 	 (10.609) as well as developing countries.' Transfer taxes are often a central 

government tax, collected at the time a deed is legally registered. They have 

AboveAverage 0.01268 -0.18863 1.637132 sometimes been imposed at high rates. Due to the overlap of tax bases,
Distes (5.244) (1.877) (4.327) tansfer taxes are also related to other taxes, such as property, capital gains,

and wealth taxes. Despite the widespread use of transfer taxes, they have 

S0.43(7 0.4633 0.435, seldom been analyzed in detail, especially for local governments in 

N 	 438 438 438 developing countries. This chapter helps fill the void. Specifically, the 

aAbsolute t-valuea aem in panuithesea beneath the coefficient values. Elasticities at the 

mean are showa in brackets.SOURCE: Compted by authoi 	 1. For a discussion of property transfer taxes in other countries, see George E.Lent, "The Taxation of Land Value," InternationalMonetary Fund Staff 
Papers14(1) (1967): 89-123; Carl S. Shoup, PublicFinance(Chicago, IL: 
Aldine Press, 1969); Richard M. Bird, Taxing Agricultural Land in 
Developing Countries(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1974); 

It is not yet clear that the 19b4 	 Roger S. Smith, "The Effects of Land Taxes on Development Timingmajor components of the grant system. 	 andand Rates of Change in Laof Prices" in The Taxationof UrbanProperty in
reforms have effectively addressed these struciural problems. 	

Less DevelopedCountries,ed. Roy Bahl (Madison, WI: The University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1979), pp. 137-162. 
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allocative, distributional, and revenue effects of the IPTT are analyzed, and 	 TABLE 4-1 

OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY TRANSFER TAXthen ways to improve the performance of the tax are suggested. 2MPORTANCE 	 MNAJCESIN PAURASHAVA 
Transfer taxes are unpopular with many scholars. The most conunon 

Naihav, ReenuCf-cx TrnsferTax TnsferTax
criticism is that transfer taxes hinder the efficient exchange of property, 

Revenue as RevTmues uiuovablePvmeatyTnferTax
thereby discouraging development. 3 Nevertheless, these taxes remain 

popular with governments because they are an attractive source of revenue. 
Nomial Nominal Real Real Prcent of Peren of

They are sometimes progressive in their patterns of incidence, depending 
rce Ttau Owvnu __ Rve

Year (total) 
on the specific tax base and rate structure. Typically, such taxes are levied 

on some measure of the value of the transaction and are collected at the time 	 1976/77 2,609690 173.979 2.609,690 173,979 3.2 27 

the transaction is legally 	registered. Collection of the tax is therefore (15) (15)
of deed registration makes
 

relatively simple, and the legal necessity 


complete evasion unlikely. Finally, in Bangladesh, the ab-s;.ie of 1977/78 3.443,156 229,677 2,990.587 199,372 6.8 2.9
 
(15) 	 (15)alternative tax bases at the local government level means that the IT is 


likely to remain important for some time. A thorough analysis of the IPTT
 

is therefore appropriate, both to understand its current operation and to 1978/79 4.611,54: 307.436 3,631,135 242.076 3.9 3.5
 
suggest ways to improve it. (15) (15)
 

1979/80 7,357,514 490.501 5,015,347 334,357 5.2 4.5
 

(15) 	 (15) 

General Features ad Administration 	 1980/81 7,986.926 532,462 4.861,184 324.079 4.2 3.8 

(15)_(15) 
to both zilla parishads andsourceThe IPTrconstitutes a revenue 


paurashavas. Tables 4-1 and 4-2 indicate that the LPTT contributes n

Ihe Dmbe inparentheses r"Prese3ts the number of oburvfienm used to comte the 

substantial amounts of revenues to these governments, particularly to zilla 

m ea976fl7 is the ban year
parishads. In 1980/81, IT revenues were 76.2 percent of the total own 1
 

source revenues of zilla parishads and 4.2 percent of those of paurashavas. SOURCE: Computed by author from pauraava, record&
 

It must be emphasized, however, that at no point in the administration of
 
and collecting thethe IT--determining the base and rate of the tax 

revenues-do zPla parishads and paurashavas play an active role. Instead, mpontimplications for the efficiency with which the tax is currently 

the tax is under the control of the Ministry of Law and Land Reform. Reported market value of all immovable property that is exchanged is 

Describing the ITFT as a local tax is therefore misleading; it is actually a the base on which the WIT is levied. The tax therefore falls on the value 

shared tax, litle different from an intergovermental grant. This fact has of land and permanent buildings with movable assets such as vehicles, 
animals, or personal property not subject to the tax. There are no 

Market value of2. 	 Many of the substantive results of this chapter we contained in James Alm exim bptions.While the legal base Of the WIT is the 


and arr Scroeer,"raxAdmnis Fianc
and Lan'y Schroeder, "TaxAdministration and Local Public Finance in	 property, the tax is actually collected On the reported value ofionandLoccl Pbli inimmovable 

Developing Couatries," The Asian Journalof PublicAdministradon 9(0) the transaction. The two values obviously may differ. Because the amount 
(June 1987): 2-24. Ofthe HPTT that must be paid increases with the reported value Of the 

3. 	 This point is forcefully made in Oliver Oldman et al., FinancingUrban Property, the buyer will often understate the sale price. In addition, the 
Development in Mexico Cit (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, buyer must pay other fees and duties that increase markedly with the 

reported value, again providing an incentive to underreport. The seller may
1967); Sboup, Public Finance, and Bird, Taxing Agricultural Land in 
Developing Countries, also wish to underreport the sale price because a higher price means greater

unerpriihrprc 	 en rae 

http:ab-s;.ie
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TABLE 4-2
PORTANCE OF IMMOVABLE PROPERTY TRANSFER TAX 

INZlU..A PARISHAD FINANCES 

Iovabl Property TrnsferTax Revenuesa Revenuesas 

(intakl) R e rcet of ZillaPercent of 
Nominal No nS Real Real a,b Parisad Own Zilla Parish-d 


Ye _____ (mean) a b (ma) S eRvneboa eeu 

1976177 45,104,550 2,819,034 45,104,550 2,819,034 69.2 40.6 
(16) (16)

(ffcinc(1f 
1977178 58,241,679 3,425,981 50.557,013 2,973,942 74.5 41.1(17) (17) 

1978179 72,057.218 4,003.178 56,737.967 3,152,109 75.4 459 
(18) (18) 

1979/80 99.901.744 5,257,986 68,099,348 3,584,176 77.3 49.7(19) (19) 


1980/81 85.474,641 4,498,665 52,023,519 2,738,080 76.2 46.3(19) (19) 

6'he nmberinpanmtheses reprsents the number of observations used to camput the 

SOURCE: Computed by author from pariadreods.SOURE: omptedby atho
frm zlla ari~kdrec~h.Common. 


capital gains and wealth taxes.4 In short, itis in the interestofboththebuy 

and the seller to understate the value of the property in order to reduce the 


4. Officials interviewed suggested th, overvaluaion may occur insome 


instances. For example, the governmental right ofpreemption at declared 
value may lead a buyer to overstate the sale price. Overvaluation may also 
occur when property owned by a partnership is sold by an individual partner 
to a non-partner. Bangladesh law provides that in this instance the 
remaining partners have the option to purchase within four months the 
transacted property Et the declared price. The new owner may therefore bewilling to overstate the sale price in order to r eliklihood of thisreduce the ikeio o s6. 
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ad be paid.5 If detection of the 
undervaluation is unlikely, or if detected undervaluation goes unpealized,
evasion of the IIT through underreporting will be great. Indeed, ourPinterviews with local officials suggest that undervaluation is the factor most 
responsible for reducing the revenues of the IPT below its potential, 

although there isno good evidence on the extent of undervaluation. 
f The ]PIT is imposed at the rate of one percent of the reported value ofthe property, a rate set by the central government. Taken alone, the rate ofthe LMT is low and so is unlikely to have a significant effect on such things 

as the incentive to undervalue property,the volume of transans , th 

ldue T tlactions, or 'beeficiency ofland use.Tereare, however, numerous additional registration
fees and stamp duties that must also be paid when property is transferred,many of which depend on the value of the transfer. When looked at in their 

enirety, transfers can have quite high effective tax rates. 
The stamp duty is the most importn of these additional charges. TheStamp Act was enacted in 1899, and the duties remained unchanged until 

the Finance Act of 1980, which established a new rate schedule (Table 4-3).
The stamp duty also depends on the declared value of the property. StampsI are required to establish the transfer deed as a legal document and to create 

legal evidence of title to the property. This factor gives a strong incentivefor an individual to register the purchase of property and makes full evasionof the stamp duty and the other taxes unlikely. But the steepness and 
progressivity Of the stamp duties make evasion through undervaluation
 

S 6 *
attractive. Since the recording official does little to verify the value of the 

pillaProperty, most officials believe that evasion through this means isquiteVarious registration fees must also be paid. The most importantof these is the A fee (Table 4-4). In addition, the purchaser must pay the E 
fee (four takas per document) and the N fee (two takas per page in the 

registration book). Unlike the stamp duty and the A fee, these latter fees do 
not depend on the value of the property. 

option being exercised. Fnally, a buyer anticipating to sell the property in 

the near future may overstatle thepurcias Price inorder to reduce capital 
gains upon sale. Nonetheless,the officials believed th undervalun.on is
 

5. The transfer tax may be completely evaded by failing to repornthe utansfer 

&tall. However, officials believed that otright evasion is uncommon, due 
to the necessity of establishing legal claim to the property. Again, there is 
no evidence on this practice.Stamp duty may also be avoided by pitdng the transaction into severalsmalr n-osq e4 to the progrssivity of the rate struc.tu, 

http:struc.tu
http:undervalun.on
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TABLE 4-3 
STAMP DUTY AND REGISTRATION FEE A 

95 

Value of Property 
(in takas) 

1- 10,000
0.001- 30000 

30.001- 60,000 
60,001- 100000 
above 100,000 

stampDutyW 
Muriginal Duty Rit 
(inpeceA2!L_ 

6 
9 

12 
15 
17.5 

"JijERRak 
'"' 

V 

Registration Fee A 

I1-50 
51- 100 

101- 250 
251- 500 
501- 1,000 

1,001- 1,500 
1.501- 2,000 
2,001- 2,500 
2,501- 3.000 
3.001- 4,000 
above 4,000 

1> 
2 
3 
8 

12 
18 
26 
30 
36 
42 
70.plu ten for each 
additional 500 in 

value or fraction 

terof 

j 
I~ 

00k 

F 

u 

o 
0 0 0 q. 

SOURCE: Government of Bangladesh, Finance Act of 1980. -4 

The total payments---T, stamp duty, and A fe--m transfers of 

varios values are given in Table 4-4. The average tax rate on transfers is 

very high. It rises from about 8 percent on transfers whose value is TL. 

1,000 to well over 15 percent for property valued above Tk.100,000, and 

the maximum tax rate (average and marginal) approaches 20.5 percent for 
properties exceeding Tk.L million invalue. It is the stamp duty that is 

responsible for the high tax rate; the IPTI contributes a small and declining 

proportion of the liability ks property values increase. 

" " " " 

I 
0 
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A property need not be large to have a substantial total tax imposed on 
it. For example, in Beani Bazar, Sylhet district, 30 decimals (about 1/3 acre) 
of farm land close to a road reportedly sold in 1982 for 30 to 50 thousand 
taka. The total legal transfer duties on this property would range from Tk. 
3,290 to Tk. 6,290, or zn effective rate offrora 11 to 12.5 percent. Similarly, 

officials in Rajoir, Faridpur district, estimated that 52 decimals (slightly 

more than 1Q acre) would sell for 10 to 20 thousand taka, depending on 
irrigation; the total dvies here would range from Tk. 890 to Tk. 2,090, or a 

rate of from 9 to !0.5 percent. A recent study of land transfer in Sherpur 

thana, Bogra district, found that the average price per acre of land in 1980/81 
takas varied from T. 9,500 to Tk. 13,000, with the average size transfer 
equal to 1/4 acre: the taxes on such transfers varied from Tk. 196 to Tk. 269, 
or a tax rate of about 8.3 percent.7 Tl:us, even for small properties, the total 
transfet charges can be substantial, with the bulk of the charges paid instamp duties. 

Even more than in the case of the IT, there is a strong incentive for 
individuals to evade the stamp duties and registration fees through 
undervaluation of the property. For administrative purposes, the I', the 
stamp duty, and the A fee are effectively the same. Unfortunately, the 

enforcement mechanisms in all cases are also the same and offer little 
effective deterrence to underreporng transfer prices. Efforts to improve 
the collection efficiency of the IPTT would obviously aid in the collection 
of the other fees. 

The ITT is collected by officers of the Ministry of Law and Land 

Reform located at the district and upazila level. Although the JYIT is a 

major source of zilla parishad and paurashava revenues, neither of these 

lower levels of government has any control over its collection. 
To establisi legal claim to a property, the purchaser of a property must 

register the deed of ownership at a ministry office. The IT, along with 
the other fees, is collected in full at the timc the deed is registered. As noted 

above, the bulk of these charges depends on the value of the transaction, 

and the value that is used is that given by the purchaser. The recording 
officers do not attempt to verify that the true market value of the transaction 
is reported; indeed, their operating procedures, unchanged since 1928, are 
explicit in stating that their duties do not include verification of the actual 

value of the property. The officers are concerned only that the amount of 
the fees that must be paid to register the deed corresponds to the reported 

7. 	 LM. Sultan, 'land Transfer-A Survey of Sbe:pr Than2 of Bogla 
District" (Bogra: Rural Development Academy, 1982). 
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value of the transfer. As a result, officials we interviewed indicated that 
detection of undervaluation is extremely rare. Moreover, even if 
undervaluation is detected, an individual is not penalized but instead must 
simply pay the remainder of the tax that is due. The fact that there are nosthat evasion through this means
sanctions agist undervaluation suggest 

will be widespread. 8 

The allocation of WT revenues is also straightforward. The Ministry
of Law and Land Reform retains 3 percent of total T collections to cover 

the administrative costs of the tax, in addition to all stamp and registration 
fees. The remaining 97 percent of the taxes is distributed either to the zilla 
parishads or the paurashavas, depending on the location of the transferred 
property. The zilla parishads and the paurashavas learn about their tax 
revenues through a statement sent by the collecting officer. The 97-3 
allocation formula was established in 1981/82. In previous years, the
Ministry of Law and Land Reform (then the Ministry of Land Reform and 

Land Administration) kept 5 Percent of the tax revenues and distributed only 
95 percent to the appropriate local government. As in many other aspects 
of the administrative process, the roles of officials at the zilla parishad and 
paurashava levels in the WIT allocation process are entirely passive. 

Officials have no way to know whether they are receiving their correct share 
of the tax revenues. Rather, they are simply told the amount of the tax 
revenues that they are to receive. 

Evaluation 

In evaluating the HPT, three major issues must be addressed: the effects 

of the tax on the use of resovrces (allocative effects), the impact of the tax 
03 the income distribution, and its ability to generate revenues. These 

criteria are discussed in = in this section. 

Because the WIT is umposed at a low rate, it is tempting to think that its 
presence will exert no influence on the transfer of property. in fact, this 

assumption is correct, but misleading. As discussed earlier, he T is only 

8. 	 It can be sL wn that some tax evasion will occur if the probability of being
detected and penalized is less than I/(I+P), where P is the rate at which the 
peality is imposed. Since there is no penalty, an individual will benefit on 

average by undervaluation as long as the probability of detection is less than 
100 percent. 
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one of several duties levied on transfers. The tax rate from all duties 
together is at least 8 percent and rises to over 20 percent. Such combined 

tax rates are likely to affect decisions about property transfers' 

tax is essentially 9transfertax on differences of opnion about the 
desirability of holding property. In the absence of the tax, a transfer will 
occur if a buyer believes the property to be worth more than does the seller; 
with the tax, the buyer must believe the property to be worth more than does 

the seller by at least the amount of the tax. If opinions differ widely, as is 
likely when the economy is growing and markets are active, or if the tax 

rate is low, the tax may have little effect on transactions. At other times, 
however, the tax may be a significant deterrent to the exchange of property, 
volume of transactions, the tax hinders the transfer of properties to moreIn the latter case, the tax has particularly harmful effects. By reducing the 

productive uses. In addition, methods used to avoid the tax---division of 
parceLs to avoid the progressive rates of the stamp duties, or transfer of 

effective but not legal control of dhe property (e.g., long leases)---ay be 
wasteful. Finally, the timing of development may be delayed if the presence 

of the tax leads the owner to delay the sale of the to developerstilteefunds o develop thepropertyproperty (the k-in 
until the Owner can accumulate 

A smoothly wo)-1ng market in property serves a useful economic 

purpose by encouraging the transfer of resources to more productive uses. 
Of course, transfers are not always productive. For example, property may 
be bought or sold for purely sculative reasons. Still, an individual willgenerally purchase property only if a positive return from the transaction is 

expected. As noted long ago by Ricardo, transfer taxes "prevent the national 
capital from being distributed in the way most beneficial to the 
community."'1 Because the t1an1fe duties i. Bangladesh are imposed athigh rates, it is likely .hat they discourage productive transfers of property 
and so diminish the efficiency of the economy. Like other developing 

aeffind ieondy orn i ishth th ece ,20 y. L ke th e de el o ingU 
countries, however, Bangladesh has few available tax handles, or economic 
activities that can easily be taxed. This fact is particularly true at the local 
government level. The government therefore faces the difficult choice 

between finding revenue sources and encouraging efficient transfers. 

9.10. See Shoup, PublicFinance.See Smith, '"The Effects of Land Taxes on Development Timing and Riles12 
of. SeneSmi, Ld E cs.o13. 

11. The quotation is Carl S. Shoup, Ricardo on Taxation (New York:. quolumi n iesifromfrom , 1 .6Shup , R. 

Columbia University Press, 1960). p. 57. 
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Because revenue mobilization is often perceived as more important, transfer 

taxes like the H= are leading candidates for adoption, and their use is 

almost certain to grow. 

Distributional and equity effects of transfer duties are the second 
evaluative feature examined here. Mthough transfer duties are nominally 

paid by the buyer, this fact does not necessarily mean that it is the buyer 
who ultimately pays, or "bearsthe burden,"of the tax. Just like a commodity 
tax may be borne by the buyer or the seller or both, the true burden of the 
transfer tax-which is very much like a commodity tax--may bear no 

relation to its legal burden. The diision of the transfer duties between the 
buyer and the seller depends upon the elasticities of demand and of supply. 
without significantly decreasing their purchases--that is, if their demand isIf buyers are willing and able to pay the price inclusive of the transfer duties 

inelastic---then they are likely to bear most of the tax burden. On the other 
hand, if sellers must offer for sale the same amount of property without 

much regard to the price that they receive, then it is the sellers who will pay 
the tax. With buyers and sellers both responsive to the price of property, 

the division of the tax burden is more difficult to determine. In general,those with the less responsive actions will bear the bulk of the burden. 
Without information on the elasticities of demand and supply, it is not 

possible tc determine precisely whether it is the buyer or the seller of the 
property who pays the transfer duties in Bangladesh There is, however, 
some suggestive evidence. The study of land transfer in Sherpur diana by 
Sultan suggests that the burden there is borne more by sellers than by 
buyers. 12 Sultan found that sellers usually owned small amounts of land 
(less than 1/2 acre) while buyers tended to be larger landowners, that the 
income of buyers was on average higher than that of sellers (although t-bth 
had above-average income), and that the main cause of sale was "economic 
hardship." These results suggest that there may be more economic pressureon sellers than on buyers, so that sellers bear more of the burden than buyers. 

sing a different data se t, Choudhury and Rmahman reach a similar 
a .3usinBt data so fou nd hman rch as 

conclusion. But Sultan also found that the main cause of purchase was 
to become "economically solvent," which implies some urgency for the 

purchase. In stun, firm conclusions on the share of tax burden are not 
possible. At another level, however, the division of the burden between 

12. Sultan,Sltn"LriTnsr-ASuvynShpuTaaofogaDtic."LandTransfer- -A Survey in Sherpur Thana of Bogra District." 

Md. Hossain All Qoudhury and M.M. Rahman, 'Trnsfer of Ownership of 
Agricultural Land in Two Villages in Mymensingh District," BangladeshJournalofA riculturalEconomics 3(2) (Decem ber 1980): 57-66. 
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buyer and seller is unimportant. Because the duties are borne by either the 
buyer or the seller of the property, and because either party is among the 
landed (i.e., wealthier) members of Bangladesh society, it is likely that thetaxesanriche 
 o he1 

taxes fall more heavily on the richer than on the poorr sections of the 
population. 

Statements about the distributional effects of transfer duties depend on 
the pattern of distribution of land and property in Bangladesh. Jannuzi and 
Peach present evidence on the 1978 distribution of land ownership in rural 
areas, summarized in Table 4-5.14 It is apparent that there is extreme
inequality in the distribution of landholdings. The first six decries ofhouseholds, or 51.8 percent of the sample population) own only 4.2 percent 

TABLE 4-5 


DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION AND LANDHOLDINGS 

Decile f 	 Pecentdofl 

HotSeolds withi 
 withoins 

(acres) Each Decile a 	

Decilea 

1st 0 	 11.6 ( 11.6) 0 ( 0 )
2nd 0 - .03 3.9 (15.5) 	 .1 ( .1) 
3rd .04- .10 8.7 (24.2) .4 ( 5)

4th .11 - .29 8.9 (33.1) 1.1 ( 1.6)
5th .30 - .60 9.4 (42.5) 2.6 ( 4.2)
6th .61 - 1.04 9.3 (51.8) 4.6 ( 8.8) 
7th 1.05- 1.63 10.1 ( 61.9) 7.6 (16.4) 
8th 1.64- 2.53 10.7 ( 72.6) 11.9 ( 28.3)
9th 2.54- 4.42 12.1 (84.7) 19.3 (47.6)
10th 4.43 -76.27 15.3 (100.0) 52.4 (100.0) 

percetages .mulativeam inpamnthews.

SOURCE: Computed fircm the 1978 Land Oc-upancy Survey. 

14. 	 F. Tomasson Jannui and James T. Peach, The Agrarian Structure of 
Bangladesh: An Impediment to Development (Boulder, CO: Weview 
Press, 1980). These data are discusd in more detail in Cpte 5. 
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of the land, while the top 15.3 percent of the households own 52.4 percent
of the land. Alamgir and Ahmad summarize evidence that land ownership
(and that of other productive assets) has becom e concentrated since

that ofrotherl prdctv becom mon cocetrte sineetin1	 assts 
1960.15 They also conclude that urban poverty and income inequality is an 
extension of that in mT-J areas; in fact, urban income is more unequally 
distributed than rural income. Alamgir and Ahmad conclude that "unequal
distribution of landholding has been found to be highly correlated with 
unequal distribution of income and high incidence of poveity' 6 Because 
the distribution of income is found to be closely linked to the distribution 

f land ownership, transfer taxes that fall on land and property owners willbe borne largely by the relatively wealthy.It is also likely that the transfer duLes are even borne, in part, by those 
owners who do not trade their property. For example, consider a tax on the 

transfer of ownership shares (or stock) of a business. To the ext~nt that the 
price net of tax falls--that is, to the extent that sellers of the stock bear some 
of the burden-all owners of the stock pay the tax because their shares are
worth less. This result is known as tax capitalization, and it means that those 

who own the stock at the time of the tax bear part of the burden. In the case 
of transfer duties, capitalizatiou implies that all owners of property pay part
of the tax. Because ownership of property is concentrated in upper income 
groups, the burden of the trafer duties will again fall
relatively wealthy. 17 

Transfer duties fall short of several Other criteria for an equitable tax.
 

They are not tailored to the individual circumstances of the taxpayer. They 
may be evaded by those who are dishonest and avoided by those who find 

15. Mohiuddin and Saliq Ahrnad, and Incone Distribution 
MIidiin BangladeshbAlamir ndSaiqAII "Poverty2n co DsrbtnEvidence and Policies," Harvard Institute for International
Development, Development Discussion Paper No. 119 (Cambridge, MA: 
Harvard University, 1981).

16. 	 Ibid., p. 21.
17. 	 To the extent that property owners raise the rents charged to tenants or 

sharecroppers, or lower the wages paid to laborers, the progressivity of the 
burden is lessened. However, it seems likely that if the owners were in 

fact able to do these things, they would already have done so; the impositionof the tax perse gives them no opportunity todo so. Only ifproperty owners 
were not extracting the maximum amount from clients in the absence of the 

. .tax would tdrhtax be shifted in these ways. Of course, property owners may

j 	 not in fact maximize their returns. Market imperfections, government
intervention, tradition, paternalism-al these factors may explain prices
that are not competitively determined. 
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legal means to circumvent the tax. Nevertheless, the duties are likely to TABLE 4-6 
PAURASHAVA AND ZILLA PARISHAD REVENUES PROMcontribute to the overall equity of the Bangladesh tax system because those 

IMMOVABLE PROPERTY TRANSFER TAXwho have the greatest ability to pay are taxed mcst heavily. 

Revenue performance of the IPTT is the third major criterion of Paurashava Percentage Chanme 1976/77 to 1980/81 
evaluation considered here. The IIT ievenues of selected paurashavas or Paurashava Zilla Parishad 
and all zi1a parishads for the fiscal years 1976/77 to 1980/81 are given in Districts N Real NoReinal eal 
Table 4-6.18 The revenues of all paurashavas showed a substantial increase Banual 214.2
both in nominal and real (1976/77) terms over this period. In current taka, 	 91.2 89.2 15.2

Chiagong 211.8 89.8 69.7 3.3 
paurashava EID revenues rose by ovei 200 percent; adjusted for inflation, 235.9 104.5 214.2 91.2 
revenues rose by 86.3 percent. Ie revenues of all zilla parishads in Fidur 283.2 133.3 62.5 - 1.1 
nominal terms show a steady increase up to 1979/80, with revenues falling Gaibandha 99.2 71.3 
by over 14 percent in 1980,/81. Despite t.ie fall in the last fiscal year, 	 l'hbisanj 81.0 10.2 - -

Khulna 249.4 112.7 116.0 31.4 
nominal revenues rose by 89.5 percent over this period, and real revenues 74.8 6.4 -

of all zilla parishads rose slightly by 15.3 percent. Mad.rpur -69.9 -81.7 
The overall increase in tax revenues for all paurashavas and zilia Maulavibazar 132.6 41.6  -

parishads hides substantial variation in the performance of the WIT for 	 Mymensingh 94.2 18.2 27.2 -226 
individual local governments. 	 Rajohahi 113.52994.-01For example, the paurashavas of Faridpur, Rajbmn 119.8 33.8 	 -
Khulna, Diiaka, Barisal, and Chittagong had increases in nominal tax 	 Raahu 115 29.9 64.2 -0.1 

Rangpur 105.8 25.3 54.9 -17.9 
revenues of over 200 percent, while increases in Syihet, Kurigram, 	 Sylhet 36.6 -16.8 -77.5 -86.3 
Habiganj, Mymensingh, and Gaibandha were less than 100 percent. The Comilla -- --	 89.3 15.2 
experiences of zilla parishadz a:o differed widely. Dhaka, Khulna, and Noakhali 	 - 54. 8b 8.5 b 

Pabna zilla parishads had increases in nominI.l tax revenues by amounts Ta-nil 	 - -24.6 -3.72 
ranging from 100.1 to 214.2 percent. On the other hand, several zilla Te, 	 - - 56.4 - 4.8 

-	 2 0 .1 d - 4.8
parishads notably Dinajpur and Kushtia, experienced little gain in nominal Katia 

revenues. Patuakhali - - 63.9 -0.2 

The increases in nominal tax revenues were large enough to increase Boraj -- - 85.6 13.0Dinajpur -- 75 3.
 
nominal revenues per capita for nearly all paurashavas and zilla parishads 7.5 -34.6
 

-	 100.1 21.8(Tables 4-7 and 4-8). However, real per capita revenues fell formany zilla 

parishads due to the sharp decline in revenues in 1980/81. Again, there were 	 TOTAL 206.0 86.3 89.5 15.3 
great differences for the individual governments. Real per capita revenues 
rose 	by over 50 percent for the paurashavas of Faridpur, Khulna, aNames of some paurashavas ame identical to the districts in which they are localed. 

b.h perentage change is a for the period 1977/78 to 1980/81 due to dataChittagong, and Dhaka but fell for Madaripur, Sylhet, Kurigram, Rangpur, 
c'h percentage change is calculated for the period 1979/80 to 1980/1 due to data 

limitations. 

18. 	 Central government data on WFTT revenues give the aggregate collection- d~he pecnutge change is calcuaed for the period 1978/79 to 1980/8 1 due to data 
by district, including revenues that are allocated to paurashavas, and they limitations. 
ae not therefore comparable to the data in Tables 4-6 and 4-7. SOURCE: Computed by author from zilla paxishad and paurMahavarecords. 

19. 	 Note that the nominal (and real) revenues of Sylhet and Jamulpur declined
 
in 1980/81. In the case of Sylhet this change is du to e use of a revised
 
estimate for revenues in 1980/81; for Jamalpur, it is due to the lack of data
 
from earlier years.
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Habiganj, and Mymensingh. For zilla parishads, only Dhaka, Khulna, and 
Pabna had an increase of more than 10 percent in real per capita revenues 
over the entire period. 

Both the level of IPT revenues and the growth in these revenues are 
matters of concern. It is important to note that the level of PIT revenues 
is quite low. That is, nominal and real per capita revenues are on the average 
very small, even with the growth that occurred subsequent to 1976/77. Only 
Maulavibazar among the paurashavas and Dhaka among the zillas received 
more than one taka per person in real terms in 1980/81. If per capita 
revenues are taken as a measure of tax effort, then such effort is extremely 
low. Growth in IT revenues is a different issue. Revenues fom the IPT 
may grow for several reasons. The value ofall properties that are exchanged 
may increase, either because there is a greater volume of transactions or 
because the prices of the properties increase. An increase in the tax rate 
may also generate more revenues. Fiaally, revenues may increase if there 
is an improvement in collection efficiency, notably detection of 
undervaluation. Of these three forces, it is likely that only the first has been 
amajor factor in the growth of revenues here, since tL.z tax rate has not been 

changed and there have been few administrative changes that could have 
improved collection efficiency. The revenue growth is primarily due to the 

larger volume of transfers that normahy accompanies economic growth, as 
well as to the inflation that Bangladesh experienced during the late 1970s. 
Given the importance of the IPT" in individual paurashava and zilla 
parishad finances, automatic growth in revenues from the IPTT is 
particularly important. There are constant pressures for increased 
government expenditures, and it is neccssary that revenues increase with 
these demands. Since discretionary changes in any tax may be costly, slow, 
and unpopular, automatic growth in revenues is desirable. 

One measure of the responsiveness of the HIT to changes in economic 
conditions is its income elasticity, or the percentage change in revenues 
divided by the percentage change in income. There are no estimates of
personal income by paurashava or by district; however, there are two 

proxies for district income. One measure of district income is value added 
in agriculture. if agricultural income grows at the same rate as all income, 
then its use in calculating the income elasticity does not create any errors; 
if agricultural income grows faster (slower) than all income, then the 
calculated elasticity underestimates (overestimates) the true income 
elasticity. A second approximation of zilla incomes is gross district 

product(GdP). The problem with this measure is that it is for the entire 
district, including urban areas, rather than just the rural portions ofdistricts. 
Similar biases in the elasticity estimates will occur if district product is a 
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biased estimate of inccme in thejurisdicto Estimates of the district level 
income elasticity of the IPIT are presented in Table 4-9, based on average 

growth rates in tax revenues and both of the proxy measures for income 
during the period 1976/77 to 1980/8 1. While these estimates must be used 
with caution, they suggest that on average the growse only slightly 

slower than income, mesured either by agricultural value added or district 

prl~xuct. The slightly lower GdP estimates probably reflect both the 
somewhat faster growth of incomes in urban areas and the inclusion of only 
the rural tax base in these estimates. 

Although income elastict:es provide some indication of the buoyancy 
of the IPTT, it is of interest to determine if particular factors associated with 

locality affect its yields in a systematic ijanner a IT ttheSince the is based 

on the value of property bought and sold within a jurisdiction, land values 
and rate of turnover are the primary determinants of tax yield. In addition, 

TABLE 4-9 
GROWTH IN REVENUES FROM THE IMMOVABLE PROPERTY 

TRANSFER TAX, CROSS DISTRCTPRODUCT, AND 

AGRICULTIURAL VALUE ADDED. 
1976f77 TO 1980/81 

ZilL Agiculhul 

Elasatitd Elasicity 

Cittago0.88 
coma 1.39 1.17 

Sylhet 1.37 2.17 
Dhaka 2.47 2.74 

FaridpirMymenzinigh 0.740.38 0.850.39 
TanoI 0.70 0.39 

Baris 1.09 1.19 

jeasore
Khula-

0.93 
1.05 

1.32 
1.09 

Patuakhah 
BPah 

0.760 
0.76 

Dinajpur 1.06 1. 
Pabna 0.11 
Raijhahi .102 1.0 

TOTAL 
0inipurO.37 0.38 

0.81 0.96 
SOURCE: Zilla parihad recordi and 1981 Satitcal Yearbook ofBangladuh (Dhaka: 

Banghdeah Bureau of Statistics, 1982). 
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however, the more random effects of differential tax administration within differential district administrative efficiency exist, although it is recognized 
the several jurisdictions are likely to affect the observed, as opposed to the that administration probably holds the key to collections of the IPIT. 
potential, tax liabilities. Testing models of this sort is constrained greatly Finally, the error components model provides a formal stuture to account 
by the availability of data; however, sufficient proxy indicators are available for unexplained random variations due to the separate cross sectional and 
at the district level in Bangladesh to allow a first approximation of the effects time series effects. 
of those factors that influence tax yields. The choice of estimation technique, is not clear-cu. OLS estimates are 

One variable that is likely to influence property values is the general a useful benchmark, particularly if there are no differences across districs 
level ofeconomic activity, as measured by gross district product. One might or years. On the other han, more sophisticated techniques may be 

F~eeraleIf administrative differences across districts mean only ta hen t 
activity in rural and urban areas alike, while district revenues came only average levels of tax collections are significantly different across districts, 
from rural areas. However, if there is a spillover ofurban economic activity covariance estimators may be as useful as the more complex error 
to the value of property in nearby rural areas, the GdP data will reflect it. components approach.2 ' However, these differences in administrative 
Another similar variable that reflects the impact ofurbanization on property procedures may also mean that the response to changes in the independent 
values is urbanization itself, measured by tle proportion of total district variables also differs across districts, suggesting a "random coefficients" 
population (city plus noncity) living in cities. Again, one would expect that laodel. In such instances the error components model is preferable to the 
the greater the level of urbanized population within a district, the greater simpler covariance technique. In addition, the error components model 
would be the rate of turnover and the value of property. Finally, since land has substantially more degi frdom than the covaiance model. 

argue that this measure is inappropriate because it is based on economic Oreferable. Of a trtier difere aosistricts mny e 

Isof We 
constitutes the principal form of property bought and sold in these rural employ all three techniquee lere. 
areas, the amount of land contained in the jurisdiction itself might be Regression results for two different specifications using each ofthe three 
considered to be a positive influence on the yield of the I=IT. estimation techniques are shown in Thble 4-10. The dependent variable is 

The specification of the model also requires determination of the most per capita. In general, the results suggest vrealIPIT revenues a lack of 
appropriate dependent variable, There are several ways of standardizing ystematlIc response in this variable to differences in any of ,he three 
total yields. One is simply to examine the differential per capita I independent variables used. Including district indicators (the covarance
performance of the ]IT. A second is to standardize on the basis of the area produces a Wdmodel)F-statisticdignificntwith approximately one-third of 

--,,,,-- ,---- y-e -_ by o-_rs_ .- the variability in FIT per capita revenues explained. When these 
indicate per acre yields from the levy. Both measures are used here.20  systematic cross-section related errors are taken into account in the error 

The final specification issue concerns the method of estimation. The components model, real gross district product per capita shows a slight 
available data constitute a time series of cross sections; therefore some negative association , . per capita--a result coPrtrary to a priori
method based on pooled data is most appropriate. Three different expectations that would suggest that greater local economic actiity would 
estimation techniques have been used-simple ordinary least squares produce increases in property values and, hence, greater revenues from the 
(OLS) estimation of the model using pooled data, covariance estimates, and IMiT. 
error components techniques. Simple OLS estimates assume a unique 
underlying structural model without regard for differentials in levels of the 
dependent variables either across zillas or across time. These differentials 21. See T.D. Wallace and Ashiq Hussain, "The Use of Error Components 
can be accounted for through the use of covariance estimates. The Com i CrosSin With rr S en s 
covariance technique is especially attractive because no good measures of EconmetricaModeica3C(JbnlgCross37 (January 1969):557;aSection Witha udasoume Series Data,"of Time Series an Cr-.s 5-2 a YoMulk O the Poolingf.T"69-8. on Data," &conometrica46 (January 1978):69-85. 

20. A third way to standardize is on the basis of economic performance within 22. See JK Johnson and FLL Lyon, "Experimental Evidence on Combining
the di-trict, or by measuring tax yields divided by GdP. Theoss Section andTime Series inforgaion,, TheRe f onomicsand 
using this measure are similar to he ones reportedbere. Statistics 55(4) (November 1973): 465-474. 
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TABLE 4-10 

POOLED REGRESSION RESULTS: REAL TANSFER TAX PER CAPITA 
(ablute value of t-alu 

Real Gm n 
Distict 
Product Percent Land 

R2PerCapita 	 F__M__-_- Urban Ara 

Strat oi: (O.) 

2.32 .03
1 0.0 02 0.001 

(1.55) (0.50) 

2 0.0002 0.002 -1.08E-7 1.65 .02 
(1.50) (0.57) (0.59) 

Covariance Model-Diuict Intercepts 

3 -4.77E-5 0.062 	 3.29" .343 

(0.22) (1.72) 

4 -0.001 0.063 -5.53E-7 3.11"* .33 
(0.42) (1.72) (0.46) 

Error Components 

-2.98E-5 0.0003 2.49 .08 
(3.24)* (1.65) 

6 -2.96E-5 0.0003 5.90E-9 1.63 .07 
(3.19)** (1.60) (0.42) 


"Significant at less than the 0.01 level. 
SOURCE Compted by authors 

Considerably stronger results are obtained when the dependent variable 

is taxes per acre (Table 4-11). Whereas taxes per capita can be especially 
high in either relatively low populated rural districts or in the more 
urbanized districts, using taxes per acre avoids these problems and tends to 
capture better the relationship between land values and iT collections. 
The results are particularly interesting and reflect the effects of urban 
d-el-p-..t on nfer tax collections (the tax ratios are based on taxes 

collected only in the noncity areas of districts). Urbanization has a strong 

positive effect on per acre tax revenues. This result reflects the spillover 
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TABLE 4-11 
L RESULTS: R2ALTANS TAX PER ACRE 

Of t- tics in parhthee) 

Real GroRealGros 
Product Pezveut id 

k' lionPr.u Per Capita Ud Aft F 

Straight Poolin (OLS) 

1 .71 "* .26.67 43 .7 
(1.88) 43.71)70 

2 -0.74 46.89 -0.002 16.04"* 34
(2.19)* (6.35)** (3.30)** 

Covarimnce Model-District Intecept 

-0.56 394.20 	 26.99*. 88 
(1.75) (6.13)** 

4 	 -0.87 409.92 -0.003 26.58*. 
(2.32)0 (&36)00 (1.55)
 

FM" Components 

-1.11 54.01 35.72** .47 
(3.63)* (8.35)00 

6 	 -1.22 55.85 -. 001 29.48* .52 
(4.2D) (9.04)** 2(326) 

* Significant st leas than the 0.05 leveL
Significant at less than the 0.01 level.
 

SOURCE: Computed by autho.
 

effects of urbanization on land values surrounding these urban areas and is 
even more pronounces when land area of the zilla ia included explicitly in 

the equation. The finding that district product is negatively associated with 
tax revenues per capita probably reflects the fact that districts with greater 
economic activity are those with greater nonagricultural production, which 

less directly reflected in Wi th cas o wich 

collections, the results indicatep the ce frecapstao 

difetial administration of the tao across districts. This finding is most 
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apparent fromacomparison of the straight pooledresults and thoseobtained 
when district dummy variables were included (the covariance model). 
About 50 percent of the variability in HITT revenues per acre can be 
attributed simply to these district indicators. To a lesser extent, the error 
components model also supports this conclusion. Tax administation and 
improvements therein must play a dominant role in any reform measures. 

In sum, the UIT has generated increasing amounts of taxes in the last 
several years, both in nominal and real terms. Its revenues have also tended 
to increase at a rate roughly the same as income. However, its yield is still 
quite low when viewed in per capita terms, due to administrative 
weaknesses. The main problem with the IPT as a source of revenues thus 
appears to be the level, not the growth, of its revenues. If the level can be 
increased by improvements in administration and collection efficiency, then 
revenues can be expected to keep pace with growth in the economy. 

Potentials for Change 

One area in which changes may easily be made in the IT is the level 
of tax rates. Because the WPIT tax rate is both low in the absolute and low 

relative to the total .,ax rate on property transfers, an increase is likely to I 
generate additional tax revenues with little adverse effect on the exchange I 
of property. For example, if there are no changes in collection efficiency I 
and in the level and value of total property transferred, a doubling of the tax 
rate would double the revenues currently earned by the local bodies from 
the WIT. One might anticipate that the increase in total rate will discourage 
some transfers; however, it is unlikely to expect that a doubling of the IT 
rate would result in a halving of properties transferred, when the If is 
considered in conjunctioa with other stamp duties. One possible outcome 
is that the reported value of transferred property would decline 
proportionately to the percentage increase in the overall rate. If an average 
rate for the stamp duty is 11 percent, an increase in the = irom I to 2 
percent amounts to an 8.3 percentage increase in the effective overall rate 
associated with the transfer of property. Even if reported transfers of 
property declined by 8.3 percent, the effect of the new higher IT rates 
would be to increase local government revenues by 83.4 percent. In the 

of zlla parishas, which already are highly depende upon the IT 

as a revenue source, such an increase would greatly improve their abilities 

to meet the demands foi public services. The high existing combined tax 

rates, however, may significantly discourage the efficient exchange of 
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property. The central government should consider decreasing the 
maxiMUm Stamp duties to reduce this problem. 

The IWIT could also be used to strengthen the fiscal autonomy of local 
governments if local governments were given an option to add a surtax up 
to some specified ceiling rate. Such authority would be a very important 
step toward fiscal decentralization. The principal difficulty associated with 
9uch local autonomy concerns administration of the IPT. Currently, 
trarsferredproperty can be registered and duties, fees, and taxes can be paid 
at any district headquarters, regardless of property location, District rate 
differentials would comp';ate the collection process by requiring the 
fegistration officer to determine the rppropriate rates for the district in 
which the property is located. If this procedure is seen as overly 
complicating the tax collection process, registration of property could be
restricted to the district in which it is located, although this strategy would
increase tax compliance costs. Again, a choice must be made between 
greater local government autonomy and increased administrative or 
compliance costs. 

A second essential area of reform concerns tax administration. The 

single factor most responsible for restraining the yiel of the curren IPTT 
'a understatement f the value of the transfer. Improving this situation, with 
or without changing tax rates, will require changes in administration of the 
tax. Improvements in administration could occur in a number of areas. 
Under current procedures, local collection officials are not encouraged to 
detect and correct undeivaluation. Indeed, registration officials have been 
instructed to accept the stated value. This practice should be changed. The 
fact that the central government already administers the ITin conjunction 
with the stamp duties provides an advantage in implementing such a change; 
that is, the Ministry of Law and Land Reform has an incentive to raise 
greater revenues. Thus, in conjunction wth amending the manual of 
instructions, the Ministry should make it a policy to reward those officials 
who are successful in detecting undervaluation. One way to implement this 
policy woald be to base the evaluation of the job performance of collection 

officials on their effectiveness in detecting undervaluation of property. 
The detection of undervaluation would also be greatly facilitated if 

additioal information were available tolocal Officials. Areasonable selling 
price for a parcel of property is likely to be related to its value when 
Previously sold. If such information were made available chances are 
improved that undervaluation would be detected. This iformation could 

provided by requiring at transfer th,bbepresenation of the previous deed 
of owvedhip, along with evideace of its previous purchase price. Property 

values differ greatly throughout the countt.r Still, similarly situated 
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properties w~thin a paurashava or upazila are likely to have similar prices,
with factors such as nearness to roads, access to water and irrigation
facilities, and types of structures playing the dominant roles in price
differentials. Based on experience elsewhere, it should be possible to 
construct a table of average property values per decimal for each upazila. 3 

The table could then be used as a check on stated values at the time of
*Tansfer(see Chapter V for another use of such data). 

While detection of undervaluation is a necessary condition for its
elimination, it is also important that the individuals participating in such 
illegal activity be punished. At present there are no penalties on 
undervaluation. These peiuaties for undervaluation should be imposed, 
enforced, and publicized. Some type of system whereby either the 
government or a private individual is allowed to buy the property at the 
declared value might also be considered. However, such schemes have 
usually failed to work wel 4 

Finally, it is essential that local gvemment be given a greater role in the
administration of the tax. One way-some local discretion over the HTT 
tax tc--has already been mentioned. Property registration and collection 
of the IT along with other transfer duties and fees are fully the 
responsibility of the central government, and this situation should not be 
changed. However, the zilla parishads and paurashavas take an entirely
passive attitude regarding the collection of IPTT. Even though the local 
bodies have no direct leverage over the local Ministry collection officials, 
periodic inspections of the registration process with reports written to 
supervisors of the personnel involved are in order. These inspections should 
investigate the manner in which the x is being administered locally o 
insure that undervaluation is being detected amd Lhat the I tal tax liability 
due the jurisdiction is properly being credited to its accounts. 

The WIT is an imperfect tax. But it is a revenue source that can yield
significant revenues in developing countries such as Bangladesh, with large 
revenue demands at the local government level. 

23. 	 Use of such tables is widespreadithe administration of value-ase 
property taxes in developing countries. For further discussion, see Bird,
TaxingAgriculturalLand in Developing Cow ries. 

24. 	 Such "self-assessment" progrws wete originally proposed by John D. 
StrUsma, "Market-enforced Self-assessment for Real EstateTaxes," Bulletin 
for InternationalFiscalDocwnentation 19 (September and October 1965): 
353-363,397-414. For a critical discussion, see Shoup, PublicFinance. 

The Land Development Tax 
r

JamesAlm, BarbaraDianeMillerandJames Wozny 

The diversity of property tax systems in Banglades 
many dgdeveloping countries.' s parallels that ofZilla 	parishads and paurashavas receiverevenues from a tax on the transfer of immovable property, as discussed in
the previous chapter. Paurashavas and union parishads impose a holdings 
tax on the annual value of buildings and the land On which they are located 
(Chapter 6). Unlike these taxes, which are local 	 government revenue 
sources, the Ministry of Law and Land Reform administers and collects a 
central government tax in rural and urban areas called the land development
tax (LDT). This chapter provides information on the administration of the 
LDT, its effects on resource use and the distribution of income, and its 
revenue performance. 2 The principle conclusions are that the LDT has 
some favorable effects on efficiency and equity, but the tax's low rates mean 
that these effects are minor. In addition, its revenues have grown slowly
and are at a very low level. If the LDT is to play a role in development and 
indecentralization, some changes are needed. 

Seeo Haskell -Wat! Th. .___ononies :.(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1959); Richard M.on of ,grcultural Land in UnderdevelopedBird, TaxingAgricultural LandinDevelopingCountries(Cambridge, MA: 

Harvard University Press, 1974); and Roy W. Bahl (ed.),The Taxati of 
UrbanPropertyinLess DevelopedCountries adison, on 
of Wisconsin Press, 1979). WI: The University

2. The analysis of the LDT in this chapter is based on the fact that the LDT is 
a central governmet tax; however the tax could be a good revenue source
for upazijas. The discs is equally relevant should the LDT become an 
upazila paTis tax.icoad 
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History and Admhlistration 

The direct taxation of land in Bangladesh has an ancient heritage.3 By
the third century B.C. land revenue was the accepted source of income for 
the government of northern India, which then included Bangladesh. The 

Arrhashastra,a text from the era of the Mauryan Empire (321 to 185 B.C.) 
pr s oent 	 and collection. At that time land revenue
that deals with government and economics, refers at length to methods and 

was fixed at about one-sixth of the gross producL Acentralized government 

administration was in charge of surveying the fields and maintaining soil 
classification records. During the Muslim rules of Sher Shah and Akbar in 

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, further refinements in theBan 
assessments were made. Akbar classed land into four grades and stipulatedthat settlements should be reconsidered every ten years. Later under the 

British, land revenue was still assessed on the basis of the productivity of 

land, supposedly 9/10th of what the zamindarsrealized from their tenants 


in rent. 

Historical documentation for the change from a tax on prductivity of
mstoica do ume tati n 

the land to a flat rate per plot size is difficult to find, though it is clear that 

between the time of the r hinSouthsia dthe independence 


of Bangladesh from Pakistan, the flat rate per acreage had been introduced, 


The most imoortant changes in the land revenue since Independence include 

owith up 

the 1972 exemption by the Awamni League government of owners wit uphln 
to 25 	bighas (8.25 acres) from paying land revenue. In 1976 the Land 
Development Tax Ordinance created the basic form of the present LDT by 

merging the land revenue with some other land taxes. Although the original 


the basic
has been amended several times since then,

ordinance 

administrative features of the LDT have not changed.
 

Property taxes worldwide are typically based on some measure of the
 

value of the property, but the LDT tax base is area rather than value. 

A b taxeselaborateexempt 

Area-based taxes are particularly common in countries in which elaborateadministrative machinery is lacking. 4 For example, some local 

3. 	 The history of land taxation in Bangladesh is briefly discussed in 
Taxation, EnquiryGovernment of Bangladesh, Final Report of the 


Commission (Dhaka: Government of Bangladesh, 1979), pp. 260-262. 


4. See Bird, Taxing AgriculturalLand in Developing Countries,and Ursula 

K. Hicks, Development From Below (London: Oxford University Press, 
1961), especially pp. 32 1-346, for a discussion of the experiences of various 
countries with area-based taxes. 
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governments in Bolivia, Brazil, India, Liberia, Nepal, and Uruguay use 
Other countries impose land taxes that 

various forms of area-based taxes. 

essentially reduce to a tax on area due to administrative deficiencies. The 
main advantage of a tax such as the LDT--and it is a significant one--is its 
administrative simplicity. Many countries have attempted to institute 

o "presumptive agricultural income," forelaborate property taxes based 
taxes 	 to confusion,resources,inefficiency,however, andhas often led 	 thecomplexity of such administrativeinstance. Without extensive 

inequity. In contrast, an area-based tax requires knowledge of only three 

facts: the area of the property, its location, and the owner's name. If a finer 
classification of land is desired (such as between irrigated and nonirrigated 

gad 	 dt alo require d 
The Bangladesh LDT also requires knowledge of an individual's or a 

family's total holdings of land. The tax on agricultural land is based on 

the total agricultural land held by a family or individual for more than six 
months, whether or not these holdings are located in different local
jurisdictions throughout Bangladesh. That is, the combined holdings in all 

parts of the country are to be determined for each individual and then, in 
thee c case offaafamfmltheily, thhodingshlig offalfmlall fam ily m em ebrbers are com bined tor obndtt 	 se 

yield total family holdings. The policy of aggregation, if enforced, makes 

the LDT more redistributive han otherwise, but it also greatly complicates 
tax administration. Ownership records are currently maintained only for an 
individual's holdings within a single khatian, which lists all details relating 

neet Cmlt grgto eqie digfrec
reureseach land interest.7 Complete aggregation 'to adding for each 

° individual holdings in all khatians in a single mauza, then for all mauzas 
in each upazila, then for all upazilas in each district, and finally for all 

structures are all5. 	 Public graveyards, cremation facilities, and religious 
from the tax. 

6. 	 Under the Bangladesh Land Holding Order of 1972, no family may own 
more than 100 standard bighas (33 acres). Violators are subject to a 
maximum of six months imprisonment, T1k 10,000 fine, and forfeiture of 
undeclared land; however, numerous exemptions significantly reduce the 

force of the Order. Furthermore, the Order does not appear to be strictlyl t onn i en 

7. 	 A khatianis an area of land defined solely for the purpose of administering 
land taxes. 

8. 	 A mauza consists of one or two villages. It was the original land revenue 
unit under the British zamindar system. There are approximately 60,000 
mauzas in Bangladesh. 
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districts. Such a task would be enormous. Interviews with local officials 

indicated that in practice even ownership in different mauwas within the 
same upazila are seldom checked.9 

The 1976 Ordinance established the original rate schedule. Within five 

months this schedule was altered slightly (Table 5-i). Since then the rates 

have been altered several times. The graduated rate structure established in 
1982 is shown in Table 5-2. The originO 1976 rate system distinguished 
between agricultural and nonagricultural land. For agricultural land a 

TABLE 5-1 

1976 RATM STRUCTrURE FOR THE
LAND DEVELOPMR ETTAX 

Tax at 

Description ofLand 	 Tax Ratethn 

For Agricultural Land 	 3 paisa per decimal on holdings not 
exceeding 8.25 acres; 15 pais per
decimal on holdings greater than 8.25 acres. 

For Nonagricuturul Land: 	 Tk. 15 per dccimal for land in coin-
Land located within the 	 mercia! oindustrial uses; k. 3 per 

police stations mentioned 	 decimal for land in residential or 
in Ordinance No. X.II of uses, or such amount as is equal lo the 

1976 total amount of the rent or land revenue 


and land taxes payable on the land im-
mediately before the Ordinance. 

Land a iny 	 k. 3 per decimal for lnd n cm al 
or industrial uses:aea 11.1'per decimal 

for land in residential or other uses. or 

such amount as is equal to the total 
amount of the rent or land revenue and 
land taxes payable on the land immedi-

tely before the Ordinance. 

SOURCE: Land Devviopment Tax Ordinance of 1976. 

9. For a brief period in 1983, aggregation of holdings " , as not Tequired. is 

temporay change was iutd becae of administrativei 
implementing a new rate structure. "be result was a substantial increase it 

olection efficiency. The original poliy has, however, now been 
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TABLE 5-2 

1982 RATE STRUCTURE pOR THE 
LAND DEVELOPMNT TAX 

i-,e of Land TaxTaxRate 

For Agriculural Land: 

i 
Total arnold by a family
orbody: 
Not moe than 2 &as 3 pt15 per decimal subject to a minimumof I Lake 
More than 2 acres but TIL 6 for 2 cres plus 15 paisa per 

less than 5 acres decimal fr the land in excess of 2 MPML 

5 acs but 
or 5thanIacresdcmce plu s e rfor in 

l than 10 decimal for the land in exca of 5 acres. 
Mom than 10 wres but
Met than 10ac 	 detm n.2 3 lforlO o0acr 

f(E th lnd n xces o 1 aces 
More than 15 acres but T.5 3 1 for 15 acrs pius 95pisaper
l1 than 25 acres 	 decimal for the land in excc of 15 acre. 

d 

More than 25 acres 
7k- 1481 for 25 acres plus tk 1.45 per
decimal for the land in exce, of 25 acres. 

For Noeag ulral Land: 
leand L located within the T. 60 per decimal for land in commercial 

police stations mentioned 	 or industrial uses; TL 12 per decimal forin Ordinance No. XV of 1982 	 laind in readential or other uses. 

Land located within the k. lOper decimal for land in conuiial 
MIniCipaiEmits 	 oai P a ueer decimal for 

Ditrict Headquarters 	 or industrial uses; T 4 per decimal for 
lad in residenial or ochr use, 

Land located in any other 	 11.5 per decimal for land in commer-ial 

or indu#UWria u2ea; 7k. 3.00 per dciml forland in esidenil Ofother UMM. 

SOURCE: Land Development Tax (Amrent'oen) Ordinance of 1982. 

"ghly graduated, two class 	 rate system was established, with larger 

holdings taxed at a higher rate. For nonaricultural land two distinctions 
were ad t a in ruat'ar ndanr b and btinarea s 

wr aresti ,reideIorde:for commercial and 	inustrial purposes and land used forother purposes. Urban and coMmercialfidustial properties 
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were taxed more heavily than rural ard residential properties. The 1982 
changes increased the tax rates on all types of land and established a more 
complex graduated rate system for agricultural land. Taxes per acre now 
increase for holdings above one-third acre; below one-third acre the 
minimum one taka tar leads to falling taxes per acre. Under the original 
rate schedule, taxes per acre were constant up to holdings of 8.25 acres; for 

larger holdings, taxes per acre were also constant but at a higher level. The 
1982 rate structure created much confusion among collection officials, and 
revenues fell significantly. In response, the tax rates were temporarily 
changed back to their original 1976 levels, and revenues quickly recovered. 
The 1982 rate structure was nevertheless reinstated in 1983. 

The LDT is administered and collected by employees of the Ministry of 
Law and Land Reform, ba~d upon an official record of the size, location, 

and ownership of each p!ot of land in each mauza. Although the process is 
supervised by officials at the district level, the tax is collected at the upazila 

level by a tabsildar. The tahsildar is a remnant of the British zamindar 
system. Upon appointment by the Deputy Commissioner, each tahsildar 
receives some training at district headquarters, although interviews with 

several tahsildars indicated that the specific features of this training vary 

widely. His duties include collection of the LDT, verification of property 
Bangladesh Agriculturetransfers, and collection of loans for the 


Development Corporation.

Landowners may pay the LDT in two installments without penalty.pnt.97Ladonesma 

Indeed, proceedings against a delinquent taxpayer are not started until the 
landowner has not paid taxes for three years. After that period, a Certificate 

is issued stating that the tax payment is due. The delinquent taxpayer then 

has 30 days either to appeal the Certificate or to pay all back taxes plus an 

(uncompounded) interest penalty of 6.25 percent on unpaid taxes plus the 

costs of serving the Certificate. If neither of these occurs, the Certificate 

may be executed by sale of any movable or immovable property necf3sary 
to satisfy the Certificate, by attachment (or the issuance of a Distress 

Warrant) and sale, and/or by arrest of the delinquent taxpayer. 

It is difficult to assess the LDT collecion efficiency. Local officials 

of the LDT isinterviewed generally believed that at least 75 percent 

collected. They attribute this relatively high percentage to the use of 
penalties against delinquent taxpayers. For example, in fiscal year 1980/81 

there were over 600 Certificates issued in Beani Bazar upazila of Sylhet 

district, and 1,094 issued in Bhanga upazila in Faridpur district. Officials 

stated that at this point most individuals pay all back taxes. Possibly as a 

result, the use of Distress Warrants and auctions is much less common, and 
variation in the use of these penalties across areas is very wide. There were 

pysD 
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noDistressWarrants issued inBeani Bazarin 1980/81, and no auctions have 
ever been held there. On the other hand, there were 1727 Distress Warrants 
in Bhanga in that year, and 273 Distress Warrants and 50 auctions in 
Nagarkanda. However, without more detailed upazila information on 
penalties and on tax collections, both current and arrears, the performance 
of the LDT collection officials is difficult to judge. 

Information on collection efficiency at the circle and district levels is 
shown in Tables 5-3 and 5-4.10 Collection efficiency is calculated by 
dividing total collections from both, arrears and current liabiilties, by total 
assessments (or demand) also arrears and current. Collection efficiency for 

TABLE 5-3
LAN DEVELOPMENT TAX COLLECTION EFFICIENCY FOR 

COLLECTION CIRCLES IN FARIDPUR DISTRICT,
1981182 (inpercnts) 

Cnl1e 

Bhangs 
Koali 
Notwad 

S pur
alialadi 

Panga 
oajban 

Ka8ani 

Ko50lipm 

Mokmdpur 
Kaini
M-dzew 
Shxarr 

Naria 
Palong 

zEDJU 

TOTAL 

Collection 
Efficiency 

79.8 
68.7 
93.0 

74.8 
94.7 

97.3 
92.7 
55.7 
5.6 

73.5 
73.5 
60.7 
74.3 
4amu.ia4.1 
64.4 
7.4 

77.5 

70.2 

SOURCE: Re'ume Office. FaeLdpurdimict. 

10. 	 The LDT administration apparatus is -ganized by "circles" which 
commonly, but not necesaily, coi-,ide wit upazilas. 
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TABLE 5-4 

ND VE.FOPMETTAX COLLECTION EFFICIENCY(in PeWents) 

Disict 
Couecmon 

97.5 
Cohitan 9should 
Noakholi 94.1 
Sylhet 71.5 
DhaSla 
FrDhtl 

91.5 
85.0 

Jamapur 
Mymensi 

88.4 
91.2 

Tangail 96.8 
Barsl 92.1 

Khuiaa 86.6 
Khulia 68.8 
Patuaktali 91.9 
Bogra 92.8.5. 
Dinaipur
Pabna 

9 
77.9 

Rashahi 94.7 
~96.0 

88.3 

TOTAL 88.3 

SOURCE: Ministry of Law and Land Reform 

the entire district of Faridpur was 70.2 percent; however, there was 

substantial variation from circle to circle, ranging from 45.1 percent in 

Kasiam to 97.3 percent in Pangsa (Table 5-3). District level collection 
efficiency for 1980/81 is on average higher, and there is much less variation 

than at the more disaggregated level (Table 5-4). 

Our attempts to explain collection efficiency by regression analysis met 
with little success. One might expect that collection efficiency would be 

affected by such factors as population density and urbanization, although 
each of these variables may work in several dimensions. For example, a 
larger number of acres per capita may mean that on average each tasildar 
has jurisdiction over a larger area, making scrutiny of each owner more 

difficult. It also may mean that the average ownership size is larger, 

although the implication of this for collection efficiency is unclear. On the 
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one hand, this may mean fewer owners from which taxes are to be collected, 

thereby easing the tahsildars' work loads. On the other hand, larger landowners may also be politically more powerful and, therefore, less willingto comply. Similarly, a greater proportion of total population in urban areas 

May improve collection efficiency to a point. However, as urbanization
increases, effective monitoring of taxpayers may become more difficult. 
Other variables, especially those representing administrative efficiecy, 

be included but are not amenable to empirical measurement. 
Cross-section regression results for district-level collection efficiency in 

1980/81 are presented in Table 5-5. In each case the dependent variable is 
the proportion of total assessments (arrears and current) that is actuallycollcted. Several specifications of independent variables are used, but the 

TABLE 5-5
 
REGRESSION RESULTS FOR DISTRICT COLIX.CTON EFFICIENCY&
 

(t-tatigics in parentheis) 

Independent Variable 
AeUbancr 

cwi[b d . 

.08 1.271 U70 
(1.13) 

.!1 
 .255 .015 

-69.74 .309 .018 

.08 -.04 .610 .071 

.10 
(1.35) (- .94) 

.17 -.30 -206.95 .973 .163
(1.57) (-.89) 1.28) 

* dpedet variable is disicti.colecti M y foro19 distnc.t 

Acres (etcluding nv percA 6i) ia 

SOURCE: Cocipued by LUthonfim dta in TIc5-4 ad tor n 8 ,,tj Brmiof 

b ss diprodctper 

ui.Stna 
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choices are limited by the available data. In no case is there a statistically 
significant relationship between an independent variable and district 

collection efficiency, although the coefficient on acres per capita has a 
plausible (negative) sign. The failure to find a relationship between 
collection efficiency and the various independent variables is most likely
due to the difficulty of quantifying administrative efficiency. Data 

availability difficulties are even more severe at the upazila level. Only acres 

per capita and a crude measure of agriculturallTroduction per capita could 
be calculated for collection circles in Iaridpur.Neither of these variables 

is significantly related to collection efficiency (the results are not reported 
here). 

Even high collection efficiency does not guarantee that the LDT makes 
a large net contribution to cen'ral government revenues because the 

For example, the Ministry ofcollection process itself may be costly. 
Finance estimated that the cos, of collecting land revenues for each fiscal 
year from 197071 to 1974/75 w more than the taxes actually collcted 
However, this outcome was due mainly to the dramatic decline in land 
revenues during this period, following the War of Liberation and the 1972 
Presidential Order that exempted all owners of less than 25 bighas from 
paying the land tax. Land revenue fell from Tk. 134.9 milion in 1969/70 
to a low of Tk. 25.4 million in 1972'73, while there was no large increase 
in collection costs. Furthermore, these estimated collection costs overstate 
the actual cost of LDT collection per se. LDT collection officials perform 
duties unrelated to the LDT, but because their entire salaries, as well as the 

cost of their offices, were attributed endirely to the LDT, the costs allocated 
to the LDT were greater than the costs actually incurred for the LDT itself. 
It is still likely, however, that the relative collection costs of the LDT exceed 

those of other taxes in Bangladesh, as noted by the Ministry of Finance. 12  

High collection costs are typical for property taxes, and the LDT appears to 

be no exception. 

11. 	 The grossvalue of the major cropsproduced inFaridpurin 197980--aman, 
aus, boro, jute, and wheat-is calculated from data in Bangladesh Bureau 
of Statistics, ThanaStatistics, Volwne II, MajorCr-ps(Dhaka: Bangladesh 
Bureau of Statistics, 1982). 

12. 	 Information on the collection and the collection cost of the major central 
government taxes is given in the 1981 StatisticalYearbook ofBangladesh 

(Dhaka: Bngladesh Bureau of Statistics, 1981), p. 332. 
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Evaluaion 

We firstconsidertheLDTseffects onth ofresou ,thenie efty 
effects and last its revenue pefonance. Property taxe are often thought 

effects ne effice oer e re ft thougt 
o have positive effects on the efficien of re ce use, but these effec 

d-the specefic feaures of t he reetax.thr,~so
auysis of the effects of the LDT on the level 	 and Composition of 
production, work effort, marketing, factor mix, 	 and compsue. The 

edlusionis that on balance its effects are beneficial, but minml. 

c semphasized by Wald and Bird, the marginal tax rate, or the rate at 
which the last increment to income or production is taxed, is an important 

element in determining the economic effects of a tax.13 A higher marginal 
t reeuces the rewards to work and investment and so makes such 
actiite less attractsve to an individual; a lower marginal tax rate has the 

activite les 	 n iual a s aseBttractie t a ini aixe 

that depends only on the holdings of an individual, its marginal tax rate
 

against income is zero. For nonagriczltural land the LDT is also a fixed
 

Rmotmt per acre, and its marginal tax rate is also zero.14 In short, the LDT
 
does not tax increments to income or production. 
doeso arinar ehs s Because the LDTmust 
be paid from income, it does not disourage effor to increase income. 
Individuit will work harder in order to increase production. They wiLl also 
Iials wil wohanOre Forexample,idle ladilTeuheywlal 

rsold, indland wif be used to grow those crops or produce those goods 

thbt are most profitagle. The tomay also increase the emount of 
output-agricutural or otherwis--hatis maleted because the LDT must 
be paid in cash Finaliy, the LDT ceases the cost of land relative to otmier 
b 

13. 	 See Wald, The Taxation of Agricultural Land in Underdeveloped 
Economicsand Bird, TaxingAgricuLturalLand in DevelopingCounries. 

14. 	 Nonagrictazural land is furtherclassified into either commr4ci d,'srisl 
property or aidential Propety, with the latter being taxed les heavily. If 

ld Eesienlywitched btoee uses, the iffereit ax rales will p4 thesye 
as ezhigher h nthe cteswitcu tax rate on 

witching seems unlikely, due to the iow tax rates.
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factors and so may encourage more labor-intensive techniques of 

p r duat15 


The graduated rate structure on agricultural land may affect land 
productivity. There is some evidence that per acre yields for most 

agricultural commodities are higher on small farms than on large farms.6 

Because higher per acre assessments on a larger holding may encourage a 
landowner to divide his property into smaller parcels, or to sell part of his 

holding, the LDT may work to raise per acre yieldc. 
Not all effects are positive. The higher tax rates on nonagricultural land 

than on agricultural land may decrease the incentive for switching land to 
A similarnonagricultural uses, and thereby slow industrial development. 

disincentive may exist because ofhigher tax rates on commercial/industrial 
land than on residential land. The magnitudes of these effects are uncertain, 

but the evidence does not suggest they are significant. For example, the 
1976 LDT rate schedule imposed a considerably higher per acre tax rate on 
holdings above 8.25 acres than on holdings below that level. This tax rate 
differential might be expected to generate a cluster offamilies with holdings 

sightly less than 8.72 acres. However, Jannuzi and Peach fouxid no 
evidence of such a high concentration of ownership in their study of rural 
land ownership.e7 

Onbalance, the effets of the LDT on the efficiency of resource use ae 
favorable. However, the extremely low level of taxation also means that 
the effects are very small. The LDT at current levels is therefore unlikely
to have any appreciable effect--positive or negative--on resource use. 

In a country in which a large and growing population makes employment15. 
difficult to find, this effect is desirable. Of course, the actual magnitude of 
these effects isan empirical question. Itis tmUlikely that these forces are very 

strong, given the low level of land taxatio,,. Nevertheless,to the extent tha 
these forces are present, they are favorable. 
R.A. Berry and William Cline review the empirical evidence for a wide16. 
range of developing countries in AgrarianStructure and Productivityin 
Developing Countries (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 
1979), especially Ch3pter 3 and Appendix B. For a study of agriculture in 
Bangladesh that reaches the same conclusion, see Mahabub Hossain, "Farm 
Size, Tenancy, and Land Productivity: An Analysis ofFarm Level Data in 

Bangladesh Agriculture," The BangladeshDevelopment Studies, VoL 5, 

No. 3 (July 1977), pp. 285-348. 
17. 	 F. Tomasson Jamuzi and James T. Peach, The Agrarian St'mciure of 

Bangladesh:An Impediment to Development (Boulder, CO: Westview 
Press, 1980). 
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Indeed, because the level of taxation is so low, even rates of taxation that 
are much greater than current levels may have little impact. 

Distributional and equity effects are the next consideration. The LDT 
is a tax on a factc! that is fixed in supply. Economic iheory is clear on the 
isidence of such a tax: the burden of the LDT is on the owners of the land, 

and the result of the tax is that the price of land falls by the capitalized value 
of the future tax liabilities. As noted by Bird, "the incidence is independent 
of whether the land is rented or owner cultivated, or whether the andord 

th r i tor tenant is the statutory taxpayer... Moreover,] landlords cannohethe 

tax to farm laborers or to suppliers of inputs."' 8 If the landowner is 
asmuch rent as possible before the imposition ofextractIg from tenants 

the tax, and if he is likewise paying to input suppliers as low an initial price 
or wage as possible, then the LDT per se does not give the owner any extra 

ability to improve his position by raising rent or lowering factor payments. 
Itthe landowner was in fact able to do these things, he would already have 

done so. In short, theory concludes that it is the landowner who pays theLDT. 

This conclusion depends on several assumptions that may not always 
hold, especially in a developing country like Bangladesh. First, the 
landowner may not be receiving the maximum rent or be paying the 
minimum input prices before the imposition of the LDT. Market 
imperfections, government intervention, tradition, paternalism--all these 
factors may explain prices that are not competitively determined. In this
environment the LDT may be shifted in part to tenants, input suppliers,
and/or consumers. Second, while the total supply of land to all uses is 
essentially fixed, the supply to specific uses is variable and may be changed 

over a period of time. If the amount of land in cultivation declines over time 

due to taxation, the initial tax-induced fall in land value will be partially 

uoffset. Both possibilities may lead to partial shifting of the LDT from 
landowners, but the latter does not appear important because land use has 
apparently varied little over time.a 

The income distributional effects of the LDT depend on who bears the 

t and their incomes. Assuming that landowners bear most of the tax, we 

can use the Land Occupancy Survey (LOS) data on land ownership in rural 

18. 	 Bird, TaingAgriculturalLand in DevelopingCountries,pp. 163-164.
19. 	 See the data on land use in the 1981 StatisticalYearbook ofBangladesh 

(Dhaka: Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics, 1981), pp. 140-142. 

http:ownership.e7
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areas collected by Jannuzi and Peach to analyze the incidence of the LDT 
on owners. 20 Evidence on the distribution of land ownership in rural areas 

and that of potential LDT liabilities (the amount of tax that should be 
collected from each taxpayer given the rate structure and the reported 

holdings of the taxpayer) are shown in Table 5-6. The extreme inequality 
in the distribution of land holdings is obvious. The bottom half of the 

households (the first five decies of households, representing 42.5 percent
of the sample population) own only 4.2 percent of the land, while the top 

TABLE 5-6 

DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION, LANDHOLDINGS, AND 


POTENT4L TAX REVENUE 


D. 	 of per.nt oTo 

HouseholdsWith Perment of Sample landholdings percentageofTotal 

plot-zeRnePunioWthnWtnEhpopulationWithin Revenue Potential19
SiRange 	 VthinEach 1976 

0.00 ____)_Deie (15.5P b 0.0D__ci__ 0-01976_ _ Qo198 lit 15.5 	 (0-0) (o-o) ( 0-0) 

2nd 0.00 	 0.1 (0.1) 0.0 (0.0) 0.2 (02) 

2nd o.0o 0.4 (0.5) 0.2 (0.2) 0.3 (0.5) 
3rd 0.04- 0.10 8.7 (24.2) 0.47 (0.5
4th 0.11- 0.29 8.9 (33.1) 1.1 ( 1.6) 0.5 (0.7) 0.3 (0.8) 
5th 0.30- 0.60 9.4 (42.5) 2.6 ( 4.2) 1.2 (1.9) 0.4 1.9) 
6th 0.61- 1.04 9.3 (51.8) 4.6 (8.8) 2.0 (3.9) 0.7 (1.9) 
7th 1.05- 1.63 10.1 (61.9) 7.6 (16.4) 3.4 (7.3) 1.2 (3.1) 
8th 1.64- 1.53 10.7 (72.6) 11.9 (28.3) 5.3 (12.6) 2.4 (5.5) 
9th 2.54- 4.42 12.1 (84.7) 19.3 (47.6) 8.6 (21.2) 8.0 (13.5) 
10th 4.43-76.27 15.3 (100.0) 52.4 (100.0) 78.9 (100.0) 86.5 (100.0) 

a umulstlv, per~esgsame provided in parntheses-

bBecauae mom than lopecer, tof the households own no land, there is no way to define 

precisely the upper bound of th fi.Lt decile. These numbers. therefore, refer to the fitx And 
cond dele cobined. 

SOURCE: Compued by authors from .and Occupancy Survcy -IIa.n 

20. 	 For a description of the survey, see Jaimuzi and Peach, The Agrarian 
Structure ofBangladesh:An Impediment toReform. We are grateful to the 

authors for helping us use the data, and to USAID/Dhaka for supplying & 
copy of the data tape. For more information on the results presented bere, 
wce Barbara D. Miller and James A. Womy, "Land Tenure Patternsn 
Bangladesh: Implications for the Revenue and Distributional Effects of 
Changes in Land Taxation," Journal ofDeveloping Areas,Vol. 19, No. 4 
(192-), pp. 459-481. 
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docile owns 52. percent of the land. There is Edso a subs ntage
of landless households;the landless include 14.7 percent of all households 

and comprise 11.6 percent of the sample population. The extreme 
inequality in land holdings means that the sample distribution of potential 

LDT liabilities on rural land is borne most heavily by the larger owners. 
Under the 1976 agricultural rate schedule, 78.9 percent of the ,otal potential 
tax revenues is paid by the largest 10 percent of all landowners. Under the 
more graduated 1982 rate schedule, this same grolp pays 86.5 percent of 
the total potential tax revenues. It should be emphasized, however, that a 

progressive tax imposed at a low level has only a marginal effect on income 
distribution21 

Additional information from the LOS data analysis on potential LDT 
liabilitL z under the 1976 and 1982 schedules is provided in Table 5-7. The 

per household and per capita potential tax liabilities increase as land 
holdings increase under both schedules. Because tthe 1982 revision
increased potential LDT revenues in the sample by 179.8 percent, theseliabilities are also substantially higher under the new rate schedule. Per acre 

are highest for the smallest landownersliabilities under the 1982 rates 

becauseof the 1982provisionthat establishes aminimum LDTof one taka. 
198 prviio

On a per acre basis, the existing agricultural rate structure is therefore 

regressive for small landowners (holdings less than one-third acre) and 
rgressive for a landowners (holdings le than o a) a 

progressive for large landowners (holdings more than two acres). The fact 
that per capita LDT liabilities are qluite small ior the small landowners, 
however, reduces the importance of regressivity on small landowners. 

The progressive incidence of the LDT does not mean that it is an 
equitable tax. Indeed, property taxes in general may not be equitable if they 
are cast in an impersonal or in rem mold. The commonly accepted criterion 

for interpersonal equity in tax administration requires that a tax be tailored 

to the individual circumstances of the taxpayer.2 2 A tax based solely on 
land area is not personalized. Two individuals with holdings of equal size 

21. 	 Using land Ownership as a measure of ability to pay, the Suits Indices are 

.382 and .516 for the 1976 and 1982 rate schedules, respectively. A Suits 

Index of +1 indicates maximum progressivity: values of 0 pad -1 indicate 
proportionality nd maximum regressivity, respectively. The calculated 

values therefore suggest that both rate schedules are, at the least, modeately 
progressive. The Gini Indices for the two whedules-.612 for criginal rates 
and .859 for the new ones-indicate the same conclusion. 

22. 	 For further discussion of equity in taxation, see Richard M.Musgrave, The 
Theory ofPublic Finance (New Yodk, NY: M -Hill, Inc., 1959), pp.
61-115. 

http:4.43-76.27
http:owners.20
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TABLE 5-7 

EDIUION OF LJTABIIICOMARSON ? 
NE hFOR LAND OCCUPANCY SUMYVLAE 

1976 AND 1982 RATE STRUCTURES 

Per Household Per Capita Per Acre 

Li~i~-ability
Deicf oa iaiiyili!L 

1982 1982 1976 1982 1976 1982ouwhold, 1976 1976 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ii 0 

.01 3.0 44.1.50 .501,786 .042nd 121 
.04 .20 3.0 14.9.21 1.02715 .3,5533rd X1 .19 3.0 5.5.55 1.004th 1,912 3,482 

5th 4,691 4,726 1.35 1.36 .25 .25 3.0 3.0 
3.0 3.0.44 .44 

6th 8,322 8,322 2.40 2.40 
3.83.0

.997th 13,801 13,801 3.97 7.863.97 .67 1.26.68 3.03.0 
6.1727,2948th 21,453 

3.0 7.9
26.26 1.40 3.73 

9th 34,861 91,240 10.03 

10h31629597 92.57 283.76 10.40 31.94 10.2 31.2 

TOTAL 407,508 1,140.121 

Compled by authors from Land Occupancy Survey data. 
SOURCE: 


but unequal value will pay the same tax, two individuals with holdings of 

equal value but unequal size will pay a different tax, and two individuals 

with holdings of equal size and value but with unequal income will pay in 

tax a different frwtion of respective incomes. Thus, the LDT may not 

always satisfy a society's notions of horizontal and vertical equitybut no 

tax can always meet these standards. The LDT is likely, on balance, to 

contribute slightly to the equity of the Bangladesh tax system. 

Revenue Performance 

for allI 
given in Table 5-8.The official assessments (or demand) and total are 

LDT collectio 
and 1980/811976[77betweenof Bangladesh 

Collections during the first year of the revised rate were low relative to the 

of this levy and the need to educate 
subaequent years, due to the newness 

Between 1977/78 and 1980/81
both taxpayers and collectors of its details. 

rose by only 27.0 percent. Nominal current 
nominal total collections 

demand also fell during the first three years of the tax, most likely in 
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response to appeals by taxpayers of the amounts assessed. Only by 1980/81 
had current demand returnedtoitsoriginal levl lnm inaltermlls. Slow 
growth in assessments highlights one of the problems associated with an 
area-based tax whereby discretionary rate changes and alteration in the 

composition of holdings constitute the only factors promoting growth. 

Because prices rose by 60 percent between 1976/77 and 1980/81, real 
assessments declined by 16 percent over that period. Although real 
collections have increased P~t an average anr-uai rate of 7.5 percent during 
the late 1970s,this rise was due primarily to the poor collectionperformance 
in the first year of the tax. From 1977178 through 1980/81 real collections 

fell in total by 11.0 percent. 
The 1982 rate schedule was introduced partly in response to the poor 

growth performance of the LDT. According to estimates from the LOS, the 
rate changes should increase the potential LDT revenues inrural areas by 
179.8 percent. Unfortunately, di'"'-lties in adminstering the new rates 
substantially reduced 'he revenue impact. Official district level assessments 

and collections for 1980/81 are shown in Table 5-9, and those of circles in 
Faridpur district for 1981/82 are given in Table 5-10. Because these 
jurisdictions differ in total area, in land ownership patterns, and in industrial 
and residential development, official assessments vary considerably across 
both circles aad districts.23 Current annual district demand in 1980/81
varied from Tk 2.4 million in Tangail to Tk. 23.8 million in Dhaka, due 

largely to the concentration of commercial/industrial property in Dhaka. 
There was also much variation in current annual demand in the collection 

circles of Faridpur in 1981/82. The official assessments in Naria totaled 
only 7I.155,937, while the assessments in Rajbari were over three times 
that much. The collection circles are also likely to differ widely in 
administrative capabilities, adding another source of variation to actual 
collections. District-level total collections were again smallest in Tangail 
and largest in Dhaka. Circle-level total collections were smallest for 
Kasiani (Tk.169,968) and largest for Rajbari (Tk. 614,739). 

Examination of the variation in potential LDT collections across villages 
can be done using the LOS data (Table 5-11). The coefficients of variation 

reveal that there is considerable variationintax potentials--measured either 
in per capita or per acre terms--across villages, even after controlling forvillage size. Because the LOS data reveal only levels of tax potential, any]1 
variation in this potential is due entirely to variation in the size distribution 

sgl poTial,allonlydlev23.vSince circles may iludemLoStarea upazilat fta 
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TABLE 5-11 

91 R DEVELOPMENTTAX COL1LCMONS 
Powntial Revenue 

N I 

P. RCaPItP 
1976Rue 1982 Rate 
Strpu_re Structure 

Potential Rwnu 
rAcre 

1976 Rate 1982 Rate 
Structure Structure 

Unwehted Mean 
Siohted Mean 

203 
1.96 

5.68 
5.65 

5.73 
6.56 15.60 

18.94 

SCoficit 
ofyVadtionb 88.28 101.22 38.10 49.96 

0 
.Or-( 

~-"he 
. 

•M . 

" 

b ,heoe~icieut Ci variation ii the autio of the Karadard deviatin of the vaziable to the 
SOURCE: Comiputed by anthoxi fim Land Ocuac Survey data. 

of landholdings across villages and not to any differences in the 

df eienef-an tite byaopuatonontpercapiagaria ic 
in tax potential reveals a clear regional pattern. High-tax-per-acre villagesare found predominantly in the moribund delta districts on the periphery of 

act '' 

oUCwE topult d i s rihon lis g any hractrie elad tive 
the active delta region, comprising the districts of Dhaka, Faridpur, 

N-Zof adhldins andos ila gsani noplton yitieree i hen 

.., o-o ---

9districts 

'variation 

the soil is the most fertile. Along with Chittagong, this group of active deltacontains mainly low-tax-per-acre villages.he regional contrast becomeseven more distinctwen high- and
glow-taxperapi; villages Villagesinthe activedelta regin 

aea hrpocaio.estyta ter orh cuty Theirpotentialper capita taxes are correspoedingly lower, and there is much greateracross villages inpotential revenue per capita than in revenue per 

-1 - -of the ample villages, rinked hoe distr_ .ie l taof veaue per acz, 
or per capita, depending upon the context. 
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Some indication of the level of taxation may be found in Tables 5-11, 

5-12, and 5-13. Tble 5-11 shows the potential revenue invillages in per
capita andper are terms,under the 1976 and the 1982 rate structures; Table 


5-12 expresses the current demand and total collections by district in 
1980/81 in per capita and per acre terms; Table 5-14 does the same for theand 
c81irnloFpr and ac . tables illustrate the great apitr 1 


circles of Faridpur District in 1981/82. Thesetalsiutrethget
variation in assessments and collections across circles and districts. TheyaLso illustrate the extremely low level of taxation. Khuna, the district most 
asou re the I total collectionls oftheLDT, colectedonyT.3"4 2  

TABLE 5-12 


DISTRICTLEVEL CURRENT ASSESSMENTS AND TOTAL COLLE'WIONSFROM THE LAND DEVELOPMENT TAX, 1980/81 

Total Collections 

(Axrears and 
Cunret Assesments Curent)er er Per Per 

Pe Ac 

Chit,6ongChmia 1.75.87 6.223.92 2.21
1.07 

7.85 
4.82 

Nokhali 1.09 4.38 1.41 5.66 
SyIh'N 2.22 4.29 2.38 4.59 
Dhaka 2.38 13.81 3.20 18.35 
Faid5r 
Janialur 

1.34 
1.49 

4.18 
4.37 

1.78 
1.64 

5.53 
4.79 

Mymeingh 1.11 4.43 1.33 5.32 
T ng h4.27 
BaialJessre 1.731.88 5.914.94 1.92

2.35 6.53
6.18 

Khulna
Kuhtia 

-usi 

2.53 
2.07 
207 

4.49 
6.06 

3.42 
2.62 

6.08 
7.68 
628 

a 2Bor1.65 4.89 1.80 5.34 

Dinajpur 
1.55.89 

2.65 5.23 
.1.8 

2.91 
5.75 
5.75 

Paboa 
Rajabahi 

1.66 
2.16 

5.30 
5.11 

1.68 
2.43 

5.36
5.75 

RaMngpur 1.63 4.96 1.70 5.19 

TODTAL 1.80 5.33 2.16 6.41 

SOUR-, Mi igay of Law and Land Reform. 
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2 
per person. 5 The least successful district was Comilla, which collected 
about one taks per person. There is even more variation in per capita
collections at the circle level, as shown in Table 5-13. Only Damudia 

than four taka per peron, a twe circles-Ksn andcollected m le Pd 

collections demonstrate the sama variation and low level of taxation. 

The level of LDT revenues, however measured,is low. Even if all 
current assessed taxes under the 1976 rate structure at the district level were 
collected, per capita assessments would average less than two taka per 

TABLE 5-13
 
CURRENT ASSESSMENTS AND TOTAL COLLECTIONS FROM THE LAND
 

DEVELOPMENT TAX IN FARIDPUR DISTRICT CIRCLES, 198 IA2
 

Total Collections 

(Antarsand
Curmnt Asuosuents Curret)
Per Per Per Pr 

Disukt capita Acr Capita Acr. 

Bhanga 1.09 3.97 1.46 5.29Boalman 1.80 4.43 1.77 

Kotwali 1.79 4.99 

4.35
 
2.02 5.63
 

Nagaukanda 1.34 3.33 
 1.45 3.62
 
Sadarpur 1.31 3.26 1.48 3.67
 
Babakadi 1.72 3.98 2.09 4.84
 
Pangsa 1.80 
 4.11 21 4.80
 
Rajban 2.70 
 7.98 3.07 9.06
 
Gopalganj 1.52 4.58 1.04 3.14
 
Kaximn 1.26 3.44 .83 2.27
 
Kotwalipara 1.45 2.66 1.21 2.21
Mokadpur 1.02 3.28 1.38 4,45

Kalkini .93 3.17 1.03 3.51
 

Madaripur 1.49 5.80 2.02 7.83Shibchar 
 1.14 3.79 1.10 
 3.68
 
Damudia 4.47 18.31 4.01 16.47 

Nada .82 Z87 
 .92 3.20
Palu.0 1.13 1.41 4.880 3.92 
Zmnjira 1.07 2.90 1.32 3.57 

SOURCE: Revenue Office, Faddpur dimict. 

25. These areper capita data based on totalpopulatiom. Taxpayments per land 

owner would be considerably larger. 
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REGRESSION RESULTS FOR ToTAL DITCTLAND 

DEVELOPMEN~1T TAX COIECTIONS PER CAPITA3 


Independent VariableU r a Acbsl. 
am Arescaqad ._-_R-


(2.05)*(1.05) 	 .. 2capita
3.55 
 5.007 .228 
355* 

2279.86 7.483 .306 
(2.74)00 

3.042 .276 

(1.030 (1.24) 

.74(1.57). 1894.53 5.297 .398 
.7 4 (2.27) * * 

(-257) 
7.50 
(6.27)**(6.)however, 

4o 09 
(7.10)** 

25.083 .834 

*Significant at. .0level in2.4ail test. 
**Significant at .05level in2-tail test.at, 	 d-pendent variable is total dirict collections per capita in1980181 for t 19a 

dacshwinTbe5-5. 
bGruas district pl.-duct per capita in 1980/81. 

cproportion of the 1938W 1 district population in uban area.SOURCE:dAcres (cicluding rivers) per capita.
Computed by the athors from data in Table 5-5 and fxvan Bangladesh Bureau 
of Statistics. 

5-12). Expressed inadifferen! way, assessed taxes were less thaperson, and per acre assessments would average T1. 5.33 per acre (Table.2 percenit 
oftotala rt ulturalincomenlgO/8 1. Taxesasapercetof land value are 
also very small. One acre of land may easily be valued at 20 thousand 

The Land Developmen! Tax 139taka.2 6 Even the highet per acre assessment-TiL 80.03 per acre for total 

holdings of 33 acres-yields taxes of only .3 percent of value. Using these 
as measures of the tax burden on agriculture, it is apparent that such a burdenis l mini a].2 7 

It is important to understand the reasons for different per capita LDT
collections. Districts with larger urban centers will have more land in the 
higher tax categories (cOmmercial/industrial classification). More acres per 

should also generate greater revenues per capita because averagelandholdings may be larger. Thc impact of income is less evident. On onehand, greater per capita income may be attributable to greater urbanization 
and, possibly, greater collection efficiency (see Table 5-5). On the other 
hand, greater per capita income may be associated with lower per capita 
collections if smaller, less heaviiy taxed landholdings are more efficient, 
thereby generating larger per capita income. Other 	variables, especiallymeasures of administrative efficiency, may also be izuportami but data for
their analysis are not available. 

Linear regression results under various specifications for total district 

per capita LDT collections for 1980/81 are presented in Table 5-14. Asexpected, the coefficients on urbanization and acres per capita are positive.When used alone or in conjunction with only one of the other variables, per
capita gross district product is positively correlated with tax collec ions and
probably reflects industrialijztion of the district. The final specification is,most interesting and explains over 80 percent of the variation in 

per capita LDT collections. Urbanization and per capita land holdings are 
again positive,as anticipated,and income per cvita is negative. One
more 


26 	 lda lillu stiese~mt ih 
e ~~f e a~e from various anp 

or crop patterns. A net retum as low as T10 percent interest rate, gives a per are 2000 per ae,discounted at aland price of 20 thousand taka. Seevarious publications of the Bangladesh Agricultural Research Institute, the 
Bangladesh Rice Research Institute, and the Ministry of Agriculture mdForests. Field interviews in 1932/1983 &lsorevealed land prices per acre
well over 20.00 taka in many cases. 

27. 	 It has been estimated that, when the bnvfits of public expenditure on 

agculture are also considered, the net burden on agricjtue in 1975f16 is 
atal eaie htbis, giutrlsco 	 faculy negative; thiat theh agrictutural eevdmgovenment than it paid to govearnment. sector received mom5 fimSee Mahabub Hossain, Atuir 
Rahman, and M.M Akash, "Agricultural Taton in Bangladesh," 
( Bnad Intitute of Development Studis,March 1978). 
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possible explanation of the negatiy' but significant coefficient on the 
income variable is that the other t,.'o variables reflect the important 
attributes of the tax rate structure, white larger land holdings are less 
productive and, therefore, yield lower disvict products levels even though 
they are taxed more heavily.28  

It is apparent that both the level oicoilections and their growth over time 
are inadequate. Of tkese two problems, the inelastic nature of .he LDT is 

probably its more severe limitation. Unfortunately, the ability o the LDT, 
indeed any property tax, to geierate automatic growth in revenues over time 

is limited. LDT demand will rise only if agricultural land ownership 
becomes more concentrated (due to the graduated rate structure for 
agricultural land), if nonagricultural land is switched from residential to 
commercial/industrial uses, or if the rate schedule is altered. Actual tax 

collecions will rise only if, in addition to the above factors, collection 

efficiency improves. None of tLese sources of growth is autonatc because 

each would require some change in the administration of the LDT. In fact, 

"automaticity" may not be a useful concept by which to evaluate the revenue 

growth of any property tax, including the LDT.29 Of greater importance 

are administrative adjustments that might be made. 

Possible Reforms 

the LDT has positive effects on the efficiency of resource use and on 

the distribution of income in Bangladesh, but these effects are minimal, 
given the low levels of tax rates and collections. Increased LDT revenues 

28. Asinilarequationnay be used toexlaital district coleiosperac'However, attempts to explan per capita and per acre collections at the circle 
~~~~~~Taxing 

level were not successful (and are not reported here). Although the 
often the same as in the above formulations, thecoefficient signs are 

coefficients are not statistically significant. 
29. 	 This point is emphasized by Oliver Oldman and QCing-mai Wu, -Ms 

Elasticity of Property Taxes on Site Value and Improved Value," in Bai1 
(ed.), The Taxation of Urban Propertyin Less Developed Countries,P.. 

237-245. See also Roy Bahl and Larry Schroeder, "Forecasting Local 
Government Budgets," Occasional Paper No. 38, Metropoitan StudeS 

Proga,, The Maxwell School (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University,
December 1979). 
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would strengthen efficiency of resource use and would mobilize more 
resources for public sector use. If the LDT were reassigned to become an 
upazila parishad tax, increased revenues from it would aid in 
decentralization efforts and provide an important own-soirce revenue forlocal governments. 

One desirable longer term reform in the tax base would be to change it 
from area to value. Atax basedonvalueisbetabletopmoteang it 

use of resources, an eQutable dis.ribution of the tax burden, and a rising 
amount of tax revenues. Development ofa value-based tax tied to specific 

characteristics of each parcel of land is a difficult task, but the necessary 
valuation need not be based initially on a sophisticated approach. Similarly 
situated properties within an upaztla are likely to have quite similar values, 

with factors such as soil quality, nearness to roads, and access to water and 
irrigation facilities playing dominant roles in the determination of land 
prices. While not as accurate as a parcel-by-parcel ocular survey of each 
plot,. reasonably good approximations can be made of average land values 
per decimal in an upazila using these characteristics as the primary 
determinants of land prices. The values could be based on a survey of
transaction prices of land together with information collected from those 
knowledgeable of local land prices.3 1 Ideally, land values would be updated
annuall3 so as to tie tax liabilities more closely to the value-enhancing
 
effects of public sector investments, but it may e more reasonable to
 
reestimate these values periodically, for example, every three to five years. 

The same data could be used to enhance administration of the property 

transfer tax as discussed in the previous chapter. 

Another reform could occur in the rate structure. LDT administration 
Officials express dissatisfaction with the highly graduated rate structure for 

30. The favorable effects of a value-based property tax are discussed in Wald, 

The Taxation of Agricultural Land in Underdeveloped Areas, and Bird,TaxngAgrcuturla inDeeloin rie Aons and dothirote 
Agricititural Land in Developing Countries,.nteC~ie!oalb eexdBangladesh, Hossain, Ratmae, and Akcnh ta 

see their study, "Agricultural Taxation in Bangladesh." 
Use of suchtables is widesprea in the adinitration of value-bsed31. 

esin developing adoedr A similar to thatcountries.prOperty ta 	 vals in the Philippies; seeeasseli Pconretdescribed here wes used to 
Roy Bahd eanh arryS roer, "Te Real Property Tax," in Local 

Government Financein the Third World: A Case Study of the Philpines, 
Roy W. Bahl and Barbara D. Miller (eds.) (New Yok: Praeger Publishers, 
1982 ), pp. 53-57. For a discussioofpmctioesinolhercownr, Bee Bird, 
TaxingAgriculturalLandin DevelopingCountries. 

http:heavily.28
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in 1982. The complexity of the six-slab
agricultural land introduced 
structure created much confusion among collection officials during 1982/83 
and led to a temporary change in rates back to their previous levels. A 

simplification of the rate schedule would aid the collection process and 

would still keep the LDT a reasonably equitable tax. Estimates using Land 
Occupancy Survey data reveal that a proportional tax rate ofTk. 20 per acre 
would generate potential tax revenues from agricultural land slightly greater 
than those attainable under the 1982 schedule. Based on the conservative
estimate of Tk. 20,000 per acre land value, a Tk. 20 per acre !DT results in 

a tax rate of only 0.1 percent ofvalue, certainly not one thai could be judged 
expropriative. The main advantage of a proportional system is its 

simplicity. A proportional tax also gives no incentive for artificial, 
tax-induced break-up of parccls. Moreover, a proportional schedule in 

Bangladesh will be modestly redistributive given the extreme concentration 
of land ownership. And, if combined with a provision that exempts the 


smallest landowners from the tax-a provision thsat would have little effct 


on revenues-the progressivity of the tax is increased substantially. 

Whatever the structure of the rates, their level should be increased. The 


level of LDT collections is very low, whether metasured in per capita, per

acre, or per land value terms. The beneficial effects of land taxation depend 

on the existence of substantive (though not prohibitive) rates. Further, to 

maintain or to increase real revenues as prices increase over time, some
 

regularity should be introduced into rate changes by tying the adjustment
 

in rates to an appropriately chosen price index if a land-value based levy is
 

not adopted.
 
These changes could be undertaken regardless of which level of 

government administers the LDT. If the LDT were transferred to upazilas, 

these bodies should be given some discretion in the choice of local LDT 

rates. Although the central government should continue to derive some 

revenues from the LDT, upazilas could share in the revenues and be given 

the option of imposing an additional surcharge, perhaps up to Tk. 10 per 

acre, with all revenues flowing to the locality. The fact that these monies 

would remain in the local area should also aid the collection process. 

As is the case with most taxes, administrative improvements are crucial 

to the development of an effective land tax system in Bangladesh. One 

obvious requirement for good land tax administration is landownership 

32. The LOS indicaes that an exemption of plots one-tenth acre or smaller i33. 

that f plotslepopulation the 
aizewould remove 4.2 percent.ofthsamplepopulation fomtheLDTrolls, 
at a revenue cost of only 0.5 percent. 

3 sinulditemoves4.2percentof mp - ll 

records, including land maps. While Bangladesh is more fortunate than 

many developing countries in having some tax maps, the maps are outdated 
and, due to resource constraints, ew surveys are being completed very 

canalowly. Experience in other countries has shown that tax mapping 
greatly improve te administration of roperty ta tleading to improved 
equity and collection efficiency. 33 Channeling additional resources to land 
survey efforts could therefore yield large dividends. In particular, 

inao donors interested in aiding decentralization should seriously
cnsider using grants or long-term loans to help support mapping efforts. 

Other administrative improvements could be made by strengthening the 
penalty process, upgrading the 'aining bf collection officials, and 

instiig rigorous and regular evah1ation of the officials. 
The Land Development Tax as currently imposed in Bangladesh cannot 

be faulted greatly on the usual grounds of economic efficiency, equity, and 
collectibility, but improvements could be made. Short-term changes in the 

rate structure with regular updates would result in a ta- that is easier to 

administer while producing revenue growth. In the longer run, the base of 
the tax should be changed to reflect the productivity of the land rather than 

simply the size of the holding. Since the tax lends itself well to conversion
to a local levy, thought should be givean to reallocating it to the upazila 

toaohads where the LDT could be a significant aid to decentralization. 

See, for example, Daniel Holland, Michael Wasyeko and Roy Bal, The 

Real Property Tax Administration Project (the Philippines), Monograph 9,
Metropolitan Studies Program, The Maxwell School (Syracuse, NY: 
Syracuse University, October 1980). 
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The Holdings Tax 

ShowkatHayatKhan andHasanMurshed 

Property-based taxes have traditionally been the principal tax revenue 
source for union parishads in Bangladesh. Two different levies are assessed 
on permanent structures and the land on which they are situated: the union 
rate and the rate for the remuneration of village police, known as the 
chowkidari tax. Each tax is subject to the same set of rules and regulations 
as specified in the Rules UndertheBasicDemocraciesOrder.I Since these 
levies are so similar, we have lumped them under the term holdings tax. 
Likewise, many unior parishads do not differentiate between the union rate 
and chowkidari tax in dheir accounts; the holdings tax is shown as a single 
entry. 

As explained in Chapter 2, own-source financial resources of union 
parishads prior to the decentralizing reform consisted of property taxes, a 
tax on professions, trades and callings, a vehicle tax and fees, including
income derived from haats, bazaars and ferry ghats. Property taxes 
constituted the primary own-source revenues for most of the union 
parisbr ds, although some earned substantial revenues from sources such as 
markets and fees. Union parishads can also levy minor fees on births, 
marriages and feasts, and can impose a community tax (see chapter 8).

One of the re-ults of the reform is an erosion of the already small set of 
resources available to union parishads. Indeed, nearly all of the revenue 
sources made available to the upazi!a parishads were previously assigned 
to the union parishads, and union parishads became almost entirely 

1. Government of East Pakistan, Rdes Uiderthe BasicDemocraciesOrder(those applicable to Union Councils) (Dhaka. East Pakistan Government 
Press, 1969), pp. 17-22. 
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dependent upon the holdings tax. If union parishads are to be fiscally sound,
this tax must carry the load in revenue production. 

Statutory Basis 

According to the Local Government COrdinance, both the union rate and 

the chowkidari rate are to be levied against the annual value of property. 
For rented properties, the annual value is defined as the gross annual rent 
less two months' rent fcr maintenan Cxpenses. If there is a mortgage on 
the property, the annual mortgage interest costs are also to be deducted from 

the annual value. 
For owner-occupied prcperty, the annual value is to be established either 

by surveying comparable rental property in the area, or at 7.5 percent of the 
estimated capital value of the property, whichever is less. Owner-occupiers 

are also granted a deduction of one-sixth of the annual value (two months' 
rent) as a maintenance allowance. An additional one-fourth of the net rental 
value is deducted for owner-occupied housing. This second deduction 

provides an incentive for owner-occupancy but is difficult to justify on 

grounds of economic efficiency or equity. Owner-occupiers can deduct 
annual mortgage costs as well. While these provisions were undoubtedly 
included to improve the perceived equity of the levy, they have the effect 

of narrowing the tax base and unduly complicating tax assessment. 

The ordinance stipulates that the union rate is to be levied at a rate not 
exceeding 7 percent of the annual value of buildings and land, but it does 

not fix a lower limit on the rate. The chowkidari rate is also to be levied as 
a percentage of the annual value of buildings and land. The rate should be 

set so as to casure adequate funds to meet the salary, equipment, and other 

costs of supporting the village police and the cost of collecting the rate. 

Thus, the ordinance provides room for nonuniform rates across union 
sas parishads 

The statutes specify that the union parishads should appoint assessors to 
determine the annual value of immovable property. The rules do not specify 
who is qualified to serve in these posts. Assessments are to be updated every 

five years. The revised assessment list is to be published and any 
for a review of the valuation.candissatisfied taxpayer apply

Subcommittees of union parishad members are to act upon these appeals. 

2. See Local Governmen Ordinane, 1976, pp.7 7 and 81. 
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Subsequent appeals to the controlling authority, the upazila, are alsopossible.
Holdings taxes can be paid on a quarterly, installment basis. The 

payments may be made to the union parishad office directly or to any peson 
authorized by the union parishad as a collections agent. When the tax bill 

is paid prior to the payment deadline, a 5 percent rebate is allowed. If a 

resident fails to pay the tax within the specified time, the union parishad is 

supposed to serve a notice on the defaulting individa p ersonailsato 
pay within 15 days of receipt of the notice, the union pashad chairman is 
empowere to recover the taxes, ultimately through the sale of movable 
property. 

Actual Practice 

Statutory and actual administration of the holdings tax differ 
significantly in Mral Bangladesh, as they do in most developing countries. 
The differences are evident in all aspects of tax administration: 

assessments, record-keeping, and collections. The following review of 

administrative practice is based on interviews with and questionnaires 
administered to 31 union parishad chairmen and secretaries and on a 
longterm study conducted in a single union parishad in Sylhet district.3 

members in theirTa-assessment is carried out by union parishad 

re as ssve assessors. While the statutese wards rather than by professional
deftie in detail how an assessment is to be conducted, it appears that these 

ae seldom followed. Rather than being a tax on the annual rental vue of 
buildings and land, the holdings tax is administered as if it were a 

on ad hoccombination of ""come and wealth tax, assessed primarily 

basis. In nearly all unions we studied, the tax was said to be assessed by 

taking into account the economic condition of the taxpayer. Some of the 
responses to our quesion about the basis for assessed values we--; "wealth 

of the taxpayer," "economic condition of the taxpayer as determined by the 
union paishad members," or "paying capacity." In soe unions the process

tystemahctoof"assessment" is more with all potential iaxpaycn divided 

four groups according to their perceived ability to pay; each group is 

3. Details 00the nine-menth field study in Kushiara ame provided in Sbowkat 
Hayat Khan, "LOcl Leadershiprand Rural Development in Bangladesh: A
 
Case Study of Kushiara," doctoral disse .o , Depament of
 

Anthrepology, Syracuse University, forthcoming. 
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assessed at a flat rate, with the poorest group tax exempt. In several union 
parishads, local officials knew the statutory rate of the tax, but they did not 
know whether the rate was to be applied to the annual rental value or the 
capital value of buildings and land. Furthermore, even respondents with a 
knowledge of the statutory tax base admitted that the particular economic 
situation of the taxpayer was taken into con.,ideration when determining taxliabilities. 

Information gathered from acase study conducted in a five-village area 
of Kushiara union parishad, Sythet district, provides additional insight into 

the tax administration process. The computation of tax liabilities in
Kushiara is not based or a determination of annual values and a unifoi n 
tax rate. Instead, union officials simply decide, on a more or less arbitrary 
basis, what the tax liability of each resident will be. It is little wonder, then, 
that the tax liabilities of different parcels vay considerably. 

In the study area, there is only one brick building with a 

concrete roof in the five villages. One of thc richest farmers
 
of the area owns it. His union and chowkidary rates were 

assessed to be Tk. 15. The house next to him is kutcha (iron

roof and mud plaster walls) and is owned by a small farmer.

This man was also assessed at Tk. 15 . 

The concrete roof building could earn approximately Tk. 12,000 

annually in rent; the Tk. 15 tax thus amounts to an effective rate of only0.00125. The kutcha 0.0025.Thekutcabuilding atmos, 3,00 nnullySuchbildng wouldwuldear, T.earn, 	at most, Th. 3,600 annuallygoenetndisurepa 

yielding an effective tax rate of 0.0041. Four other persons owning houses
of lesser, yet obviously unequal alues, were all assessed Tk. 60 each.porSicl dcooy stitutesser, s abl alues, ea e r a e p wereurthassess indi60eacatSince land constitutes a reasonable proxy for wealth, further indication 
of nonuniformity in the property tax can be gained from an examination of 
the relationship between land ownership patterns and holdings MX 
assessments (although the tax is levied only on buildings). While the data 
in Table 6-1 suggest a general positive relation between land ownership and 
amounts ofholdings tax due, the relationship is far from uniform. Some of 

thosne owingbeteenaea acrs o lad wre asesedthose 	owning between on nd hre o txesassessmentsacres of land were assessed no taxes 
whereas several other, owning the same amount of land were to pay Tk. 11or more.i 

Even though local officials purportedly base tax liabilities on "economic 
well being," the ad hoc nature of the assessment process revealed in the case 

4. 	 Ibid. 
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TABLE 6-1
 
HOLDINGS TAX ASSESSMENTS BY LAND OWNERSHIP IN
 

FIVE VILLAGES OF KUSHIARA UNION PARISHAD.
 
SYL,17 DLST, 1981/82 

Household Holdftg Tax Liability (in tka) Tol 
L'd O 

0 

nrdip 
-,2--o L2 I-.._ L-10._ 11.25 26-50 51 and

Above Lanm
on., 

0.01- 0.50 58 22 7 7 
0.51- 1.00 
1.01 - 3.00 

18 
12 

14 
17 

14 
29 9 

1 
3 

47
70 

3.01- 6.00 3 3 14 2 22 
6.01 -10.00 i 4 2 2 9 

20.01 and above 1 1 3 

TOW 94 57 54 27 12 3 3 

SUE: Compiled by Dathor' frtxn Kiizhiara cas tudy data and umion parisad tax 

study makes it more likely that noneconomic factors will enter into the 
determination of assessed values. Particularly important is favoritism 

toward the kinsmen and political supporters of the union parishd members.inequities in the tax undermine the people's confidence in the localetofheteshtaelved 

government and discourage payment of the taxes that are levied. 
in rural Banladesh. Thble6-2 provides two indicators of collecti-n performance in 1980/81 for 31union parisha s in the districts of Faridpur, Rangpur and SylheL 5 The per 

capita yields from the holdings tax in this sample of unions are extremely
low, averaging T. 1.32 per person. Due to the ad hoc nature of the 
assessment process, collection efficiency ratios are not necessarily good
m" gobd 

measures of hw successful ajurisdiction is in mobilizing resores. If tax 
are low, a greater Proportion of the taxes are likely to becollected than if the initial assessments are high. Therefore, the overall 

average tax collection ratio of nearly 50 percent cannot be viewed as andi to of ac p bl col 	 t onp ro m n e Ne rt ee s th r ar 
i Of acceptable collection perfomance. Nevertheless, there are 

5. 	 Only those union parishads forwhich both questionnare information a well 
as financial data available are included in Table 8.2. 
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TABLE 6-2 
UNION PARISHAD PROPERTY TAX PERFO)RMANCE INDICATORS 

1980M 1Pr~wetTaxes 
PerCDisuict Union___had pita CollectionRevenues Efficiency 

ridpmr Panch Khola 1.76Ghat Majh 7L 0.38 .60 

3.59Jhoudi 
Alipur 0.78 .16 
Mizaau a62 .52Ramkatapur 0.50 .16 
Kaziani 1.69 -
Maheshpur 2.68 .65 

RAa8pu u .31Gumaigach 0.671.23 .53
Dharambari 0.79 .45 
Holokhana 0.86 .30 
Kanthalbari 1.02Kholahati 0.46being .40 

RaxtmtdwxpurBoali 0.40 .200.84 .73 
Badiakhali 0.73 -Malibaxi 1.01Kali .58101 .37Duhnla 0.83 -

CSylheGopaya 1.35 .78 
Shaistagani 0.53 .61 
Noompr 0.95 .38Richi 0.44 -Chadnighat 2-70Kamalpur 1.01 .50 

Mustafapur 2.59 -Akaillurs 2.52 .27Betuna 0.5Ekauna 0.02 -Knlaua 0.56 .57 

. 1.32 .47ere
do 4taxes co~let to thow impose&bUnwitrA ted 


1Ratio not available. ___ 


SOURCE: Compiled by fiuthon fom union a t s , amie, ecordnapnci 

m ad quesionnairedam. 
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instances of extremely low collection efficiency ratios in the range of only16-20 percent. 

The Kushiara case study found collection ratios within the range of the 
three-distjict survey data: 44 percent in 1979/80, 78 percent in 1980/81,and 54 percent in 1981/82. Given what are probably fairly consistent 
assessments year-by-year in this area, the relatively high ratio in 1980/81
prompted further inquiry. The union secretary reported that toward the endof 1980/81, the area experienced a severe food shortage. The central 

government provided grain which was distributed through local ration 
dealers. The people of the area rushed to the union parishad office for rationcards. The union parishad made the payment of the holdings tax a
precondition for receiving the ration cards, and the collection rate that yearthus improved. 

What reasons can be given for such generally poor performance of theholdings tax? Primarily, it can be attributed to a very inadequate collection process which is further impeded by political factors. Tax collection in mostunion parishads is performed by appointed tax collectors who, rather than 
full-time employees of the local government, are compensated on a 

commission basis--usually about 15 percent of total collections. Theappointments tend to be granted to kinsmen and followers of elected leaders. 
Collectors may continue in their positions even with poor records of tax 
collection as long as they maintain a cordial relationship with union parishadtheir performance.officials. Taxpayers in the Kushiara case study union parishad 

It is rare for tax coliectors to be dismissed no matter how poor 

preferred to pay their taxes directly to the union parishad representatives,
primarily to obtain political patronage which the representative can provide.

Many people default on their holdings tax payments, but fewjurisdictions maintain accounts of arrears and seldom do they pursuedelinquent taxpayers with much enthusiasm. The two primary reasons for 

the failure to pursue delinquents are the fear of provoking public criticismand loss of political popularity. In some instances, negotiatios betweenn enthe union parishad and the delinquent taxpayer are used to attempt to raiserevenues. This technique is viewed to be more politically acceptable thanuse of formal, legal pursuit of delinquent taxpayers. 

trod the manner in which it is actually adm&isered in the union parishads.is a vast difference between the statutory basis of the holdngs taxThe socio-political environment tends to discourage political
decision-makers from fully discharging their duties in the area of tax
collection. Furthermore, the system permits considerable political
inteference in the role elected union parishad members play in the 
"m ntand collection process. There is also a circular dilemma in uionti 
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parishad finances: local revenues are small and, therefore, provide for few 

public services. in turn, the low level of public services discourages local 

residents from paying their taxes. Finally, the intergovernmental grants 0, -S 
system does nothing to encourage local resource mobilization (Chapter 3). 

Holdings Tkx Revenues C! 

The discussion above suggests that the overall 
collections in the union parishads is low. But 

level of holdings tax 
the tax nevertheless- -

. 0:,t--

constitutes the primary form of own-source revenue in these jurisdictions. 
Information from 31 union parishads in Faridpur, Rangpur and Syihet, 

shows that the holdings tax generally accounted for more than one-half of 

total own-source revenues during the five-year period 1976/77-1980/81 
(Table 6-3). The relative importance of the tax in the overall revenue 

structure of the uions declined over the period from 48 percent in 1976/77 

to only 35 percent in 1980/81, due primarily to increased flows of grant 

tz -
*., 

- 1 M" 
C;0 

1+I 
money from the central government. In nominal per capita terms, holdings 
tax revenues in these union parishads increased during the first three 'ears .d & 

of this time period only to fall in 1979/80 and then rise again 1980/ 8 1. We 
" 

. 

have derived the population estimates for the interim years by linearly 0 

interpolating union populations observed in 1974 and 1981.- 0 

The observed fluctuation in per capita collections may be attributed to 
several factors. First, there is much variability in the per capita amounts, 
as shown in the ranges exhibited in Table 6-3. To the extent that this . 

variability also occurs within a jurisdiction over time, overall means can be 
affected significantly. Second, it may be that the lifting of martial law in 

1979 had a detrimental effect on the willingness of taxpayers to comply with 
0 

, 
. 
"r C; 

; 

the local statutes. Several local leaders indicated that the national political 
environment definitely affects the revenue-raising ability of local 
governments in the country. 

When adjusted for declines in the purchasing power of the taka as 
estimated by the consumer price index, the per capita holdings tax revenues -

.. 
j" 

exhibit very little growth over the period. In general, the data suggest that 
the purchasing power of holdings tax revenues in these union parishads just 

barely kept pace with the twin pressures of inflation and population growth. . " 

X .9 
9 1 
" 

-S P 

.* 

6. Bangladesh Population Census, 1981: Union Statistics, Bangladesh . 

Bur.au of Statistics, November 1983. 
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The ratio of per capita holdings taxes to per capita personal income 
constitutes one common measure oftax effort, but the lack of local personal 
income data in Bangladesh make it impossible to estimate such aratio. Table 
6-4 prnj ides an alternative indicator of relative tax effort disaggregated by 
districts. Per capita gross district product is used as a Fsoxy for per capita 
personal income. Among the three districts, union parishads in Rangpur 
district have the lowest property tax effort. Interestingly, even though per 
capita district product among these three districts is lowest in Faridpur, the 
tax effort in that district consistently exceeds that in the other two districts. 
This finding indicates that either district product is not an adequate measure 

TABLE 6-4 

UNION PARISHAD PROprnsTY TAXREVENUE EFORIN FARIDPUR, 


RANGPUR, AND SYLHET DISTRICTS, 1976/77-198Q'81 


1976M 1977/78 1978/79 1979/8 1980181 

Per Capita District Prodct 
(inta) 

Fardpur 921 1108 1243 1468 1535 

Rangpur 1121 1358 1405 1864 1980 

Sy~het 982 1412 1451 1951 2152 

Relative to Faxidpur 
Rangpur 1.22 1.22 1.13 1.27 1.29 
Sylhet 1.07 1.27 1.17 1.33 1.40 

mIperty Tax Revenues Per 
Capita (intaka) 
Faridpur 0.74 1.12 1.31 0.97 1.30 
Rangpur 0.44 0.52 0.84 0.73 0.83 
Sylhet 0.80 0.98 1.20 1.06 1.28 

Relative to Faridpur 


Rangpur 0.59 0.46 0.56 0.85 0.64 
Sylhet 1.08 0.88 0.92 1.09 0.98 

Tax Effort Relative to 
Fsridpura
 

Rangpur 0.48 0.38 0.43 0.59 0.50 
Sylhet 1.01 0.69 0.79 0.82 0.75 

aCmnpued as the ratio of reative (to Faridpur)taxes per capita to telative per capita
ditrict 9-oducL 
SOURCE: Union PadiaMd FncW Record, 1976/77-1980/8 1; Banldesh Bureau c 

Statistics, 1981 StatistcalYearbook ofBangladesh(Dhaka: Bangladesh 
Bureau of Statisrics, 1982), pp. 363,366-67. 
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of tax capacity or that administrative practices outweigh economic factors 
in determining the success of union parishad resource mobilization efforts. 
Given the case study firdings that local leaders are unwilling to collect the 
holdings tax, it may also be that political considerations in tax administratig 
play important roles in generating the results shown in Table 6-4. 

Growth of holdings tax revenues in these union parishads was erratic 
both in nominal and real terms.' Elasticity estimates can be made to 
estimate the linkage between local economic growth and property tax 
revenues. Such elasticity is measured as the percentage change in per capita 
property tax r-evenues divided by the perceage change in per capita 
income, in this instance measured by per capita gross district product. If 
per capita GdP grows at the same rate as personal per capita income, then 
the results are equivalent to income elasL-city estimates. If per capita GdP 
grows faster (slower) than personal per capita income, then the calculated 

elasticity underestimates (overestimates) the true income elasticity.
Estimates of the gross district product elasticity of per capita property tax 
revenues shown in Table 6-5 are based on average growth rates in per 
capita holdings tax revenues and per capita GdP for the period 1976/77 
to 1980/81; they were calculated separately for the union parishads in 
different districts. 

In the two districts experiencing slower economic growth-Faridpm

and Rangpur--per capita property tax collections grew slightly more
rapidly than did district product. This finding is somewhat unexpected, but,
because of the large year-to-year fluctuations in revenue, quite different 

results would have been obtained had 1979/80 been used as the terminal 
year of the ti-ae series. In Sylhet, which exhibited a considerably stronger
growth in economic performance, union parishad holdings tax revenues 
grew only about oe-balfas fast as did district product. Unchanged tax rates 
and an unwillingness to raise assessments or to pursue payments of the tax 
may have led to these results. 

7. 	 For a discussion of local revenue instability in developing countries see 
William Duncombe ad try Sdiroeder, "Tax Instability in Developu
Coumties and its Effect on Budgeting and Fnancial Managemet," 
InternadonalJowrnalofPublicA&Wnistraton11(3) (1988): 271-309. 
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TABLE 6-5 

ELASTICrTY OFDISTRIC LEVEL UNION 

PROPERTY TAX, 1976/77-1980/81 

Perent Change 
in Per Capita 
Proerty Tx 

Percent Change 
in Per Cfpita 

ron District 
Gross Dirict 

Product 
Revenue Product lastcity 

FahidpurA 75.5 66.7 1.13 

Ransplt' 89.4 76.6 1.17 

Syhtc 60.7 119.1 5expenditure 

aincludes SIX union parishads for which we have data for the entire period, 
blnclude. eleven union paishads for which we have data for the entire period. 
Clncludes fourteen union parisads for which we have data for the nte peiod.E 

SOURCE: Computed by the authors from union paishadsinundal M a 

of gmss district poduct. 

Future Role 

Our study of the holdings tax in union parishads of Bangladesh involves 
both the statutory and actual basis of the levy as well as its revenue 
erformance. In general, the tax, as currently administered, leaves much to 

be desired. At issue is wheiher and how performance might be improved. 
The importance of such improvement is greater than ever before, since 
mnion parishads are now almost entirely dependent upon this tax for 

own-soarce revenues. If union parishads are to become fiscally sound and 
have some sense of local fiscal autonomy, the holdings tax must be 
strengthened. 

The current statutory basis of the holdings tax is adequate, although 
overly complex. One can argue that with effective administration, the tax 
could have desirable economic outcomes. In less developed localities the 
bulk of any increment from holdings tax revenues is likely to be spent on 
development projects. Since most development projects in the rural areas 
are site-specific, such as a road, embankment, or canal, then some portion 
of the project benefits accrues to property owners at that site.8 Given a 

See Barbara D. Miller,rBefit FPuanbing in Bangladesh: A Review of the 
Posaibilities for Rural Pubic Wos," Asian Journal of PublicAdministration, 6(2) (1984) 178-192.PulcLclGvrmnDisonfth 
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functioning property market, benefits of site-specific projects will be 
capitalized in the value of the property. Properties which benefit more from 
past and present public investments will have higher values than those 
which are less benefited, and the property tax should be higher on such 
properties if the tax base appropriately captures value increments. The 
property tax collected represents a return of a p,,tion of the benefits to the 
government. 'te tax may be seen as a benefit charge with desirable equity 

implications. 
Likewise, with proper assessment and collection practices, revenue 

growth from the holdings tax should be sufficient to meet increasing public 
needs. While there are some statutory inefficiencies inherent 

in the tax, notably the differential assessments between owner-occupied and 
rented structures, such inefficiencies could easily be corrected. Overall, the 
statutory basis of this tax needs only some simplification and minor changes.

The major problems with this tax are attributable to its administration. 

Each of the components of property tax administration-assessment, 
recoro keeping, and collection--must be improved. Those individuals 
currently assessing taxes do not, for the most part, have any specialized 
training in valuation practices. Local politicians annually determine total 
taxes in an ad hoc or politically-motivated fashion. Good property tax 
administration is possible only if politics are removed from the valuation 
function. Politics should enter only in the question of rate setting. One 
suggestion for removing local politics from the valuation process, while 
increasing the likelihood that the assessor is trained in valuation techniques, 
is to station a full-time, paid assessor in each upazila. This valuation officer, 
working under the upazila finance officer, would be responsible for 
reassessing all properties in ea.ch union parishad every five years as directed 
in the statutes. Local politicians could then "blame" local assessments on 
this higher level of government, thereby deflecting the onus of higher 
assessments from themselves. 

It is also clear that there are considerable weaknesses in holdings tax 
records. Assessment rolls are not up-to-date; the records do noo clearly 
indicate who has or has not paid their tax; and procedures for -4a-ording 
property sales/transfers are not well-defined. The valuation officer, whose 
total time would not be consumed in reassessment of properties, could also 
be assigned the task of working with the union parishad secretary io improve 

bookkeeping procedures so as to increase the accuracy of records on tax 
payment and nonpaymat. Additional formal training programs provided 
directly !o the secretaries could be undertaken under the guidance of the 

nsryLocal Government Division of the Ministry. 

8 
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Tax collection procedures are also inadequate. Appointments of tax 
collectors ae often politically motivated. Those selected are sometimes not 
committed "othe task or ate pessured to overlook the nonpayment of the 
tax by influential persons and relatives of tie union parishad chairman. The 
use of roviag private collectors atso presents greater opportunity for 
taxpayer-collector collusion and, miless policed very closely, for collector 
fraud through nonissuance of recepts. It may be helpful to abandon this 
payment method in favor of personal appearances of taxpayers at the union 
tarishad headquarters or at specific preannounced sites throughout the 
union, such as the local market on specific market days. 

Also important is the need fo: some direct incentive to be given to local 
taxpayers to comply with the legal tax liability. One method, mentioned 
above in describing the Kushiara case study, was to tie benefits from 
centrally-administered programs, such as issuance of ration cards or 
permission to purchase subsidized rice, to documented proof of payment of 
the holdings tax. This practice could be extended to other services provided 
through the union parishad as well as to the issuance of nationality, 
character, birth, or death certificates. 

Education of politicians and taxpayers must go hand-in-hand with these 
structural changes designed to improve taxpayer compliance. Paying taxes 
is less painful if taxpayers recognize that they derive some benefit from the 
taxes they pay. Likewise, political decision makers must be willing to 
col!-ct the taxes levied and implement techniques for improving tax 
compliance. The latter is possible both through formal legal methods of 
collecting delinquent taxes (according to our survey, when these methods 
are used, people do pay) and informal methods of encouraging compliance. 
Infornai methods include campaigns which build upon a sense of 
community and stress the importance of everyone paying his share to 
support projecs undertaken by the local go-vrnment. 9 The upazila property 
tax technician could aid in carrving out the-- educational efforts. 

In summary, the holdings tax imposed 1-. . aion parishads in Bangladesh 
is a good example of a revenue instrument that contains few major 
theoretical flaws but has failed in practice. The failure can be traced 
primarily to difficultie in administering this levy. Wit some changes in 

9. Similar programs were found to yield positive results its ihe Philippines. See 
Roy Bahl and Ivrry Schroeder, 'Tbe Real Property Tax," in Local 
GovernmentFinancein the ThirdWorld: A CaseStudy of the Philippines,
ed. Roy Bahl and Bae.aruD. Miller (New Yo,i: Praeger Publishers, 1983), 
pp. 46-81. 
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its sLatutory basis and the rules which underlie this tax and with considerable 
efforts to improve administrative practices at the local level with insertion 
of the proper incentives to implement these practices, the tax could improve 
revenue performance by union parishads 
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Business Taxes and Fees 

Larry Schroeder 

Local governments in Bangladesh have the authority to use numerous
minor revenue sources ranging from taxes on local businesses to taxes onbirths and marriages. Business taxes and fees are two sources that currentlygenerate some small amounts of revenue but that have the potential tobecr 	 ie more important generators of own-source revenues..sinesses are popular targets of local taxation in many developing 
countries, particularly in urban areas. 1 At present in Bangladesh the tax onprofessions, trades and callings does not yield an especially large amount
of revenue. It is probably for that reason that not much attention has beenpaid 	to this levy in analyses of local public finance in the country. Asupazilas develop with each containing a marketing center, ihere should be
increased potential for revenue generation from businesses; however, forthis potential to be realized, certain changes in the structure will be 
necessary.

The second source oflocal government revenue considered here is from
fees imposed on the use of local public enterprises. Particularly importantin Bangladesh local governments are fees charged for the use of ferry
landmings and for markets with additional potential revenues to be earnedfrom some major farm-to-market roads built and maintained by localjurisdictions. Particularly unique in Bangladesh is the use of aprivate-sector oriented franchise system to operate these facilities. Again, 

I. 	 Roy Bahl and Johannes Linn, UrbanPublicFinanceandAdninstrationinLess Developed Countries (Washington, DC: The World Bank,forthcoming); and Robert J. Bennett, "Local Business Taxes: Theory aniPractice," Oxford Review ofEconomic Policy3 (1987): 60-80. 
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there appears to be a potential for increased revenue generation from these TABLE 7-1 
sources. MAXIMUM UPAZILA PARISLAD TAXES ON BUSINESSES 

(in tak) 
Soorerces.t 

Maudm_ 

The Business Tax SAmount 

1. (a) Godown 50Prior to the implementation of the decentralization policy, union (b)Cold torag 1o 
parishads had the statutory authority to tnx local businesses, but this right 2. (a) Regular @hope (excluding hawkers-those buying or 
was transferred to the upazila parishads upon their creation. Paurashavas slling goods in open qsace) with srurs 

had, and retained, the authority to impose such taxes. Since each upazila (i)L invesment aboveTL 10,000) 20(ii)Small (with(with invesmnt up to TL.10,000) 10 
will contain a markuet center that is at least semi-urlxuiized, business taxes (b)Hotel 50 
can become important revenue producers for upazHa parishads. At present, (c)Restaurant 20 
however, -,:zness-based local taxes are relatively unimportant. (d) Tea-srall 10 

As is the case for all local taxes in Bangiadesh, the structure of local (e) Saloon edlandry 10 
business taxes is controlled by the central government. Under the 4. Rice Mill. flour mill.oil and saw Ql (power driven) 
ordinances, taxes on professions, trades and calliag are specific taxes, i.e., and other mills not covered so 
levied at a fixed amotnt rather than based upon the aniount of by ;iness 5. Mill and facory having fewer than 10 wocrn 50conducted. Localities can, however, impose diffcrent rates on different 6. Mill and factory having 10-50 worker. 100 
types of business. Neverheless,the specific rates mean that revenues from 7. Mill and factory having 50-100 woker. 250 

8. Mill and factory having more than 100 workers 500 
this source can grow only through discretionary increases in the rates 9. Rickshaw 10 
imposed or from additional businesses being formed within the taxing 10. Auto-rickshaw 10 
jurisdiction. There is no automatic growth in revenucs directly linked to 11. Taxi 50increased prices or Vrowth inbusiness incomes. 12. Bus. trk and hunch (license obtained frum the uparila

inrease fm iweratheservices am operatei) 100 
The statutes specify maximum rates which a locality can impose. There 13. Brikfield 100 

is nothing in the rules which states that localities must impose these 14. Rate chargeahe for Mlistment as contractors 
maximum rates nor even that all types of businesses listed in the rules mtst (a) 1st Class (no limit) 5W 
be taxed by individual jurisdictions. One major problem associated with (b)2nd Cta (up to 1k. 400.000) 300 
the setting of maximum tax rates by the Ministry of Local Government i (c) 3rd Class (up to TW 250,000) 100 
that there can be long lags between changes in these allowable rates. In SOURCE: Government of te Pople'sRepublic ofBangaded, he Upzila Paiskw 
fact, new rules written in 1983 replaced rules originally imposed in the early (Taxation) Rules, 1983 (Dhaka). 
1960s, lotug before the independence of Bangladesh. 

Table 7-1 displays the maximum rates which upazila parishads are 
allowed to levy under the tax on profession, trades and callings. These 
rates are considerably greater than those which union parishads were revenues. Indeed, the allowable rates should be viewed as little more thau 
allowed o impose under the 1960 tax rules. The maximum amount that regulatory fees rather than as revenue-generators. If additional revenes 
could be charged by union parishads (also, the maximum ailowable rates are to be raised from this source, considerably higher allowable rates will 
for urban governments) was only Tk. 50. Even the 1983 rates are not be necessary. 
particularly high; the highest rate of Tk. 500 per ainnum for mills or factories We do not have information regarding actual tax rate strctures imposed
employing more than 100 workers constitutes a small proportion of total by upazila parishads since the authority to impose the professions, trades 
labor expenditues and, therefore, probably a very low proportion of total and callings tax was transferred to this level of local govermnent after our 
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fieldwork was completed. We do have data regarding the rates which a
small number of union parisbads in Fzridpur, Rangpur and Sylbet districts 
imposed on businesses in 1982 (Table 7-2). Generally, the rates are
extremely low, a finding which supports the statement above that they are 
used more for regulatory purposes rather than as resource mobilization
devices. Fur.aer, less than one-half of all union parishads in the sample
imposed any taxes at all on local businesses. The combination of low rates
and spotty coverage of the tax suggests that not only does it fail as arevenue
producer, it is also not a useful regulatory instrument, 

TABLE 7-2 

TAX RATES ON PRO1EMSIOPS, TRADES AND CALLINGS 


IN SELECTM-UNION PARISHADS, 1982 

(in taka pe, year)a 


Union Paniad Tders Factories Mendto 

Fazdpur 

Khowailpr 
 50 

Rangpur
Kathalbui 6-12 12 12 
Holu2k-550a 5 
Badiakh1 5-3OO 

Uupur 24-50 
RaichandZrapur 5-10 50-100 
Darshana 50-500 

Syniet
Sylhet 	 6-14 25 

Noorpur 2-25 25 10 
 12 
mustar 5-15 25-50 


Shaitagan

Shatagj 6-5065-0 2550different 
Khalpur 5-10 
Kams'Pur 5-20 

'Whae xnges am.poedprovided, teuyes eccmlly depend on ain o buaineus 
SOURCE: Conputed byathorfrom uic i,.had mpleandfied xeccrds.
SOURCE:______Cmtebauo inu dbusinesses 

2. 	 In fact, it may be that few upazilas have used this taxing power since theupazlls parishads have been recipients of extremely large grants from the 
governmeat and are thus unlikely to pursue such soures of financial 
support. 
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Since we have no information concerning the revenue productivity of
the business tax in upazila parishads, the only indicator of revenue yields is 
based on union parishad data. The revenue performance of taxes on
businesses and vehicles by union parishads is not encouraging. The 
business tax, including taxes on vehicles, constituted only about 2 percent
of total union parishad revenues (never more than 4 percent of own-source 
revenues) and, on a per capita basis, amounted to about Tk. 0.10 in 1980/81.

Given the generally poor state of administrative expestise at the union
level, one might anticipate that per capita collections TIll be greater in 

upazila parishads. This possibility assumes, however, that upazila 
parishads will be willing to impose this tax and will not rely entirely upon
intergovernmental grants to constitute their only source of revenue.Evaluating these taxes and fees can be done on grounds of equity,
revenue growth, and efficiency. The equity issue is complex and difficult 

measure. Taxation of businessbenefit-based taxation, although can be justified on the grounds ofae issue of who ultimately bears theburden of the tax and enjoys the benefits of the spending is far from 
clear-cut. Many of the services provided by local governments, especiallythose 	in more urbanized areas, yield benefits to businesses. Streets and
roads, conservancy services, and drainage services all permit businesses to 
operate more cheaply than if the establishments had to provide these 
services for themselves. While it is probably the case that all businessesderive some benefits from lccal public services, it isdifficalt to judgewhether the rates employed accurately reflect differential levels of benefits.With a rate structure that differentiates only crudely between different sizes 
of businesses engaged in the same industry, there is little reasc- to believethat vertical equity principles are accomplished. 

When taxing businesses at the local level in low-income areas there is
always a conflict between finding a base for the tax that is equitable acoss 

business and that can be administered locally. While profits might 
represent a reasonable tax base that would distinguish among businesses ontheir relative abilities to pay, determining the tax base for different
businesses is a difficult task. Instead of basing taxes on profits, localgovernments in the Philippines base taxes upon estimated gross revenues; 
however, even this tax base is not easily delr.-mined for many smallthat do not insintain accounts. 3 In many francophtne African 

3. 	 Roy Bahl and Larry Schroeder, "The Business Lkme Tax," in Local
Governent Financein the Third World, ed. Roy Bahl and Barbara D. 
Miller (New Yo&k Praeger Publisher 1983), pp.82-99. 
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nations local governments impose the patent, a tax on businesses that is a 
combination of a flat tax (similar to that currently used in Bangladesh), and 
a tax based upon the value of the property owned by the business.4 Other 
countries allow localities to base business taxes on the number of employees 
or on the amount of floor space occupied by the bhlsiness. Unfortunately, 
all of these alternative bases can discriminate significantly between 
different kinds of business pursuits with their differing capital-labor ratios. 

Vehicles constitute another form of local tax base that might be used 
more extensively in upazila parishads. Currently, localities are allowed to 
tax only nonmotorized vehicles (rickshaws, bicycles, carts). With 
additional economic growth and increased usage of automobiles, extending 
this tax base to motorized vehicles would constitute a desirable addition to 
the losal tax base since such taxes would be related to benefits derived from 
local spending on road maintenance and would generaily be progress:ve in 
their incidence.5 Recent reviews of local government finance in Indonesia 
have recommended similar changes. 6 

The revenue growth implicatiors of he current tax on professions, zrades 
and callings were noted above. The tax is inherently inelastic with respect 
to changes in local incomes and prices. Even if the Ministry of Local 
Government were to change the maximum allowable rates on a regular 
basis, discretionary changes in the specific rate structure of individual 
jurisdictions would be necessary for increased revenues to be obtained. 
While the low allowable rates in Bangladesh limit the amounts of revenue 
that can be generated by the tax, they also limit any unfavorable neutrality 
or equity implications of the tax. The low rates make it unlikely that 
interjurisdictional differences in the tax rates would have any real effects 
on the location of businesses. Similarly, rate differentials across types of 

4. 	 See, for example, !erry Miner and Robert Hall. Local Revenue 
Administration in Burkina Faso. Monograph 17, The Maxwell School, 
Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University, 1986 for a discussion of the 
administraiion of this levy. 

5. 	 The desirability ofmotor vehicle taxation by local governments is reviewed 
in Roy Bahl and Johannes Linn, UrbanPublicFinanceandAdministration 
in Less Developed Countries. 

6. 	 See Nick Devas, "Local Taxaton and Related Issues of Central-Local 
Financial Relations," Pspers on Regional Finance for the Government of 
the Republic ofIndonesia, Development Administration Group, Institute of 
Local Government Studies (Birmingham, England: University of 
Birmingham, 1986). 
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businesses are probably not ik - iant enough to have any significant effect 
on the composition of business nctivity. 

Just as the low rates minimize any nonneutralities, they also assist tax 
compliance. There is little reason for businesses to avoid payment of such 
low tax burdens. In small jurisdictions with relatively few business 
establishments the task of administeing the levy is not particularly great, 
s ! it is made even easier by the fact that the statutory rates do not require 
determination of the level of business activity. Still record-keeping is 
necessary as are some minimal efforts at collecting the tax. Administration 
would be benefited if certificates (licenses) issued upon payment of the tax. 
had to be publicly displayed. Yet, unless higher tax rates on profession, 
trades and callings are imposed, there is little rea-on to alter current 
administrative practices since such changes would add to administrative 
costs without producing substantial revenue effects. 

Public 
Enterprises 

One potential revenue source for at least some rural local governments 
in Bangladesh is public enterprises. Nearly every upazila contains markets, 
locally called haats or bazaars (with the former open daily and the latter 
operated weekly or biweekly). In many rural areas of the country where 
there are numerous rivers but few bridges, ferry boats constitute the primary 
means of crossing rivers. The Local Government Ordinance permits local 
governments to provide ferry services. Finally, some other activities are 
opesated by local governments including modern market buildings called
"shopping centers" (permanent multi-store structures built by local 
governments and rented to private leaseholders), slaughterhouses, and a few
rural roads. 

It is common for local governments in developing countries to operate
enterprises which yield benefits to users and which have the potential to 
generate additional revenues for the locality. While in many countries 
throughout the Third World local govelnments themselves operate the 
enterprises, few local governments inBangladesh manage and operate
 

7. 	 See Bahi and U1i, Urban Public Financeand Administration in Less 
Developed Countries-, and David Greytak and Benjamin Dicom, "Local 
Government Public Enterprises," in Local GovernmentFinancein the Third 
World: A CaseStudy ofthePhilippines,ed. Roy Bah and BwbamD. iller 
(New York: Praeger Publishers, 1983), pp. 140-187. 
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facilities using public sector employees. Instead, leases are auctioned to 
private operators to provide the service; the entire proceed of the auction is i 
turned over to the local goverment. All revenues subsequently generated 
by the enterprise activity are kept by the private lease holder. This is a 
unique public-private partnership which can have some advantages to the 
local governments, but it is not without potential problems. -

The auction technique is used by localities to provide for the operation [j 
of markets, ferry ghats, and toll roads. The leases art generally for one year 
and are issued to the highest bidder in an auction held between four and six 
weeks prior to the subsequ=it lease period. Most localitis use verbal 
bidding. Commonly, some proportion of the winning bid must be paid [ 
immediately with the remainder due within a few weeks to several months 
of the auction. In the auction process employed for toll roads in Sylhet 
district, the zilla parishad retains the option to hold additional auctions if it z M 

, w' S 

is felt that higher bids could be obtained. If the willing bid at the later 
auction is less than the previous auction winning bid, the previous auction 
winner has the right of first refusal, i.e., he can obtain the franchise (at theI 
level of his earlier winning bid) even though he was not the winner irk the . 

subsequent auction. The Sylhet zilla parishad put no limit on the number 
of auctions they hold in any particular year. 

The bidding process, ifefficimt, should result in no excess profits to the 
winning bidder. A necessary coLv.dition for this outcome to occur is that there 
be a sufficient number of bidders in each auction. Table 7-3 displays the 
number of bidders participai 
during the period 1977-1981. 

in each auction for each of the Syihet roads 
9For the cases in which there was more than -20 

j in0 D -s 

one auction held, the number of bidders at each auction is shown. In no 
case was the winner of an earlier iction granted the franchise, suggesting 
thattheoptionofallowingfor subsequent auctionshabeesuccessful in 

P j 
4 

extracting additional economic rents from the potential bidders. 
The number of bidders has ranged from zero (in two cases) to as many M Nen 

as ten. When a new toll franchise is offered, neither the potential bidders 
nor the locality is likely to have much information regarding appropriate U 1 

bids. This fact may explain why, except for Sylbet district's 

8. Some urban governments in Bangladesh have used similar methods for tax 
collection activities with winning bidders given the right to collect octroi 

9. 
taxes imposed on goods entering the city. 
Sylhet zilla parishad records include the name3 of individual bidders and 
the amount ofeach bid. 
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Tamabeel-Jaflong Road in 1977-78, mere than a single auction was used in 
the first year of a toll road's operation, 

The auction winners have different responsibilities depending upon the 
services being provided. Ferry operators must provide the ferry boats and 
personnel to operate them. Toll road franchise winners provide only toll 
collectors. Those businessmen earning the right to operate markets must 
supply the labor to collect the fees and to keep the markets clean, 
Maintenance of the facility itself is, however, the responsibility of the local 
governmeht; as well, lo,.alauthorities are responsible to inspect the vremises 
to insure that proper fees are being imposed, that the fee .cht..Jule is 
displayed, and that the facility is being maintained in a sanitary condition. 

Under the auction-le,-e approach, the leaseholder is permitted to keep 
all revenues collected. The primary advantages enjoyed by the locality 
under this arrangement are that all revenues are received near the start of 
the fiscal year rather than throughout the year and that the locality is not 
required to use and supervise its own personnel to operate these facilities, 
Furthermore, in the case offerry ghat, the local government is not required 
to maintain the ferry boats themselves. The auction technique is also, at 
least theoretically, an ideal system to maximize local government revenues 
mobilized from these activities. Maximization requires, however, that a 
sufficient number ofbidders participate in the auction to make it competitive 
and to insure that bidder collusion does not occur. Even then the auction 
market may not maximize local revenues since bidders are unlikely to have 
full information regarding the revenue potential of a market and, Laerefore, 
may be conservative in their bids. 

A second form of enterprise sdministration has been used in a few local 
governments in Bangladesh, mostly in cities. Under this alternative, a 
capital investment is made by the city and long-term leases are provided to 
private entrepreneurs. The most common form of enterprise is shopping 
center buildings containing shops that are leased to shopkeepers under 
long-term leases (of at least five to ten years or often longer). The 
leaseholder pays an initial fee fcr the privilege to rent space in the shopping 
center. The sum of these payments from the various shopholde -16 
sufficient to pay for the construction of the building. Monthly rents are tk-en 
also imposed on the leaseholders by the local government. These paymenr 
are used to provide maintenance and utilities on the stiucture. At the same 
time, most local officials admit that the monthly rents are usually only a 
fraction, seldom more than one-half, of what the private market would 
charge for equivalent space. 
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There are a few instances in which local governments provide enterprise 
activities directly. One example ofthis arrangement is in Dhaka where daily
markets are provided by the municipal corporation. Other things being 
equal, this approach should yield greater net revenues since the local 
goverm',ent would retain the normal profits earned by private enterprises 
under the franchise system. On the other hand, the local government may 
be inefficient in its management of the facilities resulting in smaller overall 
revenues than with the private entrepreneurs managing the operation. In 
light of increased privitization ofpublic services throughout the ThirdWorld 
additional study of these alternative institutional 2rrangements seems 
desireable. 

The level of revenues associated with local enterprises is highly variable 
and dependent upon several different factors. In great part, the amounts of 
money which can be raised depend upon the opportunities available within 
a particular jurisdiction. For example, some local governments are located 
in areas where numerous ferry ghats are not only possible, but are necessary 
due to the local terrain. Likewise, some localities have traditicially been 
the site of major haats and, therefore greater revenues can be der'ved from 
such locations. Even though the enterprises are operated by the private 
sector, the leaseholder has no influence over the prices to be charged. The 
local government has the power to set the fees, although a,y change in the 
fee schedule requires the approval of the government. 

Fees have never been an important revenue source for zilla parishads, 
primarily because they have a productive alternative revenue source-the 
immovable property transfer tax. The only zilla parishad activity for which 
fees are usually imposed are ferry ghats and zilla parishad roads. During 
the late 1970s and early 1980s only about 2 to 3 percent oftotal zilla parishad 
revenues were generated in this manner (see Chapter I1). On the other hand, 
our study cf toll roads in Sylhet found that there is the potential for greater 
use of such a revenue mobilization technique. Tolls in Sylhet raised more 
than 20 percent of the total expenditures on those roads for which tolls were 
being charged. 

Upazila parishads are now to be the sole local government beneficiaries 
of market fees raised within the jurisdiction. While a portion of the monies 
thus raised are to be u.sed to maintain and improve market facilities 
throughout the upazila, excess funds can be used however the locality sees 
fit. 
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There are several good reasons for local governments in Bangladesh to 
rely on user fees associated with local public services. 10 Foremost is the 
fact that user fees constitute the most obvious form of beneficiary charge; 
users must value the benefits of the services provided since their actions 
show they are willing and able to pay for the service. To the extent that user 
fees offset the total costs ofproducing the public service, tax financing, with 
the political and economic costs it may entail, is unnecessary, 

Although user charges have desirable attributes, there are some limits 
on their use that should also be recognized. One such limit concerns the 
extent to which the service being provided yields benefits to society as a 
whole, in addition to those who were willing to pay the fee. In such 
situations, the employment of fees can result in a suboptimal level of 
services. Since the services for which fees are collected in Bangladesh do 
not have such spillover effects, this problem is not particularly significant. 

A second reason to qualify approval for user fees is the equity question.
Fees can exclude low-income ferons from a service and therefore may be 
deemed socially undeshable. To the extent that markets have some 
beneficial redistributional effects, market fees which are below full costs 
are probably appropriate. Unfortunately, the auction method of 
administering market fees does not lend itself to such subsidized pricing. 

Interestingly, the shopping center schemes that have been used in several 
cities, most extensively in Chittagong, are subsidized even though there is 
little apparent reason for such subsidization. These shopping centers in 
cities are permanent structures that contain retail outlets for which the 
retailers pay a subsidized rent. While this subsidy might result in slightly 
lower prices, the fact is that the retailers lucky enough to obtain space within 

10. 	 For discussions of the potential roles of user fees by local governments see 
Ved Prakash, "Role and Structure of User Charges in Financing Urban 
Services in Developing Cotmtries," Regional Development Dialogue 7 
(Autumn, 1986): 1-24; and Kenneth Davey, Financing Regional 
Government: InternationalPractices and Their Relevance to the Third 
World (Chichester: Wiley and Sons, 1983). 

11. 	 Although equity considerations may constitute aconstraint to the levying
of fees for some services, some analyses show that equity goals can be 
attained while charging for some social services. See Johannes F. fil, 
Cities in the Developing world: Policiesfor Their Equitableand-Efficient 
Growth (London: Oxford University Press, 1983); and Emmanuel Jimenez,
PricingPolicy in the Social Sectors: C'c,,t Recovery for Education and 
Health in Developing Countries (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1987). 
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the shopping center are in competition with other retailers who were not so 
lucky. An unfair advantage- will be enjoyed by retailers located in these 
facilities. Furthermore, -itis difficult to argue in favor of income 
redistributional benefits attainable from these retail outlets rathzr than for 
similar benefits from weekly or daily markets located near low-income 
families. Thus, there appears little justification for subsidy of shopping 
centers owned by local governments. Indeed, the economic benefit to the 
general public of such activity is questionable, especially if he activity is 
subsidized. If the activity is profitable, there is little reason for the public 
sector to get involved in the activity since its net effect is to crowd out private 
sector initiative. On the other hand, if the private sector is not engaged in 
the activity since it is not economically viable, then there is also little reason 
for the public sector to do so unless there are other major social benefits 
obtained from such services. 

Future Roles 

This chapter has addressed some of the general issues associated with 
the mobilization of resources tied to particular economic activities within 
Bangladesh localities. In the long-run it will be desirable for local 
governments to place graler emphasis on business activity as the basis of 
local revenues. The prinary advantge of such instruments, if designed
appropriately, is that tey can produce revenues which grow autmatically 
in response to increases in prices, population, and incomes. As currently 
imposed, the tax on professions, trades, and callings does not accomplish
this objective. With additional analysis a better instrument could be 
designed. 

User fees, especially those associated with certain basic local 
government services including markets, ferries, and roads, are more likely
to be important revenue producers in the short-run than are local business 
taxes. The analysis suggests that using auctions and private leaseholders to 
deliver the services can have the advantage of maximizing local revenues, 
but only if particular conditions are fulfilled. Finally, local government
subsidies of particular enterprises, such as the case of provision of 
permanent structures tobe shopping centers, should be reconsidered as they
satisfy neither efficiency or equity criteria. 
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Voluntarism 

Showkat HayatKhanandBarbaraDianeMiller 

One often overlooked -possibilityfor augmenting local resources in 
Bangladesh is to increase local voluniarism (cash, in-kind, or labor 
donations) and incorporate it into development planning. Voluntiuim can 
be channeled either through the private sector or the public sector; this 
chapter considers the latter since the government in Bangladesh is largely
responsible for rural development projects. Additionally, this chapter is 
focused on public works-related projects and not the entire range of 
developmeni efforis. 

Local voluntarism has several advantages as a source of local 
government finance for public works projects in Bangladesh.1 First,
voluntary contributions for development projects are culturally sanctioned 
and socially feasible under certain conditions. Second, there is an 
abundance of labor, especially during the dry season, that some 
developmentalists feel could be mobilized as a local government resource 
for building and maintaining rural works. Third, the government of 
Bangladesh has consistently supported various programs that incorporate
voluntary activity into the domain of local governmenL Some important 
lessons can be learned from these experiences. 

It is difficult to define precisely the ingredients for successful 
incorporation of voluntarism into local government development projects, 
but three factors are key: 

Indigenous culture, including ideology, social organiza
tion, and political factors diat promote or inhibit volun
tarism; 

1. 	 "Volumtarism" is defined, minimally, as "the offering of goods or services 
through one's own free will." 
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* Government policies that allow for or inhibit coordina-
tion with local patterns of voluntarism; 

* The availability of a surplus of wealth, labor power, 
management expertise, and time among a broad portion 
of the population. 


Within any specific country context, each of these three general factors 

should be considered in appraising the feasibility and effectiveness of 
efforts to promote increased voluntarism. It is recognized that several of 
more specific variables are also important at the local level such as 
leadership, the nature of a particular public good and its relevance to the 
area, incentives to participationS and the effects that these have on 
controlling the free-rider problem. 

surplus labor, and central governmentThese three factors--culture, 
policies--contain both potentials and problems for greater reliance upon 
voluntarism in Bangladesh. In this chapter, we discuss each factor on the 
basis of evidence from the secondary literature, government reports, field 
interviews with local government officials, fiscal records, and long-term 
participant observation in Kushiara union, Sylhet district.3 

Socio-Cultural Factors 

The socio-cultural factors examined here are divided into those related 

to the ideology of giving, social institutions, and political institutions. 
Within these sel>-categories, various potentials of voluntarism will be 
discussed as well as the related ccnstraints. 

Islam, the predominant religion in Bangladesh, contains imp 
norms about voluntary giving. In 1974 Muslims constituted 85.4 percent 
of the population of Bangladesh; Hindus, the only other numerically 

2. 	 The fire rider problem refers to the situation when someone consumes a 
good without contributing to its coc*. 

3. 	 The fieldwork was carricd out by Showkat Hayat Khan. For details see hisstudy, 	"Local Leadership and Rural Development in Bangladesh: A Case 

Study of Kushiara," doctoral dissertation, Department of Anthropology, 
Syracuse University, forthcoming. 
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significant religious group, formed 13.5 percent of the population.4 In the 
Islamic tradition, the concept of zakat is noteworthy. Scholars of Iramic 
law dispute the meaning of the term: whether it is a compulsory tax or a 
voluntary form of charitable gi, ing, whether or not zakat is synonymous 
with sadaqah as "almsgiving," and what relevance the concept of zakat 
would have for public finance in a modern state.5 Zakat is translated 
generally as almsgiving and is one of the five pillars of the Islamic faith. 
But it also has been interpreted as a tax on wealth collected by the state to 
be used for the poor, or as a voluntary contribution from the wealthy for the 
poor under supervision of the state. There is some indication that zakat can 
be used to finance public goods as a "concribution that every Muslim, man 
or woman, of means must make to further social assistance and subsidize 
establishments and works of public welfare for the benefit and progress,
i.e., the growth of the Islamic Nation."6 

In addition to doctrinal legitimation, the degree of popular consensus 
and practice must be considered. In Bangladesh, we know little ablrtt the 
practice of Islam in rural areas, particularly relating to voluntary behhvior. 
One source documents that certain village "assets" such as the burial ground 
and madrassa (Islamic school) are considered public property and are 
maintained "from public donations. "7 Another source refers to the giving 
of r-nual dues by the mosque congregation as chanda(dues) for the upkeep 

of the mosque and to pay the prayer-reader.8 

4. 	 B Bureau of Statistics, Statistical Yearbook of Bangladesh 
(Dhaka: Govenment of the People's Republic of Bangladesh Statistics 
Division,Ministry of Planning, 1981),pp.52-53.
 

i cranttsinnKenethCragg,TheHouseof m (Bet,CA
 
Dickenson Publishing Company, Inc., 1969) pp. 47-48; A. Ben Shemesh, 
Taxation in Islam, Vol. III, (Leiden: EJ. Brill, 1969) pp. 25-32; Peter J.
Bertocci, "Models of Solidarity, Stuctus of Powe.: The Politics of 
Community in Rural Bangladesh," PoliticalAnthropology Yearbook I: 
Ideology andInterest: The Dialectics ofPolitics,ed. Myron J. Aronboff 
(New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Books, 1980) p. 104. 

6. 	 Shemesh, Taxation in Islam, p. 27. 
7. 	A.K.M. Aminul Islam, A BangladeshVillage: CorLpict andCohesion,An 

Anthropological Study of Politics (Cambridge, MA: Scheahma
 
Publishing Company,1974),p.46.
8. 	 Peter Bertocci, "Elusive rd.aes: Social Strutr and Community 

Organization in Rtual East Pakistan," doctoral dissetaion, Midigm State 
University, 1970, p. 125. 
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Fieldwork in Kushiara reveals that zakat is not involved in any formal Hindu religious events are called musti and are collected by the respectedway with local government. 9 Everyone who has amassed a surplus is men ofthe village. 1 Mustiis given in the form ofhandfuls ofrice. A similarprevailed upon to give zakat and its giving is w'lely practiced. There is a 	 practice occurs in Kushiara union among Muslims where housewivestendency, however, for people to underestimate the percentage of what they regularly put away a handful of rice which is then periodically given to theshould give. Zakat is usually given in the form of cloth (saris, hmgis) and mosque as musti.is distributed first to needy kinspeople and then next to needy neighbors. Questionnaires we administered in interview sessions with officials inThe distribution is effected from family to family-neither the state nor the our sample of upazilas and unions in Fafidpur district revealed little in themosque is involved in overseeing the operation. On occasion, one's zakat way of chandaor other monetary contributions being mobilized for ruralfor the year can be partially converted into a cash contribution to a cause 	 works projects. The situation was different in Sylhet district where wepromoted by the mosque such as repairs. One would then give less as zakat found some instances of monetary contributions: one union parishad hadto relatives and neighbors that year. received small contributions to the general fund from residents living abroadHindu doctrine presents a rather different picture. There is little in the 	 during two different years; another had built a wooden bridge throughscriptures which legitimizes the kind of almsgiving promoted by Islam. monetary contributions and also reported small contributions placed in theWhile Hinduism traditionally encourages the giving of food to wandering general fund. Union-level interviews in Rangpur revealed no income fromsadhus (holy men) and destitute beggars, there is no formalized concept of contributions, but chanda is cited in several budgets as a miscellaneousregular redistribution from th3 wealthy. In terms of voluntary behavior of expenditure (perhaps a contribution to poor families in the area).Hindus in Bangladesh, tht giving of chanda has been noted by an 	 Zakat, chanda, and musri are locally accepted concepts relatinganthropologist who worked in a rural 	 toarea of Comilla ditrict. Aziz 	 contributions that provide for some kinds of collective goods. 12reports that Hindus give cash contributions on a regular basis for religious 	
Some 

policy alternatives aimed at tapping contributions in Bangladesh presentfestivals held in the bari (neighborhood). Chanda (or, in some places, themselves. One could increase efforts to mobilize zakat, but thechada)is a common Bengali word referring to dues, or contributions, made disadvantages to this option seem to outweigh by far the advantages. Zakatto a specific cause. Although chandais frequently collected in cash or kind is religiously specific, that is, tied to the Islamic faith and therefore does notfor religious purposes, fieldwork reveals that it is also a financing source have ideological appeal for the many Hindus who still live in Bangladesh,for secular projects such as repairing a road or constructing a latrine, particularly in some regions. It would be preferable to select a religiously,handa can be collected through the influence of the mosque or temple, a neutral term for contributions. Additionally, it is uncertain if either doctrinelocal government committee, or an ad hoc committee ofcitizens desiring to or popular belief would favor using zakat consistently for public worksunderake a specific project. Village or neighborhood influentials usually construction or maintenance since it is generally viewed as a method tocollect contributions, aad their means of "enforcement" is persuasion 	 redistribute wealth between kinspersons.buttressed by social norms concerning generosity and the stig-ua labelled Alternatively, increased efforts could be made to mobilize chanda orkripon (stingy). Chanda is collected from the direct beneficiaries of a musti. The advantages of mobilizing contributions under these names areparticular project; those who attempt to avoid paying ("free riders") are 	 clear. Both Hindus and Muslims employ the words and they have noeasily apparent to the public eye. In a Rangpur village, contributions to 	 religious specificity Chandaimplies a one-time donation given for some 
specif- neighborhood purposes. Musn, on the other hand, is regularlysaved and then deposited for either one project or several. Field interviews 

9. See Sbowkat Hayat Khan, "Local Leadership and Rural Development in 	 11. William Von Schendel, PeasantMobility: The Odds of Life in Rural 
B1ngladesh." 

Bangladesh(Assen, The Netherlands: Van Gorcum, 1981). p. 70.10. K.. AshrafuI Aziz, Kinship inBangladesh (Dhaka- International Centre 	 12. It is important to note the lack of a widely used term for the donation offor Diatxoeal Disease Research, Bangladesh, Monograph Series No. 1,1 979)p. 34. 	 Itbor such as is found i- countzies as diverse as Sri Lanka (shrwamdan) aid
Itru(minga). 
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produced Voluntarism 181a case in which Tk. 20,000 in cash had been generated in one though they are not formal orgauizations in the strict sense, nor do they haveunion during ove year for four projects: repair of a retaining wall, repair of much horizontal spread.a kutcha road, and construction ofa section ofpukka road that also included In Kushiara union the key social groupings are the mohallas, or
 
a drain. Total union revenues for that year were Tk. 207,663 so that
cont;ibutions represent a substantial addition. In other cases, contributions 	 r_ sque-centered neighborhoods comprising three to six lineages. Eachmuhallagrouping takes leadership from the mosque imam (prayer leader).for the year were smaller but still helped to suFport minor road repairs. There is no formally designated leader, but one lineage is dominant inThere is strong evidence that local commtinities 
regular funds 

are able to mobilize decision-making. The mohalla occasionally takes collective action forto support religious institutions in their neighborhoods, specific projects, usually concerning care of the mosque. In one instance,including physical structures. Contributions for road projects are used on the mosque was damaged by a storm, and mohallaleaders raised funds androads that lead to local mosques. Contributions on the basis of the numberof houscho!d members (similar to a 	
in-kind contributions (building materials and land so that an enlargementhead tax) or calculated as a roughpercentage of family surplus are culturally accepted forms of donation, but 	
could be made). In this area of the country, there is little evidence of a"federation" of moallas to undertake joint projects, though at one time inthe donation of labor is not. It seems quite feasible that mosques could the recent past, two mohallasconsidered the possibility of jointly fundingassume greater responsibility for maintaining transport routes (either roads the construction of a school; the project was not implemented because
or canals) in their periphery. Planners should be consulted to decide what inter-mohalla coope-iion could not be sustained. There is no formalis the "area of influence" of mosques, and how local governments could relationship between the mohalla as a collectivity and local government,make it known to mosques that future government funding for such roads bu.key actors have roles in each arena.would be limited or available only on a matching basis. Thus, local 

governments could use their 	
It is not certain that mohallagroups have potential for voluntary actionscarce resources for other projects and throughout all of rural Bangladesh (see the section belowcommunities could promote more self-reliance around a broadly-valued 	 on "political

structures"). Nor are the active mohalla groups closely knit with local
item.
In addition to the ideology of giving, it is impcrtant to consider government; they are mosque-centered. Nevertheless, the mohalla could
indigenous organizations be involved in a way complementary to local government efforts to maintain
that might exist which could be mobilized for rural infrastructure.voluntairy contributions to rural development. Effectiveness of voluntarism 	
Concepts of public rsponsibility dictate that the 

as a source of local government finance is often a direct result of the quality 	
mohalla must support the mosque build.-ig, grounds, and personnel, and,on occasion, local voluntarism has been mobilized to reconstruct a kutchaof voluntary organizations which act as an auxiliary to local governments
in the provision anJi maintenance road leading to a mosque.
of public goods. Such indigenous

organizations in Bangladesh are not easy !ofind. A sociologist who did 
Women's organizations and youth groups have potential for involvement 

lengthy field research in rural Bangladesh comments that "there are 
in some aspects of public goods provision, but there are serious enough
problems with each of these in Bangladesh that involvement should berelatively few horizontal formal organizations in the rural areas." 13 Onemajor indigenous organization is the samaj, a group of influel) al village 	
encouraged with caution. Women's voluntarism in most developingcouniries tends to be focused on health and education rather than roads andmaies with strong political functions (discussed in the followiag section). irrigation. 14 Although women in Bangladesh work on road crews, the workNeighborhood (para,bari,or mohalla)groups are often very cohesive even is performed for wages and is thus not voluntarism.15 Given the current 

13. Jan P. Emmert, "Breakdown of an Organizational Ideology:Replication of Comilla-Type Cooperatives in Bangladesh," 
The

doctoraldissertation, University of Michigan, 1981, 	
14. See Barbara D. Miller, 'The Role of Women in t0". Public Domain inp. 7. Another source which Developing Countries," InternationalSuppleme:notes the lack of local collective action groups is Eirik G. Jansen, "Rural 	 to die Women's Studies 

Bangladesh: Competition for Scarce Resources," DERAP Wo.-ing Papers 	
Quarterly,(January 1982): 6-9.

15. Several experimental programs throughout the country employ destituteA-257 (Bergen, Norway: The Chr. Michelsen Institute, 19s2)pp. 42-43. women. 
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functional assignments of local governments in Bangladesh (road,, 
irrigation, drainage), there is little chance that women can be involv:ed 
directly through voluntary organizations, since the present womeL's rural 
organizations are primarily concerned with family planning, family health 
and nutrition. 

Youth groups in many developing countries make significant voluntary 
contributions to the maintenance of local roads and irrigation facilities. 
Unfortunately there is little current effort to involve voluntary public service 
of youth in Bangladesh. One instance was initiated a few years ago when 
youth groups were given the responsibility of collecting market fees and 
were allowed to keep a percentage. Little enthusiasm was generated among 
local officials for this system since there was a general belief that the youth 
groups often harassed marketeers and kept the funds.17  

Most urban youths spend little time in the rural areas and know little 
about conditions there; when they assume positions in the government or 
other institutions, their decisions will suffer from a lack of knowledge of 
rural conditions. Some form of rural voluntarism involving both urban ana 
rural youth might usefully be implemented. 18 One option is that students 
at universities who receive subsidies be required to spend service periods 
in the rural areas helping in the implementation and supervision of 
small-scale development projects. Here, the experience of other Asian 
countries such as Nepal, India, and !ndonesia are most instructive. 19 Such 
youth volunteers would need preliminary training; perhaps a private 
voluntary organization with significant field experience could be involved, 

16. 	 A discussion of the role of youth groups in the repair of local roads in Upper 
Volta and Mali is provided in Barbara D. Miller, "Local Social 
Organizations and Local Public Finance in the Third World," Journalof 
VoluntaryAction Research 13, (4) (1984): 6-9. 

17. 	 Interview with Florence McCarthy, Women's Section, Planning Cell,
Ministry of Agriculture, Dhaka, November 1981. 

18. 	 Rural youths would require a different form of involvement which is 
currently beyond our experience. 

19. 	 Papers on youth programs in several developing court-s of Asia are 
contained in UNESCO, Youth Mobilization for DeveAopment in Asian 
Settings, Final Report, Asian Regional Youth Meeting, 17-22 September
1978, Kathmandu, Nepal (Paris: UNESCO, 1979); a study comparing the 
Indonesian experience with Nepal is that of Diana Fussell and Andrew 
Quarmby, "Study-Service: Voluntary Service in a Form Suitable forThird 
World and Other Cc,--tties," IiaernationalJournal of Comparative 
Sociology 21, (3-4) (1980): 281-287. 
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In addition to long-term service, students could serve internships with 
agencies and private voluntary organizations in need of extra personnel. 
Student vclunteers would be a valuable asset and would simulta;-,eously 
receive much-needed experience in rural development. 

A,'ects of local political structures have direct relevance to voluntarism 
in rural Bangladesh The most important vertical grouping is called the 
reyai, which refers to a patron-client !et, that is, a male lineage head, his 
descendants, and landless "fe!lowers" who look to the leader for many kinds 
of support and in turn owe him favors. 21 The extent to which the reyai 
t'mctions L'; a collective action group is limited, and the more important 
institution is the samaj, or "neight"trhood brotherhood." The Famaj is a 
multi-reyai grouping centered around the mosque; Ls members are the 
sardars(leaders of the constituent reyai). In the area of Comilla district 
where Bertocci did fieldwork in the 1960s, one samajstretc aed over an area 
ofeight mauzas, with a total population of about 1,800. There is increasing 
evidewn: -, howevei, of regional variation in the existence and strength of the 
samajireyaistructure. In Dhaneswar village, rear where Bertocci studied, 
it is reported that the samaj system is in a stzte of decline.22 In Kushiara 
union parishad, there is no samaj system and the mohalla is the most 
important grouping. 23 

In much of rural Bangladesh the union parishad and the samaj (or some 
similar grouping of local leaders) have overlapping functions. The major 
differences are: the union parishad is composed of elected persons while 
the samaj is formed of traditionally validated leaders; the union parishad 
has formal revenue-raising right,: while the samaj raises resources through 
social pressure; the fluctions of the union parishad are more focused on 
local development than the functions of the samaj. It is not appropriate or 
feasible at this time to consider "co-opting" local political groups in the 
name of government service. Complementarity of functions and 

20. 	 "Politics" here does not refer to formal parties and processes, rather to the 
organized power relationships among groups of people. 

21. 	 Bertocci, "Elusive Villages," pp. 139-141. 
22. 	 Von Schendel,PeasantMobility,pp. 215-217. Asimilarreductioninextent 

of samajgrouping and their control over members' conduct is documented 
for Jagatpur village in Jessore district; see Kamal Siddiqui, The Political 
Economy of Rural Poverty in Bangladesh (Dhaka: National Institute of 
Local Goverment, 1982), pp. 273-277. Siddiqui views the decline of the 
samajas a necessary precondition for mobilization of the rural poor.

23. 	 BRAC, The Net: Power Structure in Ten Villages (Dhaka. Bangladesh 
Rural Advancement Committee, 1980). 

http:decline.22
http:favors.21
http:funds.17
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r.sponsibilities with local government, however, should be the goal. The 
sama), mohalla or local faction ladera cannot be ignored by local 
governments, but rather encouraged to assume a larger social responsibilfrv. 

Central Government Programs 

The central government can play a role in mobilizing volutarism 
through appropriate policy. A review of past programs that incorporated 
such policy allows us to assess their relative success. Programs promoting 
the incorporation of voluntary participation into 1-cal ;overnment finance 
in Bangladesh have never been as prominent as they were in India during 
the 1960;,but there is nevertheless a conspicuous threzd of concern for 
voluntary participation running th!rough the policies and programs of 
Bangladesh during Cie last decadc. Govemuuen; policy on voluntansm is 
apparent in two areas: in the quasi-governmental coopefatives under the 
Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP) following the Comilla 
model, and in mass mobilization schemes. 

One of the major institutional innovations spawned by the development 
eAperimerts L-i Comilla during the 1960s under the inspiration of Akhter 
Hameed Kban was a revised and inv.gorated system of two-tiered 
cooperatives.4 The primary cooperative society (the KSS) is formed at the 
village level, with the secondar-y level being the Thana Central Cooperative 
Association (TCCA). In 1978 the program had been launched in 250 thanas 

24. 	 For background on the Comilla rural dvclo,-ment experiment, see Arthur 
Raper, Rural Deve!.9p?,.c,- in Action: The Comprdrensive Experiment in 
Comilla,EastPakistan(Ithaca, NY: Cornell Univemity Press, 1970). More 
recent discussions include S.A. Rahim, "Cooperatives and Agricultural 
Development in Bangladesh," PopularParticipationin Social Change: 
Cooperatives,Collectives,andNationalizedindustry eds. June Nash, Jorge 
Dandier, and Nicholas S. Hopkins (The Hague: Mouton Publishe-rs, 1976), 
pp. 173-184; Harry W. BlaLs. "The Elusiveness of Equity: inst.itional 
Apprmaches to Rural Development in Bangladesh," Special Series on Local 
Govemmen, RLG No. 1, (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University, Rural 
Development Committee, 1974) and "Rural Development, Class Structure 
and Bureaucr:cy in Bangladesh' Wor!d Development6, (1) (1978): 65-82; 
Joseph F. Stepanek, Bangladesh: Eq&. tab!e Growth? (New York, NY: 
Pergamon Press, 1979); and Emmert, "Breakdown of an Organizational 
Ideology," which contains a useful bibL 'graphy. 
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and over 26,000 KSS's wcre registered; the interim Two Year Plan for 
3978 -1980 projected an expansion to 300 thanas.25 The nation is now fairly 
well covered by rural cooperatives under the IRDP. 

These cooperatives represent a form of voluntarism, since membership
and participation are of a voluntary nature and the organizations themselves 

fit into sociological ciefmiions of voluntar3 organizations. Voluntary
commitment and activities are important parts of the "Comilla discipline," 
the standard ideological basis for the Comilla-inspired cooperatives. The 
Comilla discipline involves: financial voluntarism such as annual siare 
purchase, regular savinar deposits, and loan repayment; and non-financial 
voluntarism including member self-management, generating membership, 
frequency and conduct of regular meetings, adoption of agricultural 
innovations, and promoting regular attendance of the cooperative's manager 
and model farmer at TrDC training classes. 27 Major incentives for 
participatioa are access to loans, subsidized agricultural inputs such as 
ferldlizer and pumps, and the opportunity to obtain an irrigation scheme for 
the village-level KSS. Financial participation involves payment of an entry 
membership fee (Ti. 10)by eactli farmer and the purchase ofan annual share 
0Tk. 10). A ,1itionally, farmers are exDected to make weekly savings 
depos':s (Tik. 25). Each KSS within the TCCA federation ideally 
contributes a minimum of Tk.50 amually in shares to the TCCA. 

Emmert's study of the cooperatives' financial performance on the basis 
of accounts data and interviews in Singra thana of Ra-A ahi district shows 
a high rute ofnon-compliance with most aspects of the voluntarism invoked 
by the Comilia discipline. Nonetheless relatively substantial reve-ues 
through KSS sbare purchases were gcnerated by the Singra TCCA from 
1973 to 1978, Tk.187,780.28 Savings deposited at the Singra TCCA were 

1.. 29,707 at he end of the second year of operation (1974) but had grown 
to TIc. 140.354 in 1978. In spite of IGw compliance in most of the member 
KSS's, the annual average capital accumulation of Singra thana, estimated 
on the basis of Emmert's data, is about Tic. 20,000 annually in shares and 
Tk. 40,000 annually in savings, an amount wkich could be increased 

25. 	 Emrnert, "Breakdown of an Organizational Ideology," p. 40.
26. 	 Estelle James, for example, cites cooperatives as a type of voluntary 

orgaization in her paper on "The Na-profit Sector in Intercatio.al 
Perspective: The Case nSri Lanka," Journalof ComparativeEconomics 
6 (1992): 99-129. 

27. 	 Enmert, "Breakdown of an Organizational Ideology," pp. 159-174. 
28. 	 !bid., pp. 297-303. 
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appreciably if the rules and incentives in the Comilla model were better 
used. 


These figures are roughly similar to those fotind in Comilla disaict for 
cooperatives operating between 1965 to 1970, where the range e.tended 
fromi 26 to 46 percent. 9Bangladesh 

An important policy question concerns the rate structire of cooperative
dues and shares. It seems that the rates have not changed since the initial 
Comilla model was implemented in the 1960s. If that is the case, rates 
should be adjusted upward. Although this increase might seem inequitable
in that it will exclude smaller farmers from joining, the current situation 
already excludes smaller farmers. Middle and upper income farmers should 
be charged a more appropriate rate, while separate mechanisms sbould be 
instituted for small and mafginal farmers to receive credit on a different 
format and rate structure. 

We turn now to mas mobilization and self-help programs. Programs
emphasizing local cc.nributions of physical iabor for the construction of 
rural public works ha-e beer.periodically prominent in Bangladesh since 
the War of Liberatiou. Labor is often seen as a potential development 
resource. In rural Bangladesh where labor appears abundant during the dry 
season (approximately January to June, but varying regionally and annua~ly
depending on conditions), a logical form of voluntarisrn is in labor power." u 
The Government of Bangladesh has long been aware of this option,
particularly for the construction of public works projects: 

DurLig the Bitish regine, some riisaionary-minded
officials introduced some projects on the basis of self-help,
self-reliance, and self-dependence. In the 1930s, the programs 
introduced by the Rural Reconstniction Depatmenof Bengal 
propagated this philosophy. In 1934-35, Mr. MLN. Khan, 
ex-ICS officer and then SDO at Brahmanbaria, constructed a 
new canal at Brahmanbaria purely by voluntary labor which 
created a sensation. 

29. 	 Emmert, "Breakdown of an OrgAnizational Ideology," pp. 287-290. 
30. 	 Nunul Islam, DevelopmentStrategyofBangladeshCNew York: Prgamon

Publishers, 1978), especially pp. 40-45. 
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During the 1950s, the Village-AID Programme was launched. It was 
strutured on a self-help basis and involved voluntary labor with a matchinggrant from the central government. 

Several "experiments" with mass mobilization were tried out in 
in the past decade, notably the gonomilan (union of people) and 

the swarntvar (seLf-reliant) movements. These movements culminated in 
the Ulashi-jadunathpur (UJ) Self-Help Canal-Digging Project of 1976.31 
The orie--l JProct wahiIleas asuccessful case oflcal paticipation

and rontribution, and it prompted a nationwide effort to mobilize a 
voluntary workforce for nation-building projects. The UJ's financing 
stmeture involved three sorces: one-third from the central government in 
cash or kind (such as spades or baskets for earthmoving); one-third from 
the union parishad from either regular tax sources or special contributions 
(cash); and one-third from labor contributions or an equivalent amount of 
cash, with these contribitions based on wealth.32 Within five years of the 
original UJ Project, the bashi program was nearly defunct.33 

Another important mass mobilization scheme is the Countrywide
Canal-Digging Programme (CCDP), launched in 1979, a program inspired
by President Zia who personally appeared at many project sites with a spade
in hand. Two hundred and fifty projects wre begun in the first year and a 
high degree of enthusiasm was reported.34 The CCDP emanated from the 
President's House and had a financing stxucwze of 85 percent otal project 
costs to be borrm through voluntarism (cash or labor) mobilized at the union 

31. 	 Muhiuddin Kbmn -ir,Development Strate orBangladesh (Dhaka-
Dha31UMiversiy, Centre for Social Studies, 1980); Qailaquznan 
Ahd an Mc-,war Hossain, eds., Development Through Self-Hep: 
LessornfromUlasid(Dhaka:BagladeshInstitteofDevelopmenStdies, 
1978); M. Ghu am Sanar,RuralDevelopment Thromgh Self-Help: A Study
of the Se-Heip Ulawhi-Jaduwt'hpur Project in Jessore, Bangladesh 
(Comilla, Bangladesh: Bangladesh Academy for Rural Developmat, 
1979).32. 	 Interview with Muhiuddin Khan Alamgir, Joint Secr'etary, External 
Resources Division, Ministry ofFinance (formerly Distict Commissicoer, 
Jessore District), Dhaka, November 1981. 

33. 	 The term "Ulashi-q-pe" project lives on as one minor category of funding 
available tlrough the Union Parishad Rural Works Programme. The
funding is specifically for irrigation projeci.34. 	 No author, "Revolution Frst Phase: Couywide CI-Digging 
Programme" (Dhaka: Cotrol Co-inatiWnd Cell for Canal Digging
ProgrAmme, nd.). 

http:reported.34
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level, with the rest coming from the central government in the form ofwheat. 
But these two sources of financing did not acknow1odge the importance of 
central government "rewards" to local farmers' cooperatives in the form of
free pumps upon completion. This subsidy was said to be necessary in order 
to secure the farmers' "cooperation." 35 

The policy of matching grants in cash or kind for local contributions 
seems a sound one, but the problem of generating local contributions was 
serious. Applications were made for schemes and grants from the central 
government allocated, but then the localities have had great difficulty 
raising their share. The system led to inflated assessments of anticipated 
costs of the project whien the grant was requested, and inflated reporting of 
the amount of local contributions generated. 36  

Trying to program mass voluntarism creates unique policy problems. 
Most successful mass mobilization efforts are spontaneous, irregularly 
successful, fueled by popular commitment, and involve a charismatic 
leader. Such efforts by definition do not lend themselves to being 
systematized into a centralized national program with set guidelines and 
deadlines. A second policy weakness is that little attention is given to future 
maintenance needs of mass mobilization projects. Nevertheless, reports on 
a few of the more famous projects of this nature reveal a fairly clear local 
knowledge of the major beneficiaries-something that can be learned from 

a simple social survey. One way to mobilize the resources necessary tomaintain projects is to assess the long-term beneficiaries of any mass 
mobilization undertakings (such as those who gain title to reclaimed land). 
With the recent creation of the upazila level, there may be enough local 
government strength to implement some form of post-project graduated 
benefit charges. 

The main statutory instrument for mobilizing voluntary labor is the 
community tax. Under the Local Government Ordinance, 1976, the union 
has the right to collect a community tax, defined in 1976 the same way it 

35. 	 Interview with Habib Ur Rahman,Joint Secretary iDthe President's House,
Control and Co-ordination Cell, Countrywide Canal-Digging Programme,
Dhaka, December 1981. 

36. 	 Interview with Muhiuddin Khan Alamgir about the W project, November 
1981, and field interviews in various upazilas where CCDP projects were 
in place. 

37. 	 Alamgir, Developrsent Strategy, Mohammad Faizulah, "A Report on
Masulia-Rinpur-Khowai Project (MRKP)," unublished mineo, Dhaka, 
1980. 
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was during the Pakistan era in the "Rules Under Basic Democracies Order" 
of 1969: 

A special community tax on the adult males for the 
construction of the public work of general utility for the 
inhabitants of the local area unless the local council concerned 
exempts any person in lieu of doing voluntary labor or having
it done on his behalf---no model tax schedule is proposed. The 
rate of levy in respect of a particular work will depend upon 
the cost ofthe work or part thereof which a council may decide 
to recover and the number of adult males who may volunteer 
to do the work or get it done on their behalf. Whatever sum 
remain to be realized may be recovered from the remaining 
beneficiaries in proportion to the benefit derived by each.n 

The community tax is thus a combination of a project-specific "head tax" 
on males and a surcharge levied proportionally on the basis of benefit. The 
rate of the "head tax" portion is determined on the basis of the total cost of 
the project in relation to the number of "volunteers." 

The idea of a community tax seems well suited to a country such as 
Bangladesh where there is a great need for recurrent public works 

construction and maintenance as well as an apparent abundance of surpluslabor, particularly during the dry season. There are, however, several 
important problems with the levy which inhibit the realization of greater 
labor contributions in the countryside. 

First, there is widespread dislike for the term "community tax" itself. At 
every interview conducted in the thirty-one-union sample, officials stated 
that they nevercollect the community tax. Second, aside from scattered and 
inconsistent labor mobilization for mass participation schemes, there 
appears to be a pervasive inability of local leaders to generate dependable 
supplies of labor participation for projects. In all our field interviews, we 
found no occurrence of a local government body regularly mobilizing 
voluntary labor for projects. 

In contrast to the situation in other developing areas such as Northern 
Thailand, where annual irrigation crews comprise all able-bodied male 
members of the community, village-wide collective action is rare in 
Bangladesh. The elite consistently prefer to pay someone to do their share. 

38. 	 "Rules UnderBasicDemocraies Order," 1969,Daka, Government ofEast 
Pakistan, Basic Democracies and Local Government Department, p. 82. 
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The rural poor are too destitute to give their labor free of charge since they 
lack enough money to replace the calories they would expend. More 
sensible than trying to extract free labor from either the elite or the very 
poor would be to institute a form of benefit financing that secures cash from 
those who gain from specific rural infrastructure projects (generally the 
landholding elite) and to use those funds for paying landless laborers to 
maintain the projects--somewhat in the spirit of zakat-style redistribution. 

Fostering Voluntary Efforts 

Compared to many other developing countries, the level of voluntarism 
in rural Bangladesh appears to be low, but this appearance is deceptive. It 
is true thai there has been no widely successful movement like harambee 
in Kenya, and there is no ongoing tradition of voluntary labor for public 
works maintenance. In Bangladesh the arena in which indigenous 
voluntarism operates is religiously demarcated. Religious leaders inspire 
voluntarism and religious places and events are traditional targets of 
support. Religious tradition dictates the way in which contributions are 
given: in-kind as handfuls of rice from each family, or in cash, and 
sometimes in labor. 

Modern forms of organizations such as cooperatives and attempts at 
mass mobilization of labor often incorporate strategies that run counter to 
traditional patterns of motivation and organization. Rather than ignoring 
local forms of voluntarism, and rather than trying to co-opt local 
voiuntarism by local governments, it might be better to devise policies that 
allow for and promote a greater role for religiously-inspired voluntarism asacomplement to lcalgovernmenteffots. Spheres ofpublic responsibility 

for local government and mosque are accepted by Bangladeshis. One policy 
challenge would be to extend the range of non-governmental responsibility 
in public works maintenance and construction. Without further 
data-gathering on cases of local contributions to ,ipecific projects
throughout Bangladesh, it is impossible to say what percentage of regular 

public works costs could be assumed through voluntarism. Cash and 
in-kind contributions as supplements to union parishad budgets could be 
important, though often unrecognized, sources of development finance 

Strengthening Local Govenments in 
Bangladesh 

Lany Schroeder 

As is the case in some other countries of the developing world, local 
governments are the focal point of the current decentralization policy in 
rural Bangladesh. While these local self-governing bodies have the 
potential to improve the efficacy of decision-making and lead to more rapid 
development of this extremely low income country, the policy is unlikely 
to be successful unless these local governments are strengthened. One 
crucial aspect of this strengthening is finance. Without additional fiscal 
autonomy and an alteration in the incentives inherent in the system, local 
governments may simply be extensions to the already long arms of the 
central government with little real decentralization achieved. 

The analysis of the previous chapters has shown that the current status 
of local resource generation in Bangladesh is weak. Local governments do 
little to mobilize resources nor to spend them effectively, especially so as 
to meet the recurrent costs of rural infrastructure. There appear to be several reasons for this stte of fiscal affairs. In part, it is due to the fiscal 

instruments provided to these local bodies and io the incentives or 
disincentives inherent in these revenue sources. The situation is also 
attributable to the extremely weak state of the revenue administration 
apparatus; even though certain of the revenue instruments are reasonably 
well designed, they are not being administered effectively. Finally, some 

blame must be attached to the structure of transfers being made to local 
governments from the central government. As long as a flow of funds can 
be anticipated from the center with few incentives for local governments to
be more self-reliant, the politically distasteful action of mobilizing greater 
resources locally will be avoided. 

Altering this situation must be initiated at the center in spite of the local 
orientation of decentralization. It is the central government that frames the 
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rules and regulations governing financial affairs at the local level. It is the 
centr-a government that is also most likely to be able to fund and oversee 
the necessary upgrading of the administrative apparatus. indeed, some of 
the most significant resources flowing to local bodies today, such as the 
immovable property transfer tax, are administered by central ministries, 
Improvements in their administration will need to be initiated centrally
(with the added effect that central revenue collections could also be 
enhanced through such administrative improvements). Finally, it is the 
central government that shapes and controls the transfer of funds to 
localities; alterations in these grant mechanisms will have to be initiated 
centrally. 

In the short run, one should not expect that local governments in 
Bangladesh will become financially self-sufficient. They will continue to 
rely heavily on the flow of funds from the center. Nevertheless, steps can 
be taken to improve the local mobilization of resources which, over the 
longer run, can strengthen the fiscal autonomy of local governments and 
make them more effective participants in the decentralization process. The 
sorts ofpolicy adjustments mentioned in the previous chapters and reviewed 
as a package here could provide significant assistance in this strengthening.

Given the current and likely continued significant role that 
intergovernmental transfers will play in local government finance in 
Bangladesh, we begin with a discussion of the issues and potential policy 
initatives that could be undertaken in this aspect of the local financial 
system. We then turn to the own-source revenues that have constituted the 
principal flows of locally-based resources to local governments and which, 
in our opinion, offer the most reasonable hope for future improvements, 

Intergovernmental Transfers 

The analysis of Chapter 3 suggests that there is a need to rationalize the 
distribution of grants to rural local governments. To do so requires a careful 
examination of the goals of the system which must be done in a context of 
recognizing tradeoffs. In particular, some equity may be lost in the system
in the effort ofpromoting more development activity by local governments, 
Regarding the goals of the system, the most important issues are how much 
the Bangladesh grant system will retain its relief orientation and hw much 
itwill be used as a tool for strengthening the development activities oflocal 
governments. If relief is to remain the primary goal of the system, the 
preent grants structure does a reasontle job. If strengthening lcal

pM~ndosgrntsstrctuearemnul jo. Ifstrngtenig lcalof 
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goveinments as a partner in the development process is to be an important
goal, further reforms in support of fiscal decentralization are needed. 

The changes we propose are: rationalizing the scheme for distributing 
grants among all local governments including greater coordination of the 
components of the system; improving the targeting of the flow of grants, 
including the use of fewer but larger grants; strengthening local government
institutions; and encouraging maintenance through improved monitoring 
of project activities. These reforms are discussed below. 

Each of the rural development grant programs is distributed by a 
different formula, some are reinforcing but others are offsetting. If the 
objectives of the programs are similar--relief and development with an 
increased emphasis on development--the approach to distribution among 
upazilas ought to be more similar. It makes little sense to favor 
larger/smaller local governments under one grant but to discriminate against
them under another. At the very least the distribution formulae ought to be 
coordinated. A rationalization of the distribution formulae could begin by 
considering some basic principles. A good distribution formula might
reflect need, give incentive to better local government fiscal performance, 
and be as objective as possible. The first suggests that measures such as 
population, land area, and degree of distress are appropriate for inclusion 
in the formula; the second would call for measures to stimulate improved
local revenue effort, improved project implementation, and better provision 
for maintenance; and ile third calls for the use of indicatxs that are 
measurable and can be easily described to recipient governments. 

Rural normal grants are a collection of compensation grants that seem 
to exist more because of historical tradition than because of the needs of 
local governments. The obiectives of these programs are unclear in some 
cases and conflicting in others, and little monitoring of their success has 
been done. They could gradually be replaced. 

There are also important horizontal equity issues to be faced in 
rationalizing the grants distribution system, i.e., eliminating some of thedifferential grant treatment ofsimilar upazila parishads. The overall system
needs to be better coordinated so that upazilas are treated diffreznly on 
more reasoned basis, for example, because they have larger populations or 
land areas, or because they are poorer. The integration of the Food ForWork 
and Development Fund grant programs should resolve some of this 
problem. 

Further,the independent designs of the Deveiopment Fund Programme 
grant and the Food For Work Program are an unnecessary waste of 
rant ant foo Fo Program en uneesr ase of 

resources. Grants from both programs tend to be used for the ame kinds 
projects. By treating these as completely separate programs, the 
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goveinment forgoes the opportunity to use them in concert to promote 
development activities. A number of important advantages could be gained
by coordination. First, a combined program could be used to provide more 
cash for mateials and equipment while still retaining the public
emp!oynrent orientation of the grants. Second, the distribution of funds 
under tiese programs could be coordinated to insure that the desired 
allocation across local governments could be attained. That is, one could 
avoid the possibility that FFWPwould provide a relatively heavy grant for 
an upazila while the Development Fund grant would have an offsetting 
effect by providing relatively less to that same upazila parishad. Third, the 
FFWP could draw more heavily on the engineering staff if the programs 
were better coordinated. Finally, the upazila parishad would be in a better 
position to allocate efficiently the full amount of its resources for 
development purposes--if the total of the grant amounts were known some 
time ahead. 

There is not great agreement, in any country, on how intergovernmental 
grants should b.; allocated among local governments. Some favor 
"targeting" the grant distribution to those local governments which have the 
most potential for making effective investments and maintaining these 
assets. Others favor a targeting on the most needy local governments, and 
still others favor a "spreading" of grant funds, more or less on a population
basis. The Bangladesh grants system has traditionally fallen in the latter 
category. So long as the focus of the Bangladesh grant system is on 
providing relief to the rural poor, the spreading strategy is a good one. It 
distributes money a'cTding to where the people are, and if one assumes 
that rural unemployment is severe throughout the country, the population 
allocator is as good as any. 

If the focus of Bangladesh grant policy were to continue its move from 
relief to development, however, the spreading approach might be 
reconsidered. By using larger grants distributed on the basis of 
development potential, many local governments could still be covered, but 
they would tend to be those with the best possibilities for constructing and 
maintaining a viable development project. This approach would maximize 
the return which could be earned from each taka of central government grant
and it would allow local governments to make maximum use of the limited 
funds available for materials, equipment, and specialized technical 
assistance. Such astrategy would also allow the limited number of qualified 
engineers to play a much greater role in project selection, design, and 
implementation. The major route to shifting the focus of the grant system 
toward development is to develop good indicators of project performance 
and to use these indicators in the grant distribution process. 
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If the Bangladesh grant system is to promote decentralization, then it 
must be redesigned to encourage local governments to take more fiscal 
initiative. What is needed is an incentive to promote the mobilization of 
local revenues. Such ix'centives can be built into the grant system and are 
done so in many countries. Specifically, local governments should be 
encouraged to thinkof grants as having a"price," oramatching requirement. 

Presently, there are no matching requirements built into the Bangladesh 
grant system. A revenue effort measure could be included in the 
Development Fund grant allocation formula. For example, 20 percent of 
the Fund might be allocated according to per capita revenues raised in the 
preceding year, and the percent increase over the penultimate year. In other 
words, if local governments in an upazila raised more relative to those in 
other upazilas, and/or increased their rate of revenue mobilization at a 
relatively faster pace, they would be rewarded with an increased grant 
amount. For purposes of measuring "effort," all revenues raised at the union 
and upazila levs should be included. 

Where will these local matching funds come from? The answer is that 
the matching contribution may be raised from local taxation, contributions, 
or user charges. This need, in turn requires that local governments be given 
increased local taxing powers. 

These incentives can be further strengthened through the intra-upazila
distribution of Development Fund grants to the union parishads. A portion 
of the upazila grant is allocated to the constituent unions lying within the 
upazila. If this sharing, too, is based upon union revenue collection 
performance within these union parishads, another stimulus to local 
government resource mobilization would be inserted into the system. 

While centrally-mandated voluntary labor contributions are not 
appropriate local resource mobilization techniques, the intra-upazila 
allocation of the Development Fund grant to union parishads does provide 
an opportunity to encourage local voluntarism. That is, contributions to 
finance new local schemes or to maintain existing facilities can be included 
in the determination of total local resources mobilized within a union and 
be used to allocate the Development Fund grant among the unions in an 
upazila. One difficulty associated with nationwide programs requiring
voluntary contributions is monitoring the activities. Localities have 
incentives to misuse funds by inflating project costs or by failing to follow 
through on the project. By basing this year's allocation on the amounts 
actually raised in the past year and by keeping the monitoring activity at the 
local (upazila) level, these problems should be reduced. 

Regardless of whether !be Bangladesh grant system s refocused cn 
development, there is d need to track its performance and to increase the 
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likelihood that those local development activities that do occur are 
maintained. The Government has implemented some monitoring of how 
local governments are using their grant funds. Such monitoring will take 
on even more importance if "performance" indicators including the use of 
a revenue effort factor is used in distributing Development Fund assistance. 

Amajor problem with the present grant system--to the extent it is meant 
to promote public works--is a lack ofprovision for maintenance. The RWP 
required a contribution of 25 percent of the normal budget for maintenance, 
but it is not clear that this regulation was effective: there was uncertainty 
among local governments as to the exact meaning of the 25 percent 

requirement; there was confusion as to what constitutes maintenance 

activity; and, the 25 percent requirement was not effectively monitored, 
The Food For Work Program makes no provision for maintenance, and 
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Property-Based Taxes 

The use of land-based levies for local resource mobilization should be 
an effective strategy in Bangladesh. Most development projects are 
site-specific, e.g., a roadway, embankment or canal, and in turn some 
portion of the project benets are also derived at that site. While user 
charges represent the most direct method for imposition of benefit levies, 
in Bang!adesh there is currently little attempt to impose such charges and 
fees. For example, no charges are currently levied on users of irrigation
fe r a mpli canar. 
water taken from public canals. 

In the absence of widespread employment of user charges, land-based 
levies represent a reasonable alternative. Given a functioning land market, 
benefits ofsite-specific projects will be capitalized in land value. Capturing

many FFWP projects involve major r.construction of previously-builtsoehaefteelndvueirmnsi 	 nemptntotet 

schemes that have fallen into disrepair due to a lack of routine maintenance. 
The maintenance 	 problem is an obstacle to an effective rural 


infrstrctue inBanladsh.Befoe gogo further, the
cns~dctin ativ~ic urtertheThereinfrastruture in Bangladesh. Before consmrction activities 

government needs to establish a firm policy about adequate maintenance of 
Rather than require a certain percentage of the normalexisting facilities. 


budget to be spent for maintenance, a better approach would be to require

that the facilities constructed be aintained at "acceptable" standards. The

central government would lay down those standards and would require that 
cena gement c diiown toeeivingstanards ane wouldr thewod ly at 
they be met as a condition to receiving grant momes for other works 
projects. This could become a part of the performance conditions of
receiving a full grant share. In fact, the new Guidelines call for a 
maintenance plan as a precondition to taking union parishad any project.

mainenace lanas apreondtioto akig uion~hadanyproecLthat 
High level decision-making is called for to work out the details necessary 

for ensuring "hat intergovernmental grants in Bangladesh are allocated and 
spent in a coordinated fashion whie providing incentives to local 
governments to mobilize their own resources to supplement the grant 
monies. This incentive can be provided in part through the inclusion of 

reveueth ffot masurslloatin frmule a wel a bypropertyi grnts 
revenue effort measures in the grants allocation formulae as well as y 
monitoring the performance of in using grant funds,local governments 
Coordination can be simplified by phasing out the current normal grants 
while fiscal planning would aided by tying total grantallocations to some 
percentage of national revenues, 

some share of these land value increments is one important route to 

increased revenue mobilization and is in keeping with the benefit charge 
theme followed here.is much to recommend this approach. First, because those to be 
taxerd-andowners--can see direct benefits from the locally-fanced 

projects, they may be more willing to pay the charge than they would be to 
pay a more general levy. A second advantage of land-based taxes for local 
governments is the immobility of the tax base. Since legal tax avoidance 
through mobility is impossible, revenues are more stable. A third advantage 
is that land ownership tends to be positively related to income and wealth. 
Therefore, to the extent that a land-based levy is borne by landowners, the 
txcnom oteaiiyt-a rnil ftxto.Fut stefc 
tax conforms to the ability-to-pay principle of taxation. Fourth is the fact 

land-based levies already exist in Bangladesh. Thus, administrative 
thanesed les radist n anlades were admnisea. 
changes need to be less radical than if new levies were to be imposed. 
immovable property transfer tax, the land development tax and the holdings 
tax. Only the last isnowapurely local levy in Bangladesh. The immovable 
prOy tast is adminitrey tcral goernme although

transfer tax is administered by the central government although 
the revenues are earmarked for the zilla parishad or paurashava in which 
the transferred property lies. The land development tax is administered by 
and yields revenues exclusively for the central government. Altering these 
assignments and the administration of these levies could go far to strengthen 
local institutions. 

The immovable property transfer tax (IPTT) is based on the value of the 
land and buildings bought and sold within a district or paurashava. The levy 
has generated relatively large revenues for zlla parishads and, to a lesser 
extent, for paurashavas. At the same time, the amounts of revenues 
generated remain low and growth in revenues has not kep pace, on average, 
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with increases in district GDP nor with district value added in agriculture. 
It is, therefore, desirable that the elasticity of this revenue source be 
increased and that the overall yield be raised, 

Since the current IT rate of one percent is low--both in the absolute 
and relative to the total tax rate on property transfers--an increase is likely 
to generate tax revenues with little adverse effect on the exchange of 
property. The IPTT could also be used to strengthen the fiscal autonomy of 
local governments. Ifa new minimum rate of two percent is imposed, local 
governments could be given an ,ption to add to the rate union parishad to 
a specified ceiling rate, e.g., an additional 1 or 2 p.rcent. Such authority 
would be a very important step towards decentralization, 

Taxes on the transfer of property in developing countries have received 
much criticism by students of land taxation because of their adverse effects 
on the rate at which property is exchanged. Nevertheless, given the revenue 
needs, the scarcity of taxable economic activity in the rural areas of 
Bangladesh and the relatively low rates imposed, the current tax constitutes 
a reasonable basis for taxation. Furthermore, the tax falls more heavily on 
higher income landowners. 

While a rate increase would produce additional revenues from the IM, 
another desirable and productive area of reform concerns tax 
administration. The single factor most responsible for restraining the yield 
of the current HIT is the umderstating of transfer values. Under current 
procedures, neither district registrars nor sub-registrars have been instructed 
to detect and correct undervaluation; instead, officials have been instructed 
to accept the stated value. The manual of instructions far collection officials 
should be amended. Officials should be directed to attempt to determine 
the correct value of the recorded tiansfer. Evaluation ofthejobperformance 
of collection officials should include their effectiveness at detecting 
undervaluation of property. 

Property values differ greatly throughout the country. Still, similarly 
situated properties within a paurashava or upazila are likely to have similar 
prices with factors such as nearness to roads, access to water and irrigation 
facilities, and types of structures playing dominant roles in price 
differentials. It should be possible to construct a relatively simple table of 
average property values per decimal for each upazila. The table could then 
be used ns a check on stated values at the time of transfer. The task of 
constructing sucih a table could be assigned to the upazila statistical officer 
who would prepare it after consultation with other upazila officers, 
members and chairmen of the UZP, as well as individuals knowledgeable 
about the local real estate markeL 
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While detection is necessary to eliminate undervaluation, it is also 
important that the individuals participating in such illegal activity be 
punished. At present there are no penalties on undervaluation. Penalties 
for undervaluation should be imposed and publicized. These penalties, 
possibly equal to twice the evaded tax plus interest, would have to be paid 
in addition to the tax due prior to subsequent transfer of the property. 

The land development tax (LDT) has, since its inception in 1976, been 
exclusively a central government revenue. With the push to decentralize 
and the formation of upazilas, the time is right to allow local bodies, 
specifically the upazilas, to share in the receipts from this tax. The four 
arguments for local land-based taxes presented above hold for the land 
development tax. The LDT provides an effective way to tax recipients of 
benefit- of locally-financed projects, cannot be legally avoided by moving, 
generally conforms to ability-to-pay, and is already levied throughout the 
country. With additional administrative and stmrtural changes it could 
provide an excellent opportunity to tap the most Eabundant taxable resource 
available at the upazila level, land, in a manner such that those who benefit 
from a public investment (such as, upgrading a road to an all-weather 
surface) bear a portion of the costs. Furthermore, the link between taxes 
paid and benefits received should be much more visible when revenues are 
retained locally. 

Because of these incentive effects and the need for a productive local 
revenue source at the upazila level, the tax structure should be altered to 
provide that 50 percent of land development taxes collected within an 
upazila parishad should be retained by that upazila parishad. Tax 
administration should remain tL. responsibility of the central government, 
at least in the short term. Over tLe longer run greater responsibility could 
be undertaken by the local government in administering the levy. Even in 
the short run, however, change could be made to the tax to improve its 
efficiency and equity implications while improving its yield. 

The statutory base of the LDT on agricultural land is the total holdings 
of a household. In theory, each individual's holdings are summed, the 
individual's holdings are aggregated by family, and the LDT is based on the 
family's total acreage. If this procedure were actually practiced and the 
current orogressive rates applied, then the LDT would be redistributive in 

1. 	 We ignore here any discussion of the non-agricultural LDT under the 
assumption that the rural upazilas-4he local bodies of primary interest 
hem--would be principally affected by LDT policies regarding agriculturalland. 
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nature, and the tax could even be used as an instrument to promo!e land 
reform. But because of the administrative difficulties of aggregation and 
the inequities which partial aggregation produces, itis more reasonable to 
base the LDT on a family's holdings within a single khasian. 

The LDT is an area-based tax. It has long been recognized that a tax 
based on value is better able to promote an efficient use of resources, a more 
equtable distribution of the tax burden, and greater automatic growth in tax 
revenues. The development of a value-based LDT will be no easy task in 
Bangladesh in that a schedule of land values will have to be constructed. 
The necessary valuation need not be based on a sophisticated approach, at 
least at the outset. While not as accurate as a survey ofeach plot, reasonable 
approximations can be made of average land values per decimal in an 
upazila using these characteristics as the primary determinants of land 
prices. The values would be based on a survey of transaction prices of land 
together with information collected from those knowledgeable of local land 
prices. As noted above, such a table of land values could also be used in 
conjunction with the IPTT. Having the upazila statistical officer construct 
such tables would also split the tax assessment-tax collection processes. 
This is an advantage in that it separates the political issue of raie-setting 
from the technical issue of land valuation. The result is to increase overall 
property tax performance. 

The upazila land value information can then be used to determine a 
taxpayer's LDT liability as the product of the acres of land owned in a 
khatian, the average value per acre for that land type, nd the tax rate. 
Ideally, land values would be updated annually so as to tie tax liabilities 
more closely to the value-enhancing effects of public sector investments, 
Since altering tax assessments can involve considerable administrative 
costs, reestimating values every three to five years might be more feasible. 

A simplification of the rate schedule would aid the collection process 
while keeping the LDT a reasonably equitable tax. For example, a 
proportional tax rate could easily be designed to generate revenues equal to 
those of the existing schedule. The main advantage of a proportional system 
is its simplicity. A proportional tax also gives no incentive for artificial, 
tax-induced break-up of parcels. Moreover, a proportional schedule in 
Bangladesh will be modestly redistributive given the extreme concentration 
of land ownership. The estimated distrioutional effects of a proportional 
rate system suggest that the per household and per capita potential tax 
liabilities are higher for small landowners than under the 1982 schedule 
while the liabilities of a large landowner under a proportional system are 
lower than before. Nevertheless, the liabilities still rise markedly with 
holdings size. 
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The levelof LDTcollections is very low, whether measured in per capita, 
per acre, or per land value terms. Our analysis indicates that the current 
rates are, on average, no greater than 0.1 percent of land value. The 
beneficial effects of land taxation depend on the existence of substantive, 
though not prohibith,e, rates. With a Tk. 20 per acre proportional tax rate 
and an exemption level of 1/10 acre for agricultural land, the potential yield 
of the LDT would be about the same as under the 1982 rate schedule. If 
this rate were increased to T. 25 per acre and if collection Jficiency 
remained constant, potential agricultural land tax revenues would increase 
by 25 percent. 

The level of real LDT collections has fallen over time as prices have 
increased. In order to maintain or increase revenues, administrative 
adjustments in the tax base, tax rate, or collection efficiency are necessary. 
In the absence of a change to a value-based tax, the simplest of these 
adjustments is a rate change. Given a simplified tax rate structure, 
proportional increases in rates are easy to administer and avoid the problems 
such as those associated with the 1982 rate structure changes. Moreover, 
some regularity should be introduced into the rate changes in order to 
prevent declines in real LDT collections. 

As is the case with the iMT, administrative improvements are crucial 
to the development of an effective land tax system in Bangladesh. These 
administrative improvements involve both the determination of the tax base 
(even under the current area-based levy) and collection of the tax. One 
obvious requirement for good land tax administration is land-ownership 
records including land maps. While Bangladesh is more fortunate than 
many developing countries to have some tax maps, the mouza maps are 
outdated and, due to resource constraints, new surveys are being completed 
very slowly. At the same time, expeiience in other countries has shown that 
tax mapping can greatly improve the administration of property tax, leading 
to improved equity and collection efficiency. Some central government 
resources should be diverted to the land survey efforts. In addition, 
international donors interested in aiding decentralization should seriously 
consider utilizing grants or long-term loans to help support these mapping 
efforts. Not only would such efforts aid in LDT administration, but they 
could also be useful in economic planning. 

The key to successful administration of any tax is in its collection. In 
the case of the LDT this means that the tahsildar must perform effectively. 
Some short course training should be implemented for tahsildars, especially 
those in that position prior to the institution of the LDT in 1976. These 
training sessions would focus on record-keeping procedures and would 
instruct tahsildars in any changes that had been made in the LDT. 
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The holdings tax is a property tax based on the valule of buildings and 
the land on which they are situated. Revenues from :tese taxes might be 
seen as approximating a benefit-based levy sinc: spatially-specific 
government activities are capitalized in the value of property. With the 
institution of the Local Government (Union Parishads) Ordinance, 1983, 
union parishads will be almost entirely dependent upon these levies since 
their list of permissible taxcs, rates Pnd fees has been shortened. If union 
parishads are to become fiscally sound, the holdings tax must carry the load. 

Analysis of the statutes defining these taxes suggests that they are 
efficient and reasonably equitable. On the other hand, the analysis suggests 
that there is little correspondence between the statutory definition of the 
taxes and what actually occurs in the unions. This fding suggests that 
administration is the key to revenue yield improvements from thLs levy.
Only after such improvements are begun would it be reasonable to give 
additional statutory autonomy to local bodies imposing these taxes. 

Each of the three components of a successfully-administered property 
tax--assessment, record-keeping and collection-contribute to the 
weaknesses in the union parishad holdings tax. Assessment tends to be ad 
hoc; records are poorly kept; and collection is random, at best, and often 
politically motivated. 

The ad hoc assessment "system" employed in union parishads leads to 
inequities sufficiently severe to call for a thorough overhaul of the process. 
Those carrying out tax assessments do not, for the most part, have any 
specialized training in valuation practices. Instead, local politicians 
annually determine total taxes in what appears to be an ad hoc or 
politically-motivated fashion. Good property tax administration is possible 
only iffpolitics are removed from the valuation fun. tion politics should play 
a role in ratemaking, not assessments or collections. 

One method whereby local politics could be removed from the valuation 
process while increasing the likelihood that the assessor is trained in 
valuation techniques would be to station an assessor in each upazila. This 
valuation officer, working under the upazila finance officer, would be 
responsible for reassessing all properties in each union parishad every five 
years as directed in the statutes. Local politicians could then "blame" local 
assessments on this higher level of government thereby reducing some of 
the loc;a political pressures against this tax. 

It is also cle"r that there are considerable weaknesses in holdings tax 
records. Assessment rolls generally are not up-to-date, the records do not 
clearly indicate who has ot has not paid their tax and procedures for altering 
records when property was bought and sold are not well-defined. Since 
reassessment of properties is unlikely to occupy the total time of the 
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valuation officer, he could also be assigned the task of working with the 
union parishad secre!ary to improve bookkeeping procedures so as to 
increase the accuracy of records on tax payment and nonpaymenL 
Additional formal training programs provided directly to the secretaries 
should also be undertaken under the guidance of the Ministry of Local 
Government. Without such efforts, accurate assessments are unlikely to be 
transformed into more equitable and greater yields from the holdings tax. 

Collection procedures are also inadequate. Most unions rely upon 
private collectors who are reimbursed some proportion (usually from 15-20 
percent) oftheir collections. While this approach should contain a sufficient 
incentive to promcte successful collection efficiency, it has largely failed 
to do so. Appointments of tax collectors are often politically motivated and 
those selected are often not committed to the task or are strongly influenced 
by political pressures such that relatives of the union parishad chairman or 
other powerful persons do not pay their taxes at all. The use of roving 
private collectors also presents greater opportunity for taxpayer-collector 
collusion and, unless policed very closely, for collector fraud through
nonissuance of receipts. It may therefore be helpful to abandon this 
payment method in favor of personal appearances of taxpayers at the union 
parishad headquarters or at pre-announced sites on particular days 
throughout the union, e.g., on market days. 

More important is uae need for some direct incentive to be given to local 
taxpayers to comply with the legal tax liability. One such method that 
worked in the case study area in Sylhet district was to tie benefits from 
centrally-admistered programs such as issuance of ration cards or
 
perisslon to purchase subsidized rice to documented proofof payment of

perislo to purchase subidze too proofio paymenriceve docmete ofuythe holdings tax. This procedure can be extended to other services providedof 
through the union parishad such as issuance of nationality, character, birth, 
or death certificates. 

Education of poiticians and taxpayers must go hand-in-hand with these 
structural changes designed to improve taxpayer compliance. No one likes 
to pay taxes, but it is less painful if there is a recognition that one derives 
some benefit from the taxes that are paid. Likewise, political decision 
makers must be aware of the importance of being willing to collect the taxes 
levied and to implement techniques for improving tax compliance. 'e 
latter is possible both through formal legal methods ofcollecting delinquent 
taxes-we found that when these methods are used, people do pay---and 
informal methods of encouraging compliance. Among the latter are 
campaigns which build upon a sense of community and the importance of 
everyone paying his share to support projects undertaken by the local 
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government. Again, the upazila property tax technician could aid in 
carrying these educational effcrt:, 

Activity-Based Revenues 

While real property constitutes the most obvious taxable resource for 
rural local governments in Bangladesh, bodh the statutes Lnd actual p"actice 
indicate that other economic and noneconomic activities can also provide 
resources to these local bodies. Indeed, under the combination of the Local 
Government (Thana Parishad and Thana Administration Reorganization) 
Ordinance, 1982, and the Local Government (Union Parishads) Ordinance, 
1983, upazila parishads must rely entirely upon such nonland based taxes, 
rates and fees. 

Local governments in Bangladesh are permitted to levy a long list of 
taxes on activities and wealth other than land, e.g., on births, marriages and 
feasts. Due to their relatively narrow base and costs of administration, few 
of these levies can ever be expected to be productive revenue producers.
Two exceptions to this are the tax on professions, trades and callings and 
the vehicle tax. Each might be viewed as a kind of benefit-based levy. To 
the extent that development initiatives undertaken by local governments
improve the economic lot of local residents, economic activity will increase. 
Inturn, local businesses and businessmen will benefit, at last indirectly, 
from a more vigorous local economy. Likewise, vehicles are a good 
taxation target since i substantial portion of local government resources are 
devoted to road maintenance. While some roads may have characteristics 
lending themselves to the imposition of tolls (discussed below), most do 
not. Vehicle taxes constitute one method whereby local governments can 
obtain revenues to support road maintenance. 

As currently imposed, these tax levies have several weaknesses. The 
maximum allowable rates are low, flat rates. As such they are unlikely to 
gen.rate significant revenues nor will they allow revenues to grow 
automatically in the face of inflationary pressures or expansions in business 
activity other than through the creation of new business oulels. While a 
longer term goal may be to develop a rate structure that bases business taxes 
on net or gross receipts, administering such rates in the environment ofrural 
Bangladesh at present is probably infeasible. Ascertaining such 
information from large numbers of extremely small businesses, many of 
which do not maintain sufficient records, would likely be beyond the 
administrative capability of local governments. Instead, with additional 
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study of local business operations it would be feasible to design a rate 
structure that reflects differences in size and profitability of different 
business activities and which yields greater overall revenues. 

The most productive forms of nontax revenues derived by local 
governments in Bangladesh are fees placed on msrkets and tolls on roads,
bridges and ferries Unlike some countries inwhich these types of activities 
itre operated directly by the local government, the practice in Bangladesh
has been to lease facilities to private enterprises. Probably the most 
important advantage of the leasing system is that it relieves the local 
gcvernment of the need to staff enterprise facilities on an on-going basis. 
If,as some argue, privately-held organizations are operated more efficiently 
than are publicly-run facilities, leasing can gene-rate greater local revenues 
thau would governmental operation. 

Leasing is not without potential disadvantages. In order for the auction 
method to extract all but normal profits from operators, multiple, 
noncolluding bidders must participate. Further, to protect the health and 
safety of the general public, the loca; geve-anment still must insure that 
sanitary conditions are mainiained in the markets and that ferries arc kept 
in safe operating conditions. Local bodies may fail to carry out these 
inspections when the jurisdiction is not immediately responsible for the 
service. Another potential disadvantage of leasing arises when the service 
Ln question, such as, a ferry, is justified as a governmental service due to its 
edistributional or external benefits.2 In such instances, facilities need not 
'make a profit" in order to be justified as a government activity. But if 
Iacilities are being leased and no profits can be eamr.d, no bidders will be 
willing to operate the facility. In such an event, the jurisdiction must either 
;ubsidize the activity or close it down thereby foregoing any redistributionai 
)enefits. 

If local government enterprises such as ferries or markets, either 
lelf-operated or leased, are to be managed efficiently in the !ong run, full 
:osts of enterprise operation must be recognized. In the short run there may 
)e littie need to account for the fact that, while the market is operated, the 
7aciity is being "used up" as capital stock depreciates. But over a longer 
)eriod the facility will have to be replaced, thus full market costs include 
eplacement costs as well as current operating and maintenance costs. In 
he absence of separate fund accounting which provides for capital stock 
eplacement, the facilities may fall into complete disrepair with no local 

External benefits arise whensociety as awhole,or segmetsthereof,derive 
benefits over and above those enjoyed by the immediate user of the service. 
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resources available for reconstruction. While this outcome can arise under 
either leasing or self-operation, leasing can make it easier for the jurisdiction 
to ignore these longer term issues and view the annual revenues earned from 
the facility as fully available !o the general fund. 

With further study of the economics of these facilities, it should be 
possible to estimate replacement cost needs for public enterprise facilities 
such as ferry ghats and markets. Rules should be written regarding 
establishment of a "sinking fund" designed to be used to accumulate monies 
for subsequent use in replacing these facilities. Such self-financing would 
relieve the central government of demands to provide funds for the 
provision of these facilities while, simultaneously, encouraging 
maintenancc of the infrastructure. 

As currently formulated, local jurisdictions have considerable power 
over rate setting in public enterprises whether or not they are leased. Fees 
for upazila parishad markets are set locally while fees on zilla parishad 
ferries and roads must be approved at the divisional level. A onstandard 

set offees is most reasonable since it allows fees to reflect market conditions
within the locality. Local government should recognize, however, that with 
wino ate cality. Locanuesll g ron sold reonze, how thatsine 
no rate changes, revenues will grow only in response to changes in real 

incomes and population and will not respond automatically to increases in 

prices. As a result, revenues will be substantially eroded by inflation unless 

rates are changed periodically. With local autonomy in rate-setting the 

central government cannot prescribe a schedule wehich reflects inflation, 
The Local Government Division of the Ministry can, however, annually 

provide informational circulars indicating the degree to which major cost 
components of public enterprise operation have increased, e.g., fuel cost 
increases for ferry operators and labor costs for all enterprises. 

As a potential local government resource, voluntary giving of money or 
labor is statutorily allowed at the union parishad level through the 
"community tax," levied on adult males and based partially on 

project-specific costs. In form, the community tax is thus a benefit-based 

levy. If effectively levied, the community tax could be as significant a 
source of union parishad finance as the holdings tax. But in the local 

governments we studied, there was little use of the community tax. There 

is, furthermore, significant overlap in the base of the community tax with 

the holdings tax and with other benefit charges that might be imposed. With 

improvements in the administration of the holdings tax, the community tax 
can be removed from the statutes with the holdings tax relied upon as the 
principal benefit-related levy within these jurisdictions. With improved 
record-keeping, a benefit surcharge attached to holdings tax liabilities 
would be simpler to administer than would a separate community tax. 
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Although voluntary labor is mobilized for public sector projects at the 
local government level in some countries, mandating its use or including it 
as a necessary local resource match as a part of grant programs does not 
appear to be justifiable in Bangladesh. Experience shows it does not work 
well there as a benefi:-oased form of finance. That is, persons who benefit 
most from public works projects do not participate by giving labor. On the 
other hand, spontaneous, locally-based schemes depending on voluntary 
cash donations for construction or maintenance should be encouraged. This 
encouragement is most feasible when incorporated into the grant 
distribution process. 

Condusions 

This volume has reviewed the state ofnrual local government finance in 
Bangladesh and has indicated how changes might be undertaken so as to 

trngthn h ii cal govenes t e etiven th 
strengthen the ability of local governments to participate effectively in the 
decentralization process currently underway in the country. The analyses
undertaken here represent the first wide-ranging investigation of the 

en ioreenue aini ation of loa 

economic implications and revenue administration practices of local
 

governments in this extremely poor nation. In great part, the lack ofanalysis 

stems from the fact that, until now, no systematic attempts have been made 
to collect data concerning the fiscal roles of local governments in thecountry.3 Only with such data can the sorts of analyses conducted here be 
successfully completed.
 

While the focus heie has been on Bangladesh wid.the specific findings
 
and possible policy changes applicable only to that country,more general
 
an ponsbeplanes a bethatl ount, me ge 
lessons can be gleaned from the exercise. Local governments in much of 
the Third World face many of the same sorts of problems highlighted here. 

yet, if decision-making powers are to be decentralized, it is reasonable to 

anticipate that local governments may be called upon to play a more active 
role in local level decision-making. An important aspect of this shift in 

power is likely to be the expectation that localities also participate in the 

difficult task of mobilizing the resources necessary to insure that 

development takes place. Analyses, as conducted heze, of the mobilization 

3. 	 The iack of systematic data on subnational governments in Bangladesh, as 
welU as in many other Third World nations, is highlighted in the World 
Bank's 1988 WorldDevelopment Report. 
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methods to be employed is a necessary first step in the policy reform process 
if the reforms are more likely to lead to overall improvements. Still, it 
should be recognized that in most countries, as in the case of Bangladesh, 
such policy reforms are likely to lead to both additional benefits as well ascosts. 

As envisioned here, the principal benefit of a revised system of local 
finance in Bangladesh would be to provide incentives to local governments 
to encourage them to mobilize resources at a higher level, with greater 
built-in growth potential, and with reasonable efficiency and equity effects. 
Such a system would go far in promoting successful decentralization of 
governmental decision-making within the country while improving local 
governments' ability to operate and maintain development projects. The 
reforms would also help move the government closer to the people and 
would increase the accountabiliiy of local government officials. With 
greater resources available, public works investments should be more 
productive, especially as they are better maintained, 

These changes would not come without some costs. One set of costs of 
ts reiorm package is a taka drain on the central treasury. Revenue would 
be lost to the national government if a portion of the land development tax 
were transferred to local governments. Investments would be needed for 
new centrally-financed programs designed to strengthen the administration 
of local governments including the support for training programs. These 
investments are not insignificant, but they can buy considerable 
improvement in local government finance in Bangladesh. 

A more development-oriented program of fiscal decentralization would 
also entail some costs. By allocating grants more on the basis of 
development potential and the ability to match central taka, and less on a 
basis of need, some equalization of fiscal capacity would be sacrificed. 
There could be fewer centrally-financed projects to spread around under 
such a system, but they should be more productive investments. The 
projects would have more capital content and, with improved local resource 
mobilization, could be better maintained. But construction of such projects
would generate fewer jobs than would pure earthworks activities. Local 
taxes and fees would go up, but would be levied primarily on pc'itically 
more powerful landowners and merchants which would likely entail 
significant political :osts. Greater local government autonomy would mean 
that the national government may give union parishad some flexibility in 
controlling the total amount of government spending in the country. All of 
these are real costs to both government and the people, but are necessary 
for fiscal decentralization and rural development. 

A Note on Terms and
Selective Glossary 

Throughout this book we use many non-English terms and many terms 
that have come into English from other languages, particualry South Asian 
words such as zamindar, pukka and ghat. Concerning spelling. we use the 
unabridged version of the Random House Dictionary of the English 
Language (1973) as the authority. For underlining, we follow the rule that 
if the word appears in the Random HouseDictionary,it is printed in normal 
typeface; words not appearing there are, with a few exceptions, printed in 
italics. The exceptions are the Bangladeshi terms-zilla, thana, upazila, 
paurashava and taka-which we use frequently and which if constantly 
italicized, would unnecessarily clutter the text. 

For non-English terms not in the Random HouseDictionary,we use the 
most common spellings found in the literature and avoid the use of 
diacritical marks. In only one case do we provide a transliteration 
presenting a long "a"in the word haat,by spelling it with a double vowel 
rather than a single so that the reader will know that the pronounciation 
differs from that of the English word, "hat." For the sake of simplicity long 
and short vowels are not distinguished in other words such as modrassa, 
samaj, or sardar. 

Pluras to Bangladeshi terms are formed, as is the usual practice in 
English language social science literature, by adding an "s" to the end of the 
word such as gushisand bighas,although there are some exceptions in the 
case of such words as taka and paisa which are found variably with and 
without an ultimate "s." 

Here we attempt to provide some general definitions of many of the 
Bangladeshi terms used in the text. 

Bari Cluster of neighboring houses 
Bigha A measure of land area; 1 bigha is about 1/3 acre 
Chanda (chada) Donation 
Decimal A measure of land area; 100 decimals is about 1 acre 
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Ghat Passage or steps leading to a river;, a river lar .ng 
Gonomilan A self-help movement 
Gusthi Lineage based on descendence from a male ancestor 
Haat A local market 
Harambee Self-help movement in Kenya 
Imam Islamic religious leader 
Khafian An area of land used for administering land taxes 
Kripon Stiugy; ungiving 
Kutcha Temporary; unpaved; unfinished. rough 
Lungi Male clothing 
Madrassa Islamic school 
Mauza The original land revenue unit under the British 

zamindar system; consists of one or two villages 
Minga Peruvian term for voluntary labor 
Mohalla Neighborhood organized around a mosque 
Mohot Respec!ed man of the village 
Musi Voluntary contributions made especially by Hindus to 

support religious events 
Paisa Currency valued at one hundreth of a taka 
Para Neighborhood grouping of several baris 
Parishad Council 
Pukka Permanent, paved, finished; smooth 
Reyai Local grouping comprising male-related kindred and 

associated followers 
Sadaqah Variant of zakat 
Sadhu Hindu holy man 
Samaj Cluster of Gusthis 
Sardar Local leaders 
Sari Female clothingFermecbowkidari 
Shramdan Term used for voluntary labor in Sri Lanka 
Swarnivar Self-reliant, used to refer to various self-help move-

ments throughout South Asia 
Taka Basic unit of currency used in Bangladesh 
Thana Former local administrative unit; now upazila 
Upazila Rural local administrative unit; approximately 460 in 

Bangladesh 
Zakat Voluntary giving required as one pillar of Islam 
Zamindar Landlord 
Zilla Administrative unit; district 
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